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NEW PACT WITH

Treaty is Mads Inapplicable
,

to Purely Domestic Questions and to the American
Mandate Policy,
;

THIS WEEK

.
(Ily The Aoclulfd Trtrm.)
Washington, Dec. 13 (bytheAs-eociatc- d
The
Press).
Pacific treaty, with a reservation
attached to make it inapplicable to
purely domestic questions and to
the American mandate policy, was
signed today by the plenipotentiaries of the United States, Great
and France.
Britain,
The reservation, presented In
American
reprethe
writing by
sentatives and accepted by all the
others declares that the American
attitude toward Pacific mandates
ehall not be affected by the treaty,
and that the treaty provision for
consultation on quesa
tions arising over the Pacific Islands shall not be construed as ap-- l
plying to any problems which, in
international law, are only of do
mestio concern.
No formal ceremony accompan'
led the affixing of seals and signa
tures. The signing took place In
of the office of the
the ante-roosecretary of state, before a large
company of American and foreign
officials, advisers and clerks. There
was no speecn making ana repre
sentatives of the press were not ad
four-pow-

A

well message to Marshal Foch.
Issued
by Hanforc'
tonight
MacNlder, national commander, said that the value of the
distinguished Frenchman's visit "would grow through al'
the ceming years through our
sons and their sons."
"You have seen and heard
our grateful nation's welcome,"
it continued.
"Our people
hardly know how to express
their feelings. Your presenc"
would have been a lasting inspiration to America. You
high, fine Integrity, your personality and what you hav
endeared
said have
you to
every American.
"We salute you and through
You need nc
you, France.
further pledge from us we
both."
love you

Jv
the t

CHINESE STATES

Difficulties Believed to- Have
May Ielny Submission.
,
The American copy goes to Pres
tseen tncounierea ai
ident Harding, who will suDmit it
He
to the senate for ratification
Between the Japs
probably will not take It td the
Chinese.
and
decapitol in person, and he may

powers:
"1 That the treaty shall ap
to
Islands In
the
mandated.
ply
t. the Pacific nnerm; provided,
however, that the making of
the treaty shall 'not be deemed
to bo an assent on the part of
the United States of America
to the mandates and shall not
preclude agreements between
"
the United States of America
and the mandatory powers respectively in relation to the
mandated islands.
"That the controversies to
which the second paragraph of
Article I one refers shall not
be taken to embrace questions
which, according to principles
of international law lie exclusively within the domestic Jurisdiction of the respective
powers."
.
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RAILROAD SHOPMEN
TO BE FURLOUGHED

AMormfed

ce

Pim.)

Washington,' Dec. 13 (by the As
sociated Press.) Soms difficulties
are believed to have been encountered today at the conference between Chinese and Japanese delerestoration to
gates
concerning
China of the
Tslnanfu
most
the
railway,
important of the
subjects being considered in the
attempts to settle the Shantung
controversy.
se
delegates- left ths
conference room in an apparent attitude of dejection, one saying:
"We did not make the progress
we should, and do net understand
the Japanese position."
It is believed that the crux of the
difficulty revolves about the ques-lo- n
of security that China would be
able to give In carrying out her offer to purchase the railway and its
adjacent mines. Japan's position Is
said to be that she is ready to listen
to any plan of Chinese payment,
but Is anxious to determine the
kind of security China would be
willing to propose. '
It is pointed out that the valuation of the railroad and mines made
during1 the Paris peace conference
are about 15, 000,000 gold. According to the Japanese viewpoint,
this does not Include expenditures
by Japan in the way of
Kiao-Cho-

w

Th:-C'hme-

(By The Associated Trm.)
McMILLIN ACCKPTS.
Baltimore, Dec. 13. ThousanBs
of shopmen employed by the BalDee. 13. "Bo"
Danville, Ky.,
timore and Ohio railroad will be McMillln, Centre college's star
furloughed indefinitely Saturday quarterback, today accepted an ofwhen the shops over the system fer to coach Centenary college,
will be shut down. Business de- Shreveport, La., next season. It
of ef- was Raid that the contract called
pression and the necessities
fecting economics were given by for his services for three years at
officials as prompting the action, 110,000 a year.

HAUAL RATIO

DISCUSSION

IS 'CLAM LIKE', SAYS ENVOY
Even Some Delegation Spokesmen Are Find
ing Difficulty in Learning What Is Going
On; Four-PowTreaty is Signed in Pri
vate in Ante Room of Hughes' Office.
er

Washington, JDec. 13 (by the As
sociated Press.) As the arms conference nears a settlement on the
naval ratio, its most vital Issue, discussions are so carefully guarded
from view that even, some delegation spokesmen ,are finding difficulty in learning what is going on.
The curtain obscures, from the
public, exchanges taking place in
ths "Big Three" and to a lesser degree the same situation prevails as
tp the other elements. Arrangements had been made to have newspaper men present at the signing
treaty, but
today f the
. the plan was cancellc'd.
" One delegation spokesman varl- four-pow-

er

WEATHER
FORECAST.

:
.

Denver, Colo., Dec. IS. New
Mexico: Wednesday and probably
east of
Thursday,
fair; cooler
.
.
mountains,
'
Arizona: Wednesday arid Thursday, .partly cloudy; not much
change in temperature.
IjOCAIj RFPORT
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,'
recorded by the university:

Highest temperature
.

Lowest

...... .

Range

Mean
Humidity at

6

a.

m....'....

57
30
27
44
78

of the
ously described the attitude
"Big Three" today as a 'clam-lik- e
silence.
Signing of the
treaty
"in private," in the ante room of
the office ef the secretary of state,
today was due to a sudden and unexplained reversal of the orders of
department officials. Before the
plenipotentiaries
began to gather,
it was announced that the signing
would be public and additional
chairs were carried into the room.
Scarcely had the chairs been
placed than "some one higher up"
ruled that the signing would be
The chairs were carried
private.
out again.,
,
In the dark corridor outside were
gathered a hundred or more correspondents and to this throng en
official announced that he would
furnish "bulletins."
After fifteen
minutes he opened the door a wee
crack and whispered:
"Americans have signed."
There ensued a race for telei
phones,
There wal the same hushed an
nouncement when the other groups
had signed and then another wait,
during which way was made by
the crowded
correspondents for
girls to enter. They soon emerged
and It developed they were steno
graphers. Then a file,' of clerks
were admitted.
The promulgator of news f'bul- letins" again appeared and described the signing as "very informal." After aTwhile the door
opened and the plenipotentiaries
emerged. Into the empty room the
press representatives at last were
invited to have a look at tho treaty.
They Inspected Its bright red seals.
tried to decipher the signatures.
wore shown the pens used, arid then

Humidity at 6 p. m
. None
Precipitation
14
Maximum wind velocity
.North
Direction of wind
i.,,
Character of day. ........... Clear departed.

-

four-pow-

er

press). Announcement by
onference of agreement on

dla-tri- ct
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Waters

h.

says that if he obtains possession of the proj'ect he will build
an industrial plant and with the
aid of the water power developments under way make that en.
tire section of the south more
prosperous industrially and agriThomas Edison reculturally.
cently inspected the project with
Ford and discussed details of
Ford's plan.
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thrbe weeks in
xue Doay win
Wednesday.

HAS MADE PROPOSAL
TO AMERICAN BRASS

London. De6. IS. Hundreds of
OITj PRICES ADVANCED.
blind men and thousands of other
Dec. 13. The
Houston, Texas,
persons paid tribute today to the Humble
Refining company- - admemory of the late . Sir Arthur vanced Mexla
light crude 25 cents
Pearson, for whom Impressive serv- -

New 'York, Doc. 13. Directors of
the Anaconda
Copper Mining
company met toffnyi but no action
was taken, it was stated, regarding
for control of tlio
negotiations
American Brass company.
It Is
known that the Anaconda company
has made a proposition for the ma
jority holdings of American Brass.
According to unconfirmed reports,
the offer is on the basis of $150
cash and three shares cf Anaconda
for one of American Brass.

MEMORY OF PEARSON, had
(By The

AMirlfil

boen here
Bttoicu ui neniin.
be shipped to
St.-Lo-

FreM.)

i

home, the scene of Sir Arthur'
men.
work for blinded
The services were conducted by a
Diinci organist ana cnorus.
As the cortege passed St. Dun- -'
men stood
stan's blinded
.
at attention.

JONES WILD MOVE TO
CHANGE SENATE RULES
' (By Tbe

Amcnltd

Praia.)

Washington, Dec. 13. Senator Jones, republican
of
Washington, served notice tn
tho senate today that ho soon
would move to change sonnto
rules, lie said, to curb the
j privilege of senators "of talk-- ',
ing on anything at any time."
Ho proposed to bring about
the change by confining debate "to the question under
consideration nnless otherwise
provided by unanimous consent."
'

I

EMPTY STOCKING FUND
The

following contributions
were received yesterday to be
distributed by the Salvation
Army and the Bureau of
Charities to give the poor of
he city a Merry Christmas:
Cash
.50
Benton Hlrks
1.00
1.00
Stanley Hicks
Mrs. W. II. McMilllon. . l.oo
1.00
August Sels.
1.00
Billy Sols
Wor-stand
Mrs. F. W.
Mr.

........
.........

Jr.........

er

Mra. J. i....
M. II. ..........
B. O. M.

II.

C.

Hcrby

Total
Previously

2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00

12.50
.'...$ 180.90
reported.

Total to date

...... .$100.40

MICHIGAN FARM HOUSE
BURNS; 8 LIVES LOST
(Dr Hid Amoclatrd

1J!AHI

4 ENTOMBED

mum Hi
i

.,1r

ing to Placo a Bulkhead
to Stop a Fire.

Iff

IS

TAKEN OF

Jt''8't'4'tt
?
8

8

(lir Th Anorlufrll Prnn.)
Washington, Doc. 13. PostGeneral Hays was
criticised in the house today
byv
Wlngo,
Heprescntntlvo
democrnt of Arkansas, who
declared ho was overturning
tlie civil, service- commission
of
to obtain appointments
faithful republicans ' as postmasters.
Mr. Wingo referred
to Mr. Hnys ns a Presbyterian
deacon who
to
run a Sunday "pretending
school in tho
!
postofflco department."

master

,

1

,

.

STRONG TOLD" TO HOLD
NOTES AND MORTGAGES

Assistant Attorney General
Advises State Treasurer
to Retain $280,000
llateral for Present.

Edwards

today

A

advised

State

Treasurer Strong to keep possession of the J280.00O notes and
mortgages, furnished him by tho
Santa Fo bank as security for state
deposits until further advised by
him or directed by the district
cnuit. TreviouHly State l:ank Examiner Held asked Edwards If
tho
collateral should not
be turned over to him to be pooled
with the rest of the bank's assets
and made subject to distribution
among the depositors in tho event
the bank could not be reopened.
Edwards said he would give a

written opinion and hesitated tn
an offhand expression but In
tho nieantimo advised Strong to
hold tho notes and mortgages.
Strong also had other security
of $110,000 surety and JIOO.OO'J
personal bond by the bank directors, but, without tho notes and
mortgages, those do not cover the
state deposits. Goverfior Mechem
and Edwards held the view, however, that the United Stntes Ficompnny
delity nnd Guaranty
which furnished Strong's $2,097,-00- 0
bond to the state, was responsible to tho state for deposits In
excess of the legal limit.
They
the state was amply protected.
1'hoi governor snld tlio etato
finnucn Ixmnl, ninilo up of
lilmsclf. tho auditor and treasurer, had not directed tho deposit of tlio (alo funds in tho
Santa Fo bank. Jn fat, lie
Hilil, tlio lHMird lind not designated any depositories sltico
lie ennie into, offh-e- .
It was)
feared, lio explained, tho undertaking would provo highly
The governor said
dangerous.
the bank could liavo been
...dtwd anynndtime jlurlnsr tin
last year
Stron said any
heavy withdrawal by lilm tn
tho Jnrt.fcw months would
liavo iirecipltntcd the closinjr.
n
Tlio blow would hnvo
linrder on tho state and
depositors lind it fallen earlier, according to the
Kivo

fal-le-

BY

KJTEME

of wav wmm m

vi.o

Co-

(Spwhil Cnrrcunonili'ncB to Til Jonrnnl.)
Santa Fe. N. M.. Dec. 13. As
sistant Attorney (General A. M.

LABOR BOARD F6R

Morrison, Colo., Dec. 13.
Tlio bodies of five men over- come by fire damp today in
tho Sntanlo mine near hero
wero recovered
by rescue
crewp tonlsht. Efforts to re- waa i.rcKht to ti.o sur.
face iu nn unconscious con- Tho six men
dltlon, fnll'-d- .
lost their lives wliilo fishtlnpr
All
n flro in tho workings.
other employe luivo been nc- counted for.

Have Been Closed Any
Time During Last Year,

DM E5T&BLESKE0

TEN-KOO- R

mimm

Overtime Will Net Be Paid After Eight
Hours, in New Rules Announced to Replace
the National Agreement; Many Millions of
Dollars Cut From Carriers' Pay Rolls.

'

Chicago, Dec. 13 (by the AssoSlashing extra pay
provisions for the first two hours
m,lnlS I7?nW S
r,!j a?.t flU. ot overtime after the regular eight es govlieved to be dead as a result of .no""" day's
thcir being pvercomo by firo damp ernin'g railway maintenance of way
in the Satania coal mine of the Employes, the railroad labor board
Colorado Collieries Mines com- - has Bet u a schedule of ten hours
.
pany, 2',4 mllei south of Morrison;
at tha, reKular hour,y wafe
this afternoon when they attempt-!- ?
100
on
the
ed to place a bulkhead
,ior common lUDorern. in new ruie.
foot level to stop a fire which announced tonight to replace the
developed last Friday
national agreement.
The one body brought to the
The principle of "eight consecuof
William Jones, tive hours shall constitute a day's
surface is thnt
45 years o!d, of Morrison, a miner. work" is
retained, however, and
Tho five underground believed time and
pay Is granted
to be dead are:
ten
work.
hours
after
'
of
GERRY DUNN
Morrison,
The new provisions make possuperintendent of the mine.
sible a
day without penLOUIS GOLAD of Morrison, a alizing the railroads, which were
miner.
compelled under the federal agreeEUGENE F. BOVIE, Jr., of ment to pay time and
Morrison, his son, a miner.
after eight hours.
LOUIS DORRIGATTI of Morri
The rules become effective Deson, a miner.
cember 16. ono year after the
Tho miners had been fighting n 'agreement was mnae between the
fire that started in the property railroad administration and tne
last Friday. Today they were con United Brotherhood
of Maintestructing cement bulkhradi to stay nance of Way Employes and Railtho flames. According to one of road Shop laborers. They apply
tho miners, the wind shifted sud- on all railfoads where agreement
denly and tMit off all ventilation. has not
been reached on
The men were overcome by fire new rules.already
damp.
Mnny rules had been agreed on
Trios fo Rescue Stln.
by a majority of roads and, in
The elder Bovle, who had been such
cases the federal counterparts
working on the second level of the were remanded to roads not reach
mine was overcome by the fire )nK n agreement .for further con
damp, u was believed by members 8l(leratlonTnese included rules
of the rescue party, when he on seniority, promotion nnd special
rushed forward to the first level service, where local conditions were
to rescue his son. His attempt to held to
govern. Wage schedules
reach his son followed instructions were eliminated
as a part of the
to himself and eight other men rules
agreement.
working on the second level with
of the two hours overRemoval
him to come to tho surface this time
was declared by labor
afternoon.
The men suspected hoard penalty
attaches to cut many milsomething was wrong elsewhere In lions of dollars from the carriers'
the mine and the elder Bovle dis- annual pay rolls.
j
regarded instructions a'nd'went to
The old national agreement rectho first level where he knew his
day in extra
ognized the
son had been working.
or floating gangs of workmen,
Only fourteen men were work- whose employment is temporary
ing at the property,, according to and seasonal Regular gangs, howcompany officials.
after
ever, were paid overtime
As soon as the men on the surhours.
face discovered the accident had eight
tho new rules the number
Under
occurred and notified the Denver of hours work
per day may be re-to
police, department and the mine duced by mutual
agreement
company officials In Denver, a de- avoid reducing
The roads
tachment of policemen with an were formerly forces.
compelled to pay
ambulance and Fire Chief John
each'
P. Ilcaly and a Rquad of Denver eight hours wages a day for
employed. Regular assignfiremen with gas fighting equip- man
work
of Sunday and holiday
ment Btnrted to the mine in auto- ment
no longer draws time and a half
mobiles.
When called for less than a
pay.
Two Denver firemen, William
work, however, employes'wlll
Cannon, lieutenant, and George day's
be paid three hours straight time
Bands, started Into the mine nt for
Instead
four o'clock, equipped with gns of two hours awork or less.
half for the two
time and
helmets and air lines hoping to
hours and pro rata tlmo thereafter.
(Continued on "Page" Two.)
Extra time worked before the reg

Pr.)

(By The AsocIntd
Morrison, Colo., Dec.
.

13.r-O- ne

ciated Press).

vr

one-ha-

lf

ten-ho-

one-ha-

.

'

-

ten-ho-

HAYS PRETENDING TO
RUN SUNDAY 'SCHOOL
DEMOCRAT DECLARES

)

Detroit, Mich., Doc. 13. Final
check of the victims of a fire that
today destroyed tho farm home of
Joseph Wakeu, two miles north
of Detroit, showed eight persons,
IS DEAD,
seven of them children, to be
dead, and three perhaps fatally
burned.
The fire started when
Mrs. Wakeu attempted to kindle
IN a fire with kerosene.
Wakeu, his four chlldron,. gert
rfrom two ta Ught years, find tho
small son and twin daughters of
Mrs. Elizabeth Kuroreak, who wer"
visiting at the homo, wore burned
to death In their bedB.
Mra. Wakeu add Joseph Weis
and Ke,enty obsenuk, board- firp Ovprrfimp Bv Firp Damn wokl
ers at the home, were so badly
Near Morrison in Attempt- - burned they may die.

tf Ills

i

sfr. tuaim1

ill ii imm

Kdi-so-

ill. uulu inn niiiciivaii a.iiu
British group were opposed In a
-generalv way to changing the list
7
of retained ships of each power as
would be necessitated If Japan reThe
Muscle
Shoals
factor in ending all wars believes
hui;e
project
tained the Mutsu. This opposition,
started to produce Titrate to aid
Henry Ford. The auto wizard is
however, is expected in conference
the U S. and allies in the war seeking to obtain the plant under
circles to give way if the Japanese
lease from the government. Ford
are insistent. In that case, it was can be turned into an Important
learned that the United States
battle
would
retain
the
probably
ships Colorado and Washington in
place of the Delaware and North
TELLS EM PC YES AND
naval
Dakota and the
1
.
to
U
I
EMPLOYERS
modified
be
would
UlUUU
TO DROP
IIIU
per
holiday
mit Great Britain to construct two
GO
TO IT
GROUCHES,
additional ships.
The Japanese proposal ia In line
PAID BY
with the contention of the JapanMilwiSftkae, Wis., Deo,
ese naval exports that experts of all
a dfcimruufinif "of in
nations-weragreed that ships
duatrial stiiie, "bettor work
armed with
guns could not
more
and
of it," and a "savii
lie in the battle line against modng: wage" rather than a living
ern craft armed with
wage for workers, Secretary
or
rifles.
Davis today urged employer
Both the Setsu and Delaware and
and employe to "drop their
North Dakota are
gun ships! Vessel Captured Outside .the
grouches and go to it," in an
wnno tne Mutsu ana tne uoioraao ' Territorial
of address here. "We can have.
and Washington each carry eight
We must
mora peace in
rifles.
Mexico, Is Claim; Pay-- . Industry," have,
he declared.
Heaviest British Guns.
us
tho
battles and
"Litt
stop
ment Made Under Protest
Great Britain has no battleships
the warfare in industry." ho
as far advanced as the Mutsu and
said. "Lot us fay to employer
(By The Aoctn(rit TrrM.)
the Colorado and the Washington.
The heaviest British naval guns are
Washington, Dec. 13. A fine of and employe 'Disarm!' In the
past the st;ike may have been
Presumably, if provision 10,886 pesos was paid under prois made for two additional British test by members of the crew.of the the only means to gain right
wages and working conditions
battleships to take the place of the
fishing schooner Mdbcl. Now the strike is becoming t
ft
San
to
returned
Calif.,
which
Pedro,
m nrf
back number. I hate both the
v ihl
,h
after having been held strike and the lockout. Both
rt Brmmenti yesterday
!m xn,tn JVP
y MeJlan allthorities on a chargee are always the separator, never
of illegal fishing, the state depart-Tnthe
superior-Hood- s
planned
Th.
,
!
abandon-to
I"e"'
be
the
and
British
by
matter
tne
partment
in
5
a question of facts as to
the S5.; w
haa occurred.
n
maximum mini prupuacu Advices from the owner of tne boat
has
been
in the American
It
plan.
. v. n . n.L,
ritA nut and to the American consul nt EnVnv
Mexico, to which port the
ArrV
bUlIdlnSiboat was taken after being seized.
5 ?"'.?a.rh7.
that the vessel had been capThere was some reason to be stated outside
GURLEY
the territorial waters
lieve tonight that British opinion tured
Mexico. A Mexican foreign of
in the sessions of the "big three1 of
statement, however, declared
was being exerted
against any fice
that the seizure had taken place
modification of the original Amerl within
tho three-mil- e
limit.
can plan that would rearrange the
list of retained ships so as to make
it expedient for Great Britain to WILSON GIVEN CHECK
proceed with capital ship construe
CBj The AiKiclnted Prrn.)
FOR $35,000 TO COVER
tion.
Boston, Dec. 13. Former Mayor
M.
HIS BOUT WITH DOWNEY J.
Curley was elected mayor
of Boston todav bv a nluralitv of
TREATY OF PEACE IS
votes
over J. R. klurphy, for-- .
'
2,315
(By The Associated Prrn.)
New York, Dec. 13. Tex Rick-ard- , mcr fire commissioner, a a close
RATlFIEDJjY HUNGARY
fight promoter, today handed mayoralty contest. The vote was:
(By Tbe AmnrrnteA FreM.)
Johnny Curley, 73,869; Murphy, 71.C54;
Champion
Middleweight
13.
national
The
Dec.
Budapest,
Wilson a check for $35,000 to cov- C. S. Baxter, 4,243; C. S. O'Connor,
assembly tonight ratified the treaty er his end of the bout with Brya i 10.812.
The lead alternated between CuN
of peace between the United States Downey of Cleveland In Jersey
and Hungary.
last September.
The money ley and Murphy os the votes wero
City
Count Albert Apponyl, chairman had been withheld by Jtiekard at counted and it was net until the
of the committee in charge of the the request of i the New Jersey last precincts were) heard from that
in an address state boxing t commission which the outcome was certain. Tho vote
peace agreement,
of Curley's home ward turned the
after the ratification said:
charged that the champion had tide
In his favor.
"Though we ere not yet acquaint- not put forth :hi best .efforts.
The total vote. 1(10.478. repre
future world
ed with "America's
Wilson is said to have agreed
sented
about 77 per cent of the
Is
proof
policy, this separate treaty
he would box any opponent
Women voters, of
and her, that.
registration.
of her disinterestedness
Rlckard
select before Jan- whom
might,
were registered,
77,998
sincere wish 'to help in the
5, the contest, to' take, plane
uary
In
turned
in
out
largo numbers
struction of eastern Europe. This the mlddlOfOf the following month.
of
a
snow storm. It
dicnot
was
spite
desultory
which
single peace,
was their first opportunity to vote
tated recognized Hungary as an
GEORGE W. BROWN DEAD.
equal."
Tucson, Ariz.. Dec 13. George tor mayor.
Warren Brown, head of a large shoo
'
manuracturlng concern in St. Louis, ANACONDA COMPANY
TRIBUTE IS PAID TO
i

mi)

General view of Wilson dam at ths
shoals, noj being constructed,
n
and Henry Ford and Thomas
on platform of coach at Florence, Ala where dam is located.

"J"1;

"ln.t
nivu in

BEEH WORSE

PrpmO

.

COSIEST CLOSE

SILERCE CF THE 'BIG THREE'
011

Ttie Atoc!Rtel PreM.)
Dec. 13 (by the

JJington,

Brita'ln, Japan and
the United
States, loomed tonight as probable
before the weekend. A plenary
session Is expected by some delegates. Japan has Indicated conditional agreement to the
ratio.
Her acceptance was coupled, however, with a request to substitute
the new battleship Mutsu for the
old
gun ship Setsu in the
ships she would retain.
The decision of Japan was comto Mr.
municated
informally
Hughes and Mr. Balfour by Admiral Baron Kato and was discussed today by the American delegation at a conference attended by
Assistant
Roosevelt.
Secretary
Later the "big three" of the naval
Balfour
powers, Messrs. Hughes.
and Kato. again met. this time Mr.
Coontz and
Roosevelt, Admiral
Rear Admiral Pratt attending.
One Point Cnscttlcd.
After this meeting it was said
that only "one very small point"

NUDE AT PARLEY

8,ic a Month

Mechem
Says
Santa Fe Institution Could

Seattle, Wash., Dec. 13 The
death list reached 13 today from
flood conditions in more than a
dozen towns in western Washington, partially Inundated since Sunday by incersant rains. Unofficial
calculations placed the property
damage at more than I250.0U0.
Flood waters were reported to
bo slowly receding tonlKht. Moderate rains were predicted but
weather bureau officials said tho
height of the flood stage had been
reached.
Traffic to tho east over the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul and
Northern Pacific railroads win
halted tonight and all trains on it'll
transcontinental lines were either
annulled or were being dctotirod
over Columbia river routcH.
Kast of the Cascade nioun'alnn
botween Cle Elum and
the Yakima river had washed out
several small bridges along the
Northern Pacific line. Tho tow.i
of Thorp was flooded and Ellens-bur- g
was shut off from all rail
and highway communication.
Conditions in southwest Washington improved but from tho
north of Seattle fresh stories
of flood havoo continued to pou.'
in.
At North Bend, the Sunset highway was reported washed out in
several places, train Bervire was
annulled and logging operations
were suspended. Trees wero strewn
over roads, tent villages at the
logging camps wore destroyed and
tho streets of North Bend wore
running full with water.
Breaking of dykes near Mount
Vernon flooded thousands of aeiei
in the Skagit river valley and rendered scores temporary homeless.
Considerable damage was reported
to the farm district and heavy ions
of livestock was feared.
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Communicated
and Britvoys and Is Dis-c- y.
d By the Former.
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LITTLE HEADWAY
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t?.f .mencan

to

mitted.

lay Its submission until the arms
conference Is nearer a decision on
the other important points.
The text of the American reservation follows:
In signing the treaty this day
between the United States of
America, the British empire,
France and Japan, It Is de- clared to be the understanding;
and intent of the signatory

:xpect

Decisioj?

four-pow-

oun-feren-

Thf AuMiclalrd

ary session"
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DELEGAT'

Carrier or

Death List Has Reached 13;
Railroad Traffic is Badly
Demoralized; Waters Are
Governor
Slowly Receding.

Japan Has Indicated Conditional Agreement to ths
Proposal Submitted
By Secretary Hughes,

'

j

Ei

EDITION

T MIPL IT
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FLlDJ250,00fl

i

o
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Copy of Agreement Goes to
President Harding, Who
Will Submit It to the
Senate for Ratification.

'
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PROPERTY LOSS

"Vd Use Muscle Shoals to End
All Wars' Says Auto Wizard,

JIL (MIS

fetes.
The marshal will sail tomorrow on the steamer Paris
The American legion's fare

AFFIX SIGNATURES
WITHOUT CEREMONY

Dally

1

SETTLEMENT OE

New Tork, Dec. 13 (by the
Marshal
Associated
Press.)
Foch, tomorrow will sail back
to France bearing the gifts of
a grateful ally, in a world war
Acclaimed, here by tens of
thousands when he first set
foot in America, October 28, he
was acclaimed again after he
had completed a tour of the
United States and Canada ai
the guest of the American Legion.
Not a second of rest was al
lowed the marshal from the
moment he arrived here this
afternoon on his return frorr(
Montreal, until he went to bed
after a, series of concluding

inn

at

).

FOCH SAILS TODAY
FROM N. Y. FOR HOME
ON STEAMER PARIS

RVfl
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ular tlmo bepins will
time and
one-hal-

still draw

f.

Employes called off their regular
assignments an traveling In company cars under the new rules get
only straight time for eight hours
a day. Including Sundays and holidays.
Straight time will be allowed em.
ployes traveling In other than outfit cars for work hours only, receiving half time for other hours,
instead of full time. Men who
work through meal time hereafter
will be paM straight time instead
of time and
being allowed
twenty minutes extra with pay to
eat their lunches at the first opportunity.
All arbitrary rules fixlfis the
and ending of the regular
work. day are eliminated, these
to
hours
be fixed by agreement between local officials and the men.
The board hn now completed
consideration of rules covering approximately one million railroad
employes.
Characterizing1 the new main"
tenance of way rules as mere re
visions to eliminate many of the
onerous effects of the national
agreement, S. M. Felton, president
of the Chicago Great Western railroad nnd chairman of the western
committee on publjo relations of
tho Association of Railway Executives, asserted in a statement tonight that tho benefit that may
or may not ensue from their application is mere guess work until
they have been tried out..
ono-hal- f,

D?fS
SHOP
for cimisvnut

FIVE-YEAR-OL-

DAYS OF

THREE

D

IS NOW MARQUIS

FLOW-O-

GERMAN OFFICER
IS REWARDED FOR

ALIENS

F

HELPING BRITISH

10 U.S.

SECOND

......:!::8B..

SHORES

CHECKED BY LAW

OFFER REMAINS

tDo Their
Best During Next Three
Days If They Are in Race
to Win One of the capital Prize Autos.

Candidates Must

'
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Wllh but tlireo days left in
which oiiililutos4 cnu turn In

Tide Was Approaching Its
Flood Stage When the
Restriction Act Went Into
V
Effect, Is Davis' Report.

siil)Mcrit ioiiH mid secure tlic
bis votes offered on tiio present "(second period," Interest in
the Morning .loiiriml'B ultantio
gift giving cunipalKii is growing
by lcnpt and bounds.
lOvcrv nctive cundldato In the
list realizes that the Capital
Prizes representing as IiIkIi ns
$2,21)5 tire practically within
i
their reach, to bo claimed us
their very own or forfeited ton
,
more aggressive opponents dur-itho next few days, depend-- ,
lust almost entirely
upon the
filial supreme efforts put forth
between now nnd next Saturday nicht.
IiAST CHANCE FOR
vorrs.
Tiiro
Tomorrow, Friday and Saturday
are your last chances to secure the
subscriptions that will bring you
the big votes given during the present vote period.. To hold back your
subscriptions now or to depend on
nrornises to suuserine inter on in
tho campaign, simply means that
'K. .
at tho end
you will have
,
We are putting
of the campaign.
Vf.
this un to vou fairly and squarely,
the
one
race
for
in
of
the
If you are
then you must get
automobiles
these
best
do
nnd
during
your
busy
next few lays, and you cannot afSECOND
The Marquis of Townshend ready
ford to let the present
VOTR PERIOD pass without havfor a romp in his garden.
ing done votir best.
TlfRl'R DAYS.
Upon the death recently of the
TIIIilK DAYS.
Marquis of Townshend, member of
Now. during tlio next three
mi? of the oldest and most popular
days of big votes, Is your opfamilies of Great Britain, his little
three
portunity.canDuring theso
son 'nherited that
malic sure of bedays you
title. The son also acquired the
ing tiio winner of one of tho
immense fortune his father
autos now waiting to bo given
away by tho winning candidates.
I!IvTt IV MIND THAT YOU
CV DIM" IP THK VOTF.S HARVEY'S GREATER
Nl FDFD TO WIN IN THFSE
MINSTRELS COMING TO
TUHFK DAYS. You enn do H
if yon try.
SATURDAY
CRYSTAL
Also keep constantly in tnlna
tliat tho campaign ends for- Harvey's Greater Minstrels, which
ever. Just ono week from tomorrow night. December 22
comes to the Crystal opera house.
IS THK LAST DAY OF THK
Saturday and Sunday, December 17
: RACK.
and 18, is one o those rare attractions that seem to improve with
WANT ELKS FORBIDDEN
age. It has made its success without any help from this or that star
TO WEAR ELKS' TEETH It Is repeating its grand triumph of
the
past years and fills the theaters
vAS EMBLEMS OF LODGE r.lghtly
with wildly enthusiastic
audiences with its wholesome en
New York, Dee. 13. The Benev- tertainment, always ringing with
olent and Protective Order of Elks cheers and tumultous applause. Mr.
today was aRkcd by the American Harvey claims to have the best
Game Protective association to for- company this season he has ever as
bid its members wearing elks' teeth sembled, numbering fifty people,
as emblems.
This request was traveling In all steel Pullman cars
made In a resolution adopted after built espcclalilv to accommoda e
photographs had been shown pic- the company nnd its paraphernalia.
turing elks shot for their teeth The wardrobe, scenery and perform
alone.
anee ls entirely new this Beason.
included
Governor
Speakers
Mrs., Mary i. Todd, a widow
Carey of 'Wyoming.
with two children, is the first
SAND STORM JAZZ ORCTTF.S-TR- woman to be appointed a constable
COMyEGE INN, TONIGHT. in Newark, N. J.
--

1

O pi
MrL
tV Xjh
Hl,

less-vot-

-

'

-
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nj Tl Atmemtna rrna.)
Washington, Dec. 13. The tide
of immigration
which was approaching Its flood when the restriction
law went into effect
brought 805,228 alleninto the United States in tne fiscal year ended
last June 30, according to the annual report today of Secretary
Davis of the department of labor.
This number compared with 430.- 001 In the previous fiscal year anj
is more than twice the estimata ot

1150,000 which Air. Davis make.; for
this fiscal year under the operation
of the restriction act.
More than
of the
aliens admitted last year were Italians, the number being 222,260, as
compared with 95,145 in the fiscal
year of 1920. Numbered by race,
apart from nationality, the report
says, the Jews arriving numbered
one-four- th

H,03U.

.

Chinese Admitted.
Chlneso admitted numbered 4.- an increase over the preceding
year, but the admissions of Japanese decreased from 12,868 in 1920
to 10.675 In 1921.
In Hawaii the
Japanese arrivals showed a slight
increase, with a total of 3,699.
Tho number of aliens in general
gM,ir,.,t.to.
rftY lihtnifrsff
deported, the report says showed a
considerable increase, with a total
of 4,617 as against 2,762 for 1920.
It cost nearly $4,000,000 to pass
upon and admit the Immigrant Third Mate Ernest Harzmeyer with
tide ror the last fiscal year, Mr.
the .cup given him by the BritDavis says. To enforce the laws
ish (overnment.
alien
anarchists cost an
against
additional $590,000, while the deBefrre the world war Ernest
added narzmeyer, then on r German subportation of undesirables
127,000 to tfce total.
helped rescue the crew of
"The bureau of immigration," marine,
a British steamship, "County of
says the report, "raises complaint Devon," which
was abandoned in
ns to smuggling and surreptitious
North Atlantic the night of
entry of aliens. The 'seamen route' the
is a favorite device. That is, they Fab. 20. 1911. The British gov- arrive as sailors and manage to trnment was preparing to reward
disappear in the depths of the coun - Harzmeyer when the
try. Many others arrive at Mexi- nut. Rememberintr the incident the
can ports and sneak across the British authorities recently located
border. Several hundred of these Harzn,eyer, now third mate on the
were arrested and deported during n c VWtUlB, and
presented him
.
the vear n rlmm.,. rfennrtntton tn
sUver l0VlnS CUP- the country ot origin has been iwitn
thought tho only effective means of
breaking this practice. "
017,

l

"
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A (iEW PLAN OF

SAVING OFFERED
BY GOVERNMENT

Sugarite and Brilliant.

(lit Tb Ansoclmcd rreni )
13.
Dec,
Washington,
Offer of the new issue of
treasury saving certificates for
sale beginning December 15,
in denominations of $25, $100
and $1,000 maturity values,
was announced tonight by Mr.
The certificates are
Mellon.
to mature in five years and
bear interest at about W per
cent compounded semiannually If held until maturity, or
at the rate of about S
per
cent compounded semiannually if redeemed before maturity.
"The new offering means,"
Mr. Mellon said, "that postal
saving and treasury saving activities have been coordinated
savings-prograinto one peacetime
under which the
pbstoffice department and the
treasury will Join to advance
postal savings for the deposit
of savings and treasury saving
certificates for investment."
The small wartime treasury
securities, he added, comprising the 25 cent thrift stamp
and tho $5 war saving stamps
ar being discontinued, effeo-tlv- e
December 81, but those
outstanding will be accepted at
face value for the new securities or will be redeemed
at cash at their face value at
postofflces.

1,1
nnj Blcrel Sa!.
I.srcKt itock of hlga-gr- a
Blcyclw
var shown In Albuquerque,
t reduced
prices.
TRADING CO.,
BROAD BICYCLE
830 South Second Street.

tlOO

mm

L.

JOE MILLER, Pres.

1U47--

PAINT,

ALBUQUERQUE
COMPANY
FOR SALE
438 NORTH FIRST KTREKC.
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL
OFFICE TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED
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Every Home
'MRM Should Have

i
j

an EVEREADY Flashlight

I,

MOTHER

You have a telephone for safety and convenience. You neecj
an Eveready Flashlight for the same reasons. Eveready's
beam penetrates the black of night and helps'
bright-whit- e
in a thousand and one ways in and around the home, the!
garage, the shop, the farm, the store, and. the camp.

Clean Child's Bowels with
-

EVEREADY
-

;

fit,

There's the Eveready Focusing
;riasnugnt witri the 300-torange. There s the New Pocket
Light that tucks so neatly in a
lady's handbag or a man's coat
for those inevitable
, pocket,
.emergencies. .

DEBTS

EREipiTI

store today and make!
your Uinstmas selection.
ing-good- s

Your dealer
type

will sell you any

of a Flashlight with the'

long-live-

bright-burnin- g

auto-suppl-

EVEREADY
Blthti&t

Focuring

0.

$375

.

FLASHLIGHTS
NATIONAL CARBON CO.. Inc. 599 EIGHTH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
30 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK.

CALIFORNIA

'

TUBERCULOSIS

Eveready Flashlights

inter-allie-

IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS
FOR BOYS
FOR GIRLS
FOR MEN AND FOR WOMEN
ALL STYLES ON DISPLAY Al

j

s

'

R AABE & M AUGER

FIRST and COPPER

PHONE

100-fo-

is a fresh food--

not a medicine

A Special Offering of Unbersilks

d

Medicines only relieve for a time.
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast builds up
body tissues and increases the action of the intestines in a natural

way.
2

to 3 cakes a day.

tamitiifrrfifiWtiifr-TWWMi'Bi-

HER

Small Goods. We Have a Very
Large Stock
And we are going to Bell them before Christmas.
Violins, Guitars, Ukuleles, Tenor Banjos, Tango
Banjos, Mandolins, cases of all kinds. Music rolls
and bags arfy of these make nice gifts.
We have the latest in sheet music, 30c a copy.
Hear the wonderful'Brunswick and the
latest' records.

Music Store

Albuquerque
Phone 778

'

311 West

Central Ave

SIT

MADE

,

,

-

1

portunity of clearance reductions on certain odd sizes
which have accumulated
during the Christmas season.
Sjlk Chemise, made of good quality wash satin and crepe de
om? hS?, lace trinn!d at.
$3.50, $4.50 and $5.50
Silk Night Gowns, priced at.
.v. .
., .$5.50 and $6.50
Ladies' Silk Vests, in flesh color, at
Ladies' Boudoir Caps, a splendid assortment to choose , ' $3.50
95c
nd up
each
T &0mo.tf
v; ,60c'
Silk Camisoles, special
at. .... .$1.25, $1.75 and up to $3.50

v

r-I

5

$3-0-

0

r

v Gordon Silk

er

H. CARNES

Here are many styles of
silken undergarments which
we have marked 'specially
for December selling. They
are suitable for gifts and are
offered at these prices' to
give our friends the op-

$1-2-

PRETTY

i

t

understanding that you may,
take it home and try it, and,
if you are not entirely satisfied;
(There's a type for every person, "Niewill refund the purchasepricej
purpose, and purse from 3.75
down to voc, especially suitable
Only genuine EyereaJy Batteries will
for Christmas presents
for
insure
service
every member of the family.
for your, Eveready Flashlight. But
Visit the nearest electrical, hardEveready Batteries ft and improve
or sport-ware, drug,
all flashlight.

1,

tiHl

Phone 251

CO.

Wei dew.

Tl.

1 iLii m

ht

FUEL

GLASS,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUIVIDClnLUMBER

Aliens filing petitions for citizenship during the year number
198,530, while the number ot declaration of intention was 304,481,
an increase of 4,375 over the number in the previous year.
PLAN OF
Citizenship training activities of
the department, have been extended
to 3,526
over the
communities
country, Mr. Davis says, but "industrial unrest resulted in a reduction in the number who availed
Even a sick child loves the
themselves of these benefits, the
taste of "California Fig
"fruity"
total this year being 117,073."
Syrup." If the little tongue is
of
the
cost
the
Despito
handling
Cancellation of Obligations coated, or if your child is listless,
aliens, Mr. Davis says his departfeverish, full of cold, or has
ment was more than
to England By cross,
colio. a teaspoonful will never fail
Owing
The
the
total expenses,
year.
during
to
the bowels. In a few hours
Italy, France, Belgium youopen
covering
appropriations by concan see for yourself how thor1
gress, amounted to $6,660,888, while
and Russia Proposed.
oughly it works all the consttpabalanced against this were receipts
tion poison, sour bile and waste
as follows: Immigration head tax,
tender, little bowels and
Washington, Dec. 13 (by the As- from the
fees
naturalization
$5,712,763;
child
Some foreign gires yeu a well, playful
$912,303; fines for attempted evas- sociated
Press.)
ion of the immigration laws, $352,-41- diplomats in attendance at the arms again.
"CaliMillions
of
mothers
keep
and forfeiture of bonds
oonference
have received word fornia Fig Syrup" handy.
They
which they Interpret as Indicating know a teaspoonful today saves a
Hcvlewlng the activities of the di- that Premied
of
Great
tomorrow.
Ask your
Lloyd George
sick child
vision of conciliation, the labor Britain is
to take the in- druggist for genuine "California
secretary notes that during the year itiative in preparing
world
economic
matters,
directions
which
has
Syrup"
Fig
department conciliators were asked having become convinced from the for
babies and children of alt ages
to adjust 457 industrial disputes, results of
made
here
that
inquiries
on
Mother! You
bottle.
ranging from the strikes in the the American government does not printed
packing and shipping industries to intend to call an International must say "California" or you may
minor differences, involving only a economic meeting, at least not in get an imitation fig syrup.
score of men. These disputes, it the near future. His
plan, accord
is stated, affected 420,745 workers
conteming to the information,
directly and 172,261 workers indi- plates cancellation of all war debts
cases Owing to Great Britain
rectly and in only forty-eigby Italy,
were the conciliators
unable to France,
Belgium, Itussia and the
-reach a settlement.
Balkan
smaller
allies,
amounting
More Conciliators.
with Interest to ; upwards of two
Has Dr. Glass of
Secretary Davis asks congress billions sterling.
Los Angeles discoverfor means and authority to add ad
Is recalled, proIt
The
premier.
ed a successful remedy
ditional conciliators. He also urges
Wilscn that all
tuberculosis? Those
that additional .funds be appropri- posedd to President
debts should be can- for
who know nothing of
ated for the United States employ celled but his
acdesign,
present
ment service, declaring that "the cording to the
the
Bay "No."
understanding, does Thoseremedy
who do know
government has already organized not include renewal
of
sugges
that
means
of meeting tion to the United States. Ho is said say "Yes." For the
within itself, a
the problem of
unemployment to intend to annul tho debts of the benefit of those who are sufferwhich could be made available at other
from ,this terrible disease, Dr.
countries due GreatsBritnln ing
once with an appropriation of $1,
to conditions, one it 'is un- Glass prints the following ex- subject
000,000."
derstood, being that France should cerpts from a letter and will con- forgive the debts of allied coun- tinue ,to publish others from time
1 MAN IS DEAD,
tries to her amounting to about the to" time until he proves to the
of two billions of dol- whole civilized world that there
equivalent
4 ENTOMBED IN
lars and another being a reduction is a cure for tuberculosis. This
German reparations due France letter is not especially selected,
COLORADO MINE of
This is but the average of many being
by 13,511,000,000 francs.
the amount France borrowed of daily received. For the informa(Continued from Page One)
Eagland during ffle war and is tion of those who are inclined to
about as large a sum as that loaned scoff at testimonials I wish to ad
rescue the remaining five em- to France bv the United States, vise that fraudulent testimonials
which was 16,285,000,000 francs.
ployes.
cannot be published. Some say
Ono Mnn Rescued.
The idea of the British govern that they are easily - procured.
succeed.
Rescue workers tonight
ment acting independently of the Not one fraudulent word would
level of United States in the cancellation of be published for $1,000 In cash.
ed in reaching the
the mine and brought to the sur debts, according to foreign offi
"November ' 24, 1921.
face Eugene F. Bovie, Sr. He was cials, appears to have originated "The T. P. Glass Inhalant Co.,
he
his
Chamberlain
when
with Austen
unconscious and physicians said
'
was chancellor of the exchequer. "Dear Sir:
condition Is critical.
to write you a few words
Instructions given the men at Mr. Lloyd George is understood to to "Wish
say that I am working; and
tho lower level in the mine were to have been allowing the matter to
cough in
como to the"surface dbout 2 o'clock. rest until the present but the ap- feeling; Igood and no
certainly believe your
Suspecting something was wrong proaching crisis in the finance of sight.
Is
medicine
all
claim
It to
you
when the men failed to appear, the several countries, particularly Ger- be.
.
to tho preparation
elder Bovie entered the mine to many, has-le'If there are any sick ones
of a plan by Worthlngton Evans
find his son.
would like to write me, I
Frank Baker, another miner, and others which it Is expected by who
be glad to answer them."
will
later descended the shaft, and he the foreign diplomats Lloyd George
conand addresses are not
an
to
(names
economic
heard groanlngo on vthe second would present
if one should be called on published, but this one and any
shaft, he said. He returned to the ference
others desired will be furnished
mouth of the mine and with George his own initiative.
upon request.)
Dyer, miner, went back into the
For further Information address
TWO PIE IJT PISTOL DTJTL,
mine. A few moments later they
T. F. GLASS INHALANT
THE
of
staggered out with the body
Tenn., Dec.
Dyersburg,
Jones.
Lonnle Tlsdal9 CO., Mason Building, Los Angeles,
and
n'an
"I stumbled over three of the were killed in a pistol duel here Calif,
said
boys lying on the ground,
today. Meeting near the railroad
Baker.
"They were grouped, to- station, the two opened fire and
at the same time.
gether."
Firemen with oxygen helmets dropped
7dtw&
reached the mine later from Denver and Golden and the rescue
work was resumed. A high powerSkill and Learning are in demand.
OLD
ed light suspended by a rope was
Awkwardness, and ignorance com
lowered down the shaft and Fire
mand nothing In the way of
said
it
John
Chief
Healy
earning power.
would be only a few hours before
School
This
has SKILLFUL
the men would be brought to the
SPECIALIZED
DYED
EXPERIENCED,
BAB
surface.
The courses are
TEACHERS.
The miners were handicapped
modern
and complete.
thorough,
with lack of equipment, according
Our students are in demand and
to Chief Healy, and rescue work
as
are
being
placed
A
was delayed until arrival of paraGOAT complete our courses.Cast as they
phernaliaW.from. Denver and Golden.
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
John
Graham, deputy state
OUR. WINTER TERM. It doesn't
coal mine inspector, arrived tonight
v
Each t package
of "Diamond cost much.
to take charge of the rescue work.
Dyes" contains directions so simple
any woman can dye or tint her old,
COUNTY SCHOOLS TO
worn, tadea tmngs new. Even if Wind Shield Glass-Lumbhas never dyed before, she can
1. O. BAI.DHI. ,K I.U.MIItCR CO.
HAVE XMAS VACATION she
put a new, rich color into shabby
428 South Fin Street.
I'taon
40
skirts, dresses, waists, coats, stockCounty schools will close for the ings, sweaters, coverings, draperies,
Christmas holidays on December hangings, everything.
Buy Dia23 and will, convene January 8. mond Dyes
no other kind then
ten-day
vacation perfect homo dyeing is guaranteed.
The dq,tes for the
C.
period were decided yesterday by Just tell your druggist whether the
School
Superintendent material you wish to dye is wool
County
SPECIALIST 'IS OCULAR
Irene Burke.
Flans are being or silk, or whether it is linen, cottREFRACTION
(made at many ot tho schools for on- or mixed goods.' Diamond
101 S. Fourth.
Phone 10S7-Chrlstmus exercises 4n the closing Dye never streak, spot, fade, or
run.
t
day.
$41,-00-

mm

DollermskMi naa
8, Second St.

.

titicnshlp I'ctitlons.

AZTEC

Preparation excellent

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

GAtVEZ SAILS TODAY.
13. Dr. Jose
Santiago, Dec.
Maria Galvez, head of the department of English In the University
of Chile, will sail tomorrow to assume the exchange professorship
at tne university or California,

"California Fig Syrup"

lied

Galbp TiEnoriaan

"The Growing

Store"

PHONE 283

StockingsMake Delightful Gifts

s,
J
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NAVY PERSONNEL

TO BE REDUCED

CEMRE COLLEGE
PLAYS WILDCATS
OJV DECEMBER 26

TARIFF HEARING
COVERS

NORMALCY

WIDE

A

YET

OPPOSITION TO

TO BE ATTAINED

PAGT IS VOICED

03 y The Aasorinttd

BY ABOUT

5,000

Cut Is Necessary Because
of the Shortage of
propriation for the Pay
of Enlisted Men.
(Bj The Ammrlitlrd Pw)
Washington, Dec. 13. The enlisted personnel of the navy will
be reduced shortly by about 5,000
men as a result of orders authorizing discharge of many men on
their own requests, It was learned
at the navy department today.
officers were InCommanding
structed to sive preference to men
who are "short timers" and to
those holding ratings in which
there Is now an excess of men. beThe reduction is necessary
es, una of the shortage of the ap
propriation for the pay of enlisted
men for the balance of the year,
it was said.
In the Atlantla fleet the reduction will affect about 2.200 men.
it was said, and in the Pacific
fleet about 800. The aviation personnel will be decreased by approximately 1,200 men and the
balance will be distributed through
various naval districts and shore
stations. When the orders are executed there will remain about
99,000 men in the naval service
and officials said it may be necessary to operate some ships with
less than 90 per cent of thetifull
complement.
At present the navy department
does not contemplate the removal
of any ships from active service
but a few ships may be tied up

Danville, Ky., Dec. 13. The
Centre college football team
will play thu I'nlvorslty of
Arizona eleven ut Sun Diego,
Calif,, December 20, It was announced by tlio ntliletlo officials today.
Tucson, Ariz., Dec. 13. In
distance conversation
late this afternoon between
E. li.
Graduate
Manager
Karnes of the I'nlvorslty of
Arlzonn, nml President K. B.
Gould of the San Diego Cham-no- r
of Commerce, the Arizona
Institution's fool (will team accepted nn invitation to play
the centre collcfro team in the
Cnlirornla city on Deo. 20.
Under the arrangements tlio
cxiKmscs at thirty Ixma fide
menilK-r- s
of the Arizona Institution will he paid.
Arizona, claimants of the
championship of the southwest,
hiw accepted terms of the San
Dlepo chunibcr of commerce.
It was announced.
There Is no
chanco of the contest being
called off, Centre authorities

RANGE SUBJECTS
Ranges From
Canary ' Birds to Cows
and From Near Beer to
Champagne.

n long

say.

The Colonels will leave Friday for the Pacific const. The
twenty-tw- o
letter men nnd
Coaches Moron and Thornhlll
will make the trip.

PACKING STRIKE IS
DEADLOCK, BELIEF
(By The Assoctuiea frcM.)

B

The Aoniirlnffd

PrrM.)

13. Tariff
Dec.
Washington,
framers on the senate finance committee had a course in mental
gymnastics today in following the
many subjects presented
bv a
dozen or more witnesses. The discussion ranged from canary birds
to cows and from near-bee- r
to
champagne, with onions, spaghetti,
candy, nuts, tomato paste and other
Items mixed In.
The specific schedules under
consideration were those dealing
with agricultural products and Tiro- visions and spirits, wines nnd other
beverages.
Liquor
Importers.
through Levi Cooke, protested
against the proposed rates of f 5 a
gallon on brandy and 16 a gallon
on champagne, pointing out that
these were in addition to the internal revenue tax of $2.20 a gal- -

'

lop.

Calling attention that under tbe
law liquors could not be Imported
for beverage purposes. Mr. Cooke
said mosf of it was used for me
dicinal purposes, adding that the
tnx was very steep for a medicine.
This led to a discussion of the me
dicinal use of liquors and Senator
Smoot, republican, Utah, remarked
that he recently had reen some
forty persons taken suddenly ill.
Speaking for the Anheuser Bnsch
company, Mr. Cooke asked that
present rates on Imported hops be

Housewives

Bf LAF0LLE7TE

HARDING STATES

Discussion

(ttf The AmirlHted TreM.)
Basic
13.
Dec.
Washington,
business and financial conditions
have Improved greatly during the
last year .but "normalcy" Is yet to
be obtained, Governor Harding of
the federal reserve board declared
in an address here tonight.
"There are many surface Indi
cations which bear out this state"Business
ment," he continued.
has passed through the primary
ncute
of
reaction
stage, the
period
but we have not reached 'normally' for the readjustments have
not been uinform.
"Until the purchasing power of
the farmer Improves," he contin
ued, "It will, of course, be Idle
to look for any rapid or substan
tial Improvement
In domestic
trade. I think, however, that the
outlook for the farmer is more
hopeful."
Much depends upon the results
of the armament conference, ha
maintained, declaring that adop
tion of the American program
would have "a profound effect
upon the finances of the world."
Investment in foreign securities,
ho added, would Improve forelgi
exchange conditions, but bofor-loans would bo made In any largi
volume, it would bo necessary to
inspire Investors with confidence
in the political and economic stability of Europe.

Wisconsin

Senator Claims

New
Agreement
Will Provoke Rather Than
Avoid Hostilities.

J- -

(B Th A.Korlnlcil I'rro.)
Washington, Dec. 13. The attitude of democratic senators on the
Pacific
treaty for the
tlmo being will be one of filenco,
some of their leaders declared today after a canvass of the situation
The democrats, It was explained,
desired to avoid discussion which
might Interfere with the arms conference and also to clve republican
leaders opportunity to submit an
explanation of the "intent" of the
quadruple pact.
There were several other senators, however, who declined to be
listed as concurring In a policy of
silence. Their reasons were said to
have Included those assigned by
Senator La Follette of Wisconsin,
a republican "irreconcilable," who
issued a statement today setting
forth his opposition to the treaty.
He denounced It as one which
would provoke rather than avoid
hostilities,
The crux of the democratic posl
tlon as advanced by one senator
was that it was not known what
had gone on behind the closed
sessions
doors of the conference
and therefore senators were in no
position to criticise or commend an
agreement, the basic reasons for
which had not been officially disclosed.
One question said to have been
broached Informally was whether
the real purpose of the treaty was
to take a step toward world peace,
or whether it amounted to "an alliance to insure world domination
of commerce" for the powers concerned.
While most democrats Indicated
their willingness to await a republican statement before speaking on
the treaty. Senator Reed, democrat,
is Arrested As Missouri, one of the league of na"irreconcilables." said he exin Connection tions
pected "to have something to say
Murder of a about the proposition within a few

Chicago, Dec. 13. Both union
officials and
spokesmen for tne
the
packers tonight indicated that had
trike of narking house workersdeada
into
apparently developed
lock not iikcly to end immediately
unless the government intervenes.
Secret arv of Labor Davis confer
red today with federal labor con- a retained.
temporarily.
Increased protection for the long
ciliators and is expected to hold
how to be further conference tomorrow.
Teaching farm women avoid
staple cotton growing Industry In
conto
how
the southwest was asked of the
healthy and
committee by Governor Campbell
tagion when disease appears In the
An WmrHsh centenarian is re
of
of
neighborhood, Is a department
CROWD
as having lost his first tooth of Arizona, and D. B. Heard
the extension service of the Ne- corded
Phoenix, Ariz., publisher of the
102.
of
the
at
age
of
Arizona
said
agriculture.
braska college
that
Republican. They
the growing of this cotton promised a development that would put Earl
Throst
to use much arid land In Arizona,
California and New Mexico and
a
Suspect
asked that It he protected from the
With the
Egyptian products.
Other Industries seeking greater
School Teacher.
Young
included
cattle growers
protection
of the west, onion growers of Ohio
ALBUQUERQUL.NMlAnkdrliiferi Trent.)
The
(By
and Texas, tomato paste manufac"AN OLD" STORE WITH A NEW
Waukon, Iowa, Dec. 13 by the
turers in Ind'ana, macaroni manuof
facturers and candy manufacturers. Associated Press.) A crowd
more than two hundred was assemtobled near the county Jail here
night awaiting the arrival cf the
MORSE ARRAIGNED ON
sheriff's
posse with Earl Throst,
,
CONSPIRACY CHARGE aged 24, who was arrested late this
afternoon at Postville, as a suspect
in connection with the murder yesIU The InnFtnted Prenn )
of Miss Inga Magnusen, a
Dec, 13. Charles terday
Washington,
near
W. Morse, of New Tork, recalled Dorchester. school teacher of
'rom France by Attorney G nTtil
was
arrested
after
Throst
having
Dougherty, was served today with
nearly thirty miles horsea warrant alleging conspiracy to ridden
on an animal stolen near his
defraud the-- government and the back
home and the scene of the murder.
"mergency Fleet corporation.
Throst was arrested as he was
Arraigned here Mr. Mor.-- e pleada Chicago, Milwaukee and
ed not guilty and on waiver of boarding
St. Paul
train. Ho donles al!
hearing was freed on S50 000 bond knowledge of the crime.
to await action of the grand Jury,
county a woman sner
The warrant was issued on com- - if r,Allamakee
Mrs. Gunda Martindaln. Is hold
an
plaint of Frank Burke. ma"a?er ing tho fort at the county
of the Investigation department Of awaiting the arrival of the deputy
the shipping board
sheriff and the posse witn mrost
tor $12.50
Before leaving tonight for New Rha mvfl aha fnra nn mnh violence.
York, Mr. Morse ifsued a state- Prstvllln Is elzhteen miles south- ment declaring the charges In the west of Waukon and the trip with
were
"so
nebulous
complaint
and the prisoner was delayed because
valfalse" as to be impossible to deny of bad
the
roads. Dorchester,
specifically.
According to ship- scene of the murder, is twenty-tw- o
Wednesues
ping board officials, details of th? miles northwest of here.
charges are to be made "at tho
Throst was taken to the county
The
proper time."
Jail shortly before 8 o'clock.
selling1,
crowd was orderly.
SHOOTING IX BFLFAST.
The accused man Is being ques50 in
13. Considerable tioned tonight.
He Is under heavy
Belfast, Dec.
said
shooting occurred In the old park irua'd.
Sheriff Martlndnle
inone
road tonight. Three persons were charges probably would be filed
wounded.
against Throst tomorrow.
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$6.95

Values

I

Extraordinary
for
about
day's
the lot, only

of a kind,
cluding plaited
plaid or stripe
prunela cloth, poplins, serges and
wool flannel i n
beautiful color
combinations. One
lot plain tailored
tricotine and serg
skirts, also four
jumper dresses included in this offer

DE
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BIG

YOUR
A man may do business at a bank that
is too big for him. He may be "a small
toad in a big puddle." We are all
happier when we live and trade amongst
our own kind of people.
The success of The State National Bank
has been built upon small accounts.
Some, of our most prosperous customers
are men who started in a modest way
and won out, helped by our advice.
If you do your banking here, every
time you come in you are in touch with
the men who run the bank. Whatever
concerns you is of interest to them, and
it is their duty and pleasure to be of
service to you. ' '
You can start a checking account here
with $50, or a savings account with
a dollar.
-

t

What Will I Give

Him?

YOWE

PROBABLY

MANY TIMES
Why not one or more of our Beautiful Domestic or
.Imported Ties? You'll en joy, choosing from our
wonderful display of neckwear.

Affiliated With
.The State Trust & Savings Bank.
'

Combined Resources
Million Dollars
Four and One-Half

Silk Shirts ,
Belts, Silk Hosiery
House Coats, Gloves

Store For

Handkerchiefs
Fancy Vests
Mufflers, Hats

PEPPER,
ARE

1

1i

are expensive at any

This Gift
Lightens
Burdens

i

it If it is not exactly

but don't allow

To both classes of buyers Calumet reveals true baking

m

powder economy.
can be put in to baking powder prevent

pa

m

mi

of time. Protecting
It i3 the best baking
than Trust brands
economical in both

bake-da- y
failure, spoiled material and loss
you againet rising food pricea by insuring light, iweet, tasty pastry.
costs less
still it ia faoderatQ ia price
powder that can be had
and but little more than cheap, unreliable brands. Calumet it
cost and use.

M Mwml SMLig Fmkf h Bsii

I
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the highest quality that

fa

i
m

V

by leading Domestic Science Teachers, in Domestic Science

It is

Schools, Hotels, Itestaurants and ltailroads.

preferred where standards of purity and economy are highest.

AX

Calumet is manufactured in the largest,

IlHAK NG

factories in the world.
It has enjoyed a steady growth in demand for 80 years and today more pounds of Calumet Baking
Powder are sold than any other brand. If it weren't superior.
It would not be the greatest seller.

T

4

Calumet BakingPcwder contains only such

ingredients as have been approved officially

MAnc

POWDER
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V

TRUST
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U. S. Food Authorities. Every can purchased carries a tnomy
Try it at our risk.

back guarantee.

Pound can of Calumet contains full 18 oz.

Some

baking powdera come in 12 oz. instead
cans. Be sure you get a pound when you want

U. S. IS

H

F.

1

t

not yot been appointed.

past.

PROBLEMS

(By The Ananrlntrd

n iiMihunr.

it

MILNEIt RESIOX9.
In a painful manner. It brings
'
Tombstone, Ariz., Dec. 13.
farmers face to face with the in.
exorabla necessity, he said, of faith. Dana T. Milner of Bowie, republican member of the state house
fully and regularly meetlnn current of
representatives from the sixth
nxnpnses out oi current mtumo.
Cochise
foretold.
rnnitnl farm values, he
county district, today tenin
dered
his resignation to tho board
Increase
will not automatically
the future as they have done in the of supervisors. His successor his

E

;

3J

d Itass
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mm finest equipped and most sanitary Baking Powder
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PT.

OF
STOCKHOLDERS
FOOD PRODUCTS CO.

ELECT NEWDIRECT0RS

I'rrn.)

COIXKGE IV. TOVIGTTT.
KIDNEY TrSOUBLU
TKY
YEARS.
Don't give up hope If you are
suffering from backache, rheumatic pains, stiff, swollen Joints,
always tired feeling, pains In groin
and muscles or other symptoms of
kidney trouble. J. T. Osborn, It. F.
D. No. 1, Lucasvllle, O., writes: ''I
had kidney trouble for 10 years. I
tried all kinds of kidney remedies
but they did me no good. I took one
bottle of Foley Kidney Pills and
they helped me so mueTi I am well
now." Sold everywhere.

TRA.
HAD

Des Moines, Ia., Deo. 13 (by the
Stockholders of the National
Associated Press). Agriculture in Food Products company held their
tho United States Is facing a whole nnnunl meeting at the company of- eerles of entirely new" problems:fice. 104 North Third street, Tues- arislng In part from forces set in 'flay. The following were elected
motion by the late war and In part 'directors. Manuel B. Otero, tu. ithat were chase, Richard H. Hanna, K. f.
from . developments
W.
reaching their culmination before Barnes. G. A. M. Willson and and
the war. Secretary of Agriculture! a. Field, all of Albuquerque,
H. C. Wallace told the Iowa Fair E. C. Ortega, of Los Angeies. im
Managers' association in a speech 'directors will meet within a few
oi
here today. Solution of these days to elect officers, consisting
problems, the secretary said, will a president, vice president, secretreasurer.
methods tary and
demand betten business
than American farmers, hitherto It was announced at the meeting
naa Deen
practiced, coupled with study of that the coffee unit
and the sale of coffee was
markets and organization for
be
could
'all
.
expected. Green
that
keting control.
num
It never win again be rossioie conee is impmra
in this country for farmers to take zll, roasted at the local plant and
the
company.
steady losses on thQir annual oper-- l marketed by
while the stockholders were
In the hope of eventual
immiraement from a rise in land in session ten salesmen were out
orders for coffee. More
values," Secretary Wallace assert-- 1 busy taking nas
oeen aoia since im
ed. He said the easily tillable land than a ton
was lnsiaueu, eiKi
octree
roaster
had practically all been occupied
before the war. nnJ had passed Its days ago.
Initial period of ratild augmentation
In value.
This truth, temporarily JAPANFSE IS SLAIN
obscured by the inflation In 1918
IN REVOLVER BATTLE
and 1919 h declared, is now bfinn
forced on the attention of farmers
WITH 2 PRO AGENTS
-

mar-lstart-

uu-eu- i

Yes-atio-

Many people choos'
foi
time
Christmas
the purchase of 1 t
o
r
t
E
Torrlngton
And why not?
Vac.
A Torrlngton Electrli
Vac will lighten the
burdens of any householdIt Is a daily reminder of the giver
and lasts a generation
1
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They don't appreciate that uncertain baking powders MA

Its uniformity of quality

Prp.)

-- H

Et--.

price and waste vastly more than they cost. Others pay exorbitant
prices supposing they are getting bicher quality when, in fact, they are paying KlOTt
than the best baking powder in the world ia worth.
6A'

Jerked From Motor Cars.

"

i

Many housewives buy cheap brands with the idea they are

savins money.

More Than 2,000 Worn
Keep Mine Workers Out
of Five Pits; Oocupants

218 West Central

nrs M FssiUsi b!& Gated Learn JMm tezte
and d2cid3 for yourself. If Calumet is what we say it isif it
If

it

m
mi

Wc leave the deciskn entirely to yon,
what we chim, 70a won't nse
anylliirsff to prevent your giving Calumet a trial.

PIERS

rittBburg, Kans., Dec. 13. Red
popper and stones, hurled by more
than 2,000 women, today kept
mine workers out of five pits In
the vicinity of Franklin. The
women, who are relatives of the
striklnff Kansas coal miners, pum
moiled any person who attempted
to resist their efforts, Yesterday
from go
they prevented the men
ing to work in but one mine.
were
taid to
Tonight officials
be contemplating drastic steps io
cope with the situation. Although
no one was seriously Injured to
dav. the officials said that the
women were so unruly that they
feared that unless the activities
were curbed, the situation might
bocome acute.
Yesterday the women preventod
tho men from working by stretcn
ing a large American f:ag across
the entrance to one mine, "dar.
lng' the workers to proceed. Thoso
who resisted were threatened with
physical violence and the worn
en's effort was 100 per cent perfect.
Today's activities began
Accordini
long before daylight.
to reports several of the women
leaders went to nearby homs and
compelled women and children of
the household to Join their ranks.
Foreman Captured.
The party stopped at mine num
or tne central v,oai ana
61
ber
Coke company, where the women
captured William Johnson, fore
man ofHhe mine. Although Johnson protested vigorously several of
the women tumbled him into a
motor car and took him to Rlmro,
a nearby
mining community
where he was turned over to a
crowd of men. Johnson escaped
later.
When the first workers appeared
at mine 61 they were rushed by
the women, who seized their din- nor pails and began throwing the
contents about. Later arrivals
were treated in similar fashion,
until the entrance to the mine and
many workers were covered with
food. Numerous women produced
red pepper which they threw at
the workers.
Motor cars which arrived with
workmen were surrounded by the
women and stoned. The occupants
were Jerked out and beaten, acSeveral
cording to the reports.
cars were wrecked.
Similar tactics were followed at four other
mines visited and the men did not
At two mines, the
go to work.
women were too late and found
that the miners had already gone
into the shaft.

5X'.

the most tempting and wholesome bakings.

HURLED AT

-

Iff

in saving, materials and in producing

in saving money

i
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Calumet has proved itself of immense value

is vhat millions of housewives say it is, you want

Dt The Annorltdrtl

a

Albuquerque to know what Calumet
Baking Powder is how much it means
in economy and better baking. We have
gone to great expense to introduce Cal
umet to the ladies of this city and trust
you were home when our lady representative called. If you have missed her do
what millions of others have done give
Calumet a trial All the housewives who
have learned of Calumet have welcomed
it, and all feel many times repaid for giv
ing it a trial on account of the splendid
results they now obtain from their bakings.

S

KANSAS

l
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We want every housewife in
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IIAYDEN & KELEIIER
Phone 335

are Saving Thousands

Or

--

--

Make This Your Christmas

State National Bank

SAID

1

-

days.'

Wednesday'

Skirt Sale

u

of America,

four-pow-

GATHERS

9oldei OZuleSiorcLS

Three

Pas:e
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Cuticura Soap
Clears the Skin

and Keeps it Clear

Ointment, Talfom. Se. ererywhfrr. R ampin
frto of CnUavrt LabortUrlts, Dpt, X, H&ldca. aiaii,

Sosp,

Hoqulam. Wash., Deo. 13. One
Japanese, believed to be K Notsu,
purser on the steamship Shlnsel
Maru. was killed on the water front
here tonight in a revolver encounter between two federal agents
and four alleged peddlera of narcotics. Three Japanese escaped,

apparently unhurt.

SAND STORM JAZZ OltCHES- -

Tlt.V.

collieue: inn, tonight.

i

e.:
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OLD MEXICO

Aaed Woman. BHnd and
Living Alone, Was Lady
to Empress
; in Waiting
Charlotte; is an American
.

Mexico City, Eec. U (by the Asd
sociated Press.) A shriveled,
little woman, almost ulind
and living wholly alone, sits all day
in licr chair belore the window ot
hor tiny apartment in Mexico City
and dreams o the days o the Mexican empire when the Austrian
Archduke Maximilian ruled the
destinies of the nation from Othe-li- a
to 1S)7. She is Senora Marie
Jordan da Uegolludo, scion of an
old Virginia family and wife of the
Mariana .Degollado,
late General
member of a family famous in Mexican history.
During the three tragic years of
Maximilian's reign she was a
to limipresa Charlulte,
the "sad princess of EUropo," and
to the correspondent she recently
recalled some interesting memories
of court days during the Mexican
empire.
gray-hane-

'Beautiful Character."

Austhe
Maximilian,
trian prince who was set up as
head of the empire by Napoleon
11. in 1564 and three years later was
shot as an usurper by order of the
Mexican President Juarez, was described by SSenora Degollado as "a
beautiful
character, sympathetic
and capablo but too amiable to
of malcontents.
nation
govern a
daughter of
Empress Charlotte,
Leopold 1., king of the Belgians,
acin
Brussels,
who is still living
was
cording to Senora Degollado,
al"an ambitious genius who washusher
ways striving to. advancebecame
unband and whose mind
balanced when he found the path
Sonora Degollado has
blocked."
never seen the empress since she
City in July,
departed from Mexico
the
astili, to plead the cause ofmonFrench
empire before the to Home to atto
arch and later go
offices of
tempt to secure theasgood
she knows no
the pope. So far
in
received
direct word has been
Mexico from Charlbtte In moreanthan
infifteen years and that only
coherent note to the wife of a former high Mexican official.
"The empress left hurriedly on
Senora
her European trip," said
her eighty-od- d
Degollado, who despite
years retains a remarkably
accomclear memory, "and was maids.
panied only by her personal
prior to her de-of
For many days were
evidences
parture there
we were not
her falling reason and
of
her acute afnurprised to hear
am
fliction .several months later. I no
positive that there Is absolutely
was
she
truth in the reports that
Mexico.
poisoned before she left
And the emperor! He wasof possessnature
ed of every kind element
to
He was too good. He listened
was shot
treacherous advic.evilend
one for MexThat day was an
ico."
Guatemala.
Fled To
c
ru.niimin was In Mexico
1 oeu
.hnt in
nn
City
an
ana
Quereiaro to view the body before
opportunity
ce
.r
v,i..Q fv v. pnna Bhe
lt was Huipyow
him
dined, preferring to remember
as she Knew
,r
death, she
davs after the emperor's
end her husband fled to OuatamaJa
Where they Jived
uowu j
until Porliro
Pf
Korfolk. Va.. Miss Marie
""5
Jonan went to the
her father during
Marl-an- a
met
there
and
war
civil
the
to
DeRollado, who was attached
embassy. They were
Carried in Washington and later
her huscame to Mexico whereSantos
band's father, General
was one of the most
of the day. A street and
?
his
MexlcoCity tlll bear,
,

l"?''"''h"r.;;d

u.

' wy.effl

Bo?n

E BOYCOTT

BYWQMEN MDBS
(By The Aiioclated Ttrn.)

Dec.
Mobs of shrieking women marchers met both success and defeat
in their campaign in the Kansas
mining field today.
At Central mine number Bl, In
n
neighborhood,
the
four men were severely beaten,
and
wrecked
two automobiles
numerous dinner buckets taken
from the miners, who numbered
about 60, and were prevented from
wero
going to work. The buckets
smashed and the food scattered
about. The women were said to
number about 2,000 and to have
used red pepper and stones in the
attack.
At
ntml 18 a. abort distance
away, the women prevented forty
men from returning iu wm.
smaller mob of women were repulsed In a similar attack at mines
of the Sheridan Coal company at
Mulberry.
The women pickets are relatives
on strike
of miners who went
Howat began
when Alexander
serving a six months jail sen:
tence at Columbus, Kans., for violation of the criminal provisions
of the Industrial court act. Howat,
formerly district president of the
United Mine Workers, has since
been expelled. The miners were
,,
nut r.t tVia international or
ganization for refusing to obey the
union's oraer 10 resume wum.
The men now working the mines
am mnmhers of the international
organization.

Pittsburg,

Kan,

-

Rlng-Edso-

GROWING BR00MC0RN
IN THE
PROFITABLE
PORTALES VICINITY
(Special CorrMpondmee to The .Tnrniml.)
Portales, N. M., Dec. 13. The

Broomcorn
Portales
nasi
association
and Warehouse
completed Its first year of business
and has met with success in ac v
complishing its first years dusi-hImnrovlnB the Quality of
the broomcorn, and has succeeded
In establishing an open marKet ror
same, several Duyers nave ueen
here who have patronized the asSeveral carload lots
sociation.
have been sold and shipped from
here to points In different states.
One carload lot was shipped as far
as Chicago, 111.
The officers of the association
are: J. W. TnompBon, president;
Hueh King, vice president, and J.
D. Hltt and W. O. McCormack, di
rectors.
The officers of the association
are working very hard to further
improve business conditions by tne
time of another crop movement,
and also to have the business conditions and the quality of broomcorn improved by encouraging the
seed and better
planting of better
cultivation for next year's crop and
also Improved facilities for handling the next year's crop will be
worked for.
Besides the broomcorn that has
been shipped out many tons aro
stored for future sale.
The broomcorn la raised entirely
In the dry farming portion of
Roosevelt county.

PERSONAL NOTES
OF THE STATE

BALL STARS MAY

AUTOS WREGKED

MAXIMILIAN

OF

HI PRICES OF

MINERS BEATEN

RECALLS DAYS

Majors Object to Paying the
Alleged Exorbitant Sums
Asked for Players By the
Minor

Leagues.

(By The Associated PreM.)

Now York. Dec. 13 (by the Asso
ciated Press.) A proposal to boy
cott class AA and class A minor
baseball leagues, in so far as the
nurchasa of their players was con
cerned, was made at the annual
National league meeting today by
C. H. Ebbetts, owner of the BrookOther league officials
lyn club.
were Baid to have favored the Idea
tfter discussing "prohibitive" prices
asked by the minors ior star performers, and suggested that the
matter be placed before the Joint
leagues meeting Thursday,
major
wo thniiirht at first." said one
club owner, "that we could fix a
limit price to be paid Dy majors
for minor league players, but
this would not helD matters.
The only way to get around high
prices is to adopt Mr. Ebbetts sug
gestion."
The suggestion of the Brooklyn
owner, if adopted, would place a
"stone wan" aDoui tne mitmr oiaio
even higher than that built by the
.inrri..o' rt tio draft, nrrnrdinff to
some International league owners,
who finished tneir annual meemiB
today.
in bio rannrt tn the National
he
league, President Heydler saidwnen
believed the time had come
thn ininrt nbmiM consider means
tnnpaa!n(T tVin Rlinfllv nf Skilled
players and to give proper training
g
opportunities to young men ubhu-lnto enter the professional game,
tn inin minor
riooltnA
K.,t
league clubs for fear their advance
ment would bo restricted.
Th. Hillnir Tormittinir clubs tO
Rnrlnir training
i
rnntya thoif
dates, was retained. The
for 1922. The
favored
was
rchPrtule
opening date was suggested as April
12, subject to the approval of the
American league.
Mr. Heydler made these sugges
tions:
A

rui-T-

lM-ga-
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r

Mrttnn

lOOKlnO'

will be given the land pending the
time it is sold, following somewhat
after the policy of Mr. Storrie, so
that buyers may find It broken
and in tho best of condition. -

SIX TO BE DEPORTED

Lake, former Hbrarlsn
of, the British ministry of labor, has
a man's-sizejob In her new position as head of the library of the
International labor office (league
of nations), in Geneva. Some Idea
at the size of her task may be had
from the statement that the library
receives an average of 3,600 additional items every week, Including
700 books and pamphlets and 2,000
newspapers from all parts of the
world.

(By The AwoclaUa Frew.)
Riga, Dec. U (by the Associated
Press). Six deportees from Amer-

MAN BECOMES
INTERESTED IN VEGAS

PHOENIX

tO

IRRIGATION

GALLUP
Sunday afternoon the marriage
of Miss Mary Bertlnettl and Dan
O. Brunetta
took place at the
home of the bride's mother. Both
are well known young psople of
the city who have lived here since
cjiildhood.
Mrs. J. J. Wega has returned to
Albuquerque after spending a couple of weeks here visiting with
Mr. Wegs, who Is contracting on
the new high school building.
Mrs. II. M. Pugh was called to
her home in Kansas last week
on account ot the death of her
mother.
H. E. Phenlcte has arrived In
the city and will immediately take
up his duties of secretary of the
of
McKinley County Chamber
. Commerce.
John Cowan of St. Michaels,
Arlt, was run down and injured
by a fractious horse last Tuesday
evening as he was walking down
the sidewalk, Mr. Cowan was visiting at the C. C. Manning home.
Alexis A, Schaefor will leave
WedVicsday for New TorkClty to
spend the holidays with his family
and with his parents.
Dr. H. O. Willson left last
Thursday evening for San Francisco, Calif., where he will look
after some business matters. He
will also visit with his son, James,
who is attending a military school
at Palo Alto.
Dr. and Mrs. A. C. Pratt left
last week to make their residence
at Long Beach, Calif. Dr. Pratt
was the local Santa Fe Railway
Hospital association physician at
Gallup since his return from the
army a couple of years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Bodine, and
Mrs. Bodine's daughter, Miss
Wicker, have returned from
Decatur, III., to which point they
accompanied the remains of the
younger daughter, Luclle. 10 years
old, who dlod of diphtheria three
weeks ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Lancaster are
planning to leave Gallup next week
to make their home in Los Angeles, Calif. They have been residents of Gallup for the past ten
years.
G. C. Bottenberg and wife have
returned from a stay of several
months In Los Angeles', Calif., and
Mr. Bottenberg has accepted a
position with the Gallup American Coal company here.
R. L. Champion left the latter
part of last week for Wlnslow
where he will be employed by the
Santa Fe Railway company. Mrs.
Champion, who is visiting at her
home in Dallas, Texas, will Join
him there In about ten days).
Dr. J. W. Hannett returned at
the week-en- d
from a meeting of
the Arizona Medical association at
Phoenix.
The Strangers' club met at the
home of Mrs. W. B. Cantrell Tuesday afternoon and spent a very
enjoyable time sewing and discussing current topics, closing with a
delightful lunch.
Mrs. J. M. Bolye and Mrs. s. M.
Brown entertained the members
of the Woman's Circle of the Con
gregational church Thursday af- ternoon, at the home of the former. A musical program was
la

the arrest and conviction of pop
bottle throwers in naseDau
Protection of umpires In exhlbl- H. rrnwtam Vatvnfln AmPrlPUn And
clubs by giving
National league
reporc mj comumpires power toinfraction
of rules
missioner Landls
or of deportment on the field.
Tninini Toith all Iaskuos In an
effort to secure a return to normal
railroad rates.
Salaries rain.
.,. Trovfn
of Pittsburgh
r
was elected chairman of the new
board of directors of the National
league.
Mr. Heydler'g report showed
season
that the salaries paid last In
the
to managers and players
National league aione were ovn
nnn nnft
Pnmnnred with five
Mr. and Mrs. p. L. Evans hav
years ago, this is an Increase of
returned from a visit of about two
approximately 70 per cent.
weeks in , Los Angeles, Calif.
Mrs. George Newcomb of Cry- TtFXTRI GOIT STTTPMKNT.
Sydney. Australia, Dee. 13. A stal, N. M., has been the gueat of
record shipment of approximately Mrs. C. C. Manning the past week.
On Friday afternoon Mrs. T. L.
32.000.000 in gold to the Interna
tional Banking corporation, San Evans was hostess to the members
Islands off the Corslcan coast Francisco, has been made on the of the P. E. O. social club. Motion
were recently offered for sale at steamer Ventura,
The Commonpictures were discussed as a spewealth "bank made the consignment. cial topic.
$6,000 each.

par.

ren-dere- d.
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PROJECT

(Special Cormpondenro to The Joarnnl.)
Las Vegas. N. M., Doc, 1 3.

Miss H. A.

Rapid development and sale of the
Las Vegas irrigation project seems
assured with the announcement
that F. A. Reld of Phoenix. Ariz.,
who is known to be one of the biggest Irrigation men In the west,
has become associated In the ownership of the property. Mr. Reld,
with J. A. Gibson of Los Angeles,
who also Is Interested in the project, has been hore for the past
two weeks going over with Robert
Bartlett, Jr., and Franklin Landls
the details of the transaction bv m
which he became flnanclal'y interested.
It is announced that a corps of
englnoers will be sent here Foon
from Phoenix, to run all th
ditches and laterals and make such
improvements as may be found
This will be followed
necessary.
as soon as possible by actual sale
of the land, and It Is expected that
within a year many farmers will
be located on the tract. Mr. Reid.
who has taken much Interest In
Irrigation matters and has been remarkably successful in Arizona,
was much Impressed with the possibilities of the Las Vegas project.
He will give his personal attention
to the development and sale of tho
land. It Is hinted that a thorough test will be made leading toward the establishment of a Rugar
factory here. This would be a
great benefit to Las Vegas in providing work; many young men and
their families from this section go
to Colorado every year to work in
the beet fields.
H. B. Peck of Phocnbf, Ariz.,
already has arrived here, and Is
taking charge of the livestock,
tractors and other agricultural
machinery purchased by the Frederick H. Bartlett 'company from
R. C. Storrle and company with
the irrigation project recently. It
Is stated that extensive cultivation

d
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FROM RIGA BUT THEY
HAVE NO PLACE TO GO

ica are here temporarily with no
all are fa'cln?
place to go, and Letvla
within a
deportation from
few days.
Mollis Btelmer, Jacob Abrams.
and' Samuel
Hyman Lachowsky
for
Lipman, who were pardoned
their alleged seditious activities bycondlon
the
the United States

u i

.

account

Hon

thev eo to soviet Rus

that

aro In a concentration camp
at Riga, awaiting permission of
the soviet government to enter

sia,

Abram's wife also Is in

Russia.
the

camp.
Emma Goldman and

Journal want ads oet results

tummimaannBtMammam

of the funeral

ilium

of

Mrs. Samuel Schutz at El Paso

our store

remain

will

until 1:00

today

closed

p. m.

0UITT0BAGGO
So Easy to Drop Cigarette,
Cigar, or Chewing Habit

ROSE NWALD'S

has helped thousands

to break the costly,
g
tobacco habit. Whenever vou
have a longing for a smoke or a
o
chew, Just place a harmless
Bac tablet in your mouth instead:
All desire stops. Shortly the habit
Is completely broken, and you are
bettor off mentally, physically, financially. It's so easy, so simple
Get a box of
and If it
doesn't release you from all cravIn
for
tobacco
any form, youi
ing
druggist will refund your money
without question.
nerve-shatterin-

No-T-

f
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Tenor

DegoNado
court
she is the last survivor of the Maxifavorites of the Emperor
milian,
IN U.

.
THREATENED
r.miRTS
SAYS LABOR LEADER

CONFIDENCE

(By Th AMoHnled Pwm )
Doc.
WfiRhington,
of
American i courts
it iiutrnv nublio confi
dence' in their integrity, Samujl
aomppra, president ot mi declared
can Federation of Labor,
in- a statement tonight.
acReferring to a reeent court
tion prohibiting publication of a
railroad labor board decision, he
declared:
"Injunctions In labor disputes
re becoming Intolerable."
"The fact that a court can etop
of a decision
the publishing
reached by any government agency
is repugnant to every ideal of democracy," he said. "The effect of
the
the injunction Is to prohibit
people from reading the decision
of a government agency and the
It would
principle is the same asforbid
the
be If the courts were to
the
from
presireading
people
dent's message."

Low

operating cost

;

4

-

' Katherlne S. Deverlll and Prances Christian Kyle, recent gradu-

0W
JACOB

KORBER & COMPANY

Dodge Brothers
SEDAN

Starting this morning and until Christmas
$5.49
yrt will sell Hotpoint Irons for.

iThls will fte our Xmas Sale on Irons an'd the same Hotpoint Iron that Has'
been selling for $6.95, so until this small quantity; lasts they; will go at
'
y""
' ' "
that

price,

ates of Dublin university, are the
first women to be called to the bar
in Ireland,

H

v''

:

r

Kn Electric Iron .will malce an 'appropriaTe 'ChnsTmas Gift ancl one thai
will not only be for Christmas, but through the many days to come., ,
,

REMEMBER $549 WHILE THIS SPECIAL QUANTITY
LASTS ON HOTPOINT IRONS.
,
SHOP EAfeLY i
Don't forget that demonstration an'd coffee being serve'd in our sales 'department from 2 o'clock until 5 o'clock every afternoon from now until
Christmas. This demonstration is being conducted by two University Girls
from the Home Economics. Department at the University. So shop early
-and pick your Christmas Gift Electrically. " "

HERE'S PROOF

i

,

-

.

Home bread making does not
pay. Without the unsurpassed facilities used In making our superior bread no matter how expert
you cannot get the
you may be,
bread excellence we
unvarying
got in every loaf. From the angle
(it either quality or economy It
will pay you to give It a trial,
.;

J

ALBUQUERQUE

GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY

"At Your Service"

Phone 98

Pioneer Bakery

207 South .First Street.

,

'
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Alexander

Berkman. who must leave Letvla
on December 17, or be ent baclt
to Russia, also are still awaiting
a chance to go somewhere.
Berkman said today that Miss
Goldman was 111, and added:
"Our plans are still extremely
indefinite." .

n

urn

nm

V

w om em's Daily

TT Vr

agazine Page

Social Calendar

BEAUTY GHATS
IJDTTERS.

A double chin usu-

Discouraged:

when the per8on has
ally happens
grown too stout all over, in which
case a general reduction will eliminate It. You may also help It by
massaging the chin. This Is dona
with the palm of the hand, with
a motion somewhat like Ironing
oft the fat, by making deep strokes
from the lower part of the throat,
stroking the flesh from this point
eni
upward and outward to the conof the chin. As the fat is
skin
harden
the
using
by
sumed,
an astringent over all the face and
throat two or three times each
week.

Russell-- . In walking with ladles
a gentleman always takes the side
toward the street, or road, as the
case may be. ,In entering any public place, she precedes him. It is
a matter of preference whether
you say "excuse me" or "pardon
me."
Ruth: Bleach the skin on your
throat by using either lemon Julca
or buttermilk.
Blue Bells: If your hair Is not
naturally curly, it will always be
affected by dampness, unless you
have a permanent wave.
Thirty: Those browi spots on
your face come from a sluggish
liver and imperfect elimination.
Tou can bleach them but they will
return, unless you correct the
cause for them.
M. C: Any stain or dye that you
use on tho lashes will have to be
'renewed' ns the new hair grows out
from the roots. It is a delicate

piece

of work, which

should

be

done at first by a beauty special

HEW GENERATION

E

By JANE THELPS
MARGARET INTRIGUED WITH" let the other women have a
chance?"
WHAT SHE HEARS.
"Get out of the way! What an
Whatever
do you
CHAPTER 88.
expression!
It was long after midnight when mean, Joan?" old.
I read In the
"Just stay
Craig Forrester bade Margaret paper
the other day that there
Hayden good night laughingly were 10,000 more women than men
making it "good morning" Instead. in either one state of the Unitel
He had enjoyed himself and told States. How do you suppose that
her so. She in turn regained some 10,000 are going to get married if
of her gay manner she had drop- women want two husbands apiece.
ped when thinking of Mrs. Wal-as It makes me tired."
"I'm sorry, dear, but I'm afraid
ters, the difference in their lives
Forrester had explained it to her, that neither you or I can regulate
each
were
widows;
people's actions. Most of us have
although they
all we can do to look after our'with one child.
"She grieved honestly for Wal- selves. I thought you liked the
toters. They were very happy
way I looked last night."
"I did! You were lovely, Mumgether. But she felt the world still
owed her something even If she sle."
"And Mr. Forrester said I didn't
was alone. So after a time she
laid aside her grief and mingled look over 25." Margaret tried purown
of
and
her
with peoplo
She did.
age,
posely to shock Joan.
Joan replied:
has lived a gay happy life, I
"I hate that man!"
Now a second love has
are to
come to her, If story-tellebe believed. A second love often COWBOY HERO LOOKS"
transcends the first. Let us hope
so for her sake."
Forrester had
LIKE A GENTLEMAN
finished, so removing anything
from
remark.
his
personal
"I wonder what he would have
said had he known I never even
had a first love?" Margaret musel
when at last she lay down beside
Joan, who murmured something
at being disturbed,
unintelligible
then relapsed again into slumber.
rose
on her elbow, and
Margaret
by the light of the breaking day
looked at this daughter of hers;
the child to whom she had devoted every moment of her life since
her birth. The sweet flushed fac;
I
i
the long eyelashes caressing her
cheeks; tne mop of golden curls,
waked a sudden tenderness, and,
leaning over, Margaret pressed a
soft kiss upon Joan's forehead.
"Mumfle," the soft red lips murmured. Smiling happily, Margaret
laid down and was soon sleeping
as soundly, as quietly, as the girl
at her side. That "Mumsle' had
been like a caress.
rs

8

'I

r

"What was it like? Did you have
a good time?" Joan asked as she
finished her bath. They had made
arrangements to breakfast In their
room. It gave Margaret a chance
to have a little morning talk with
Jonn, also it was more restful.
"It was wonderful and I' had a
dandy time I mean a lovely
time."
Joan shrieked -with laughter.
"How I wish- Malcolm Frost
could have heard you say that!
But why did you change it? 'Dandy' Is a good word."
"Not very dignified, dear."
"Perhaps not." Some thought
suddenly making serious the young
face.
t
','1 saw Mrs. Walters: Mr. Forrester knows her all about her."
"Tell me, do, Mumsle! I adore
gossip."
"Not very much to tell," carelessly replied Margaret, watching
Joan keenly. "She
a widow,
has only one son, is between 45
and 48 years old," Joan's gasp did
not escape' her mother," "and is going to marry the man who was
with her an attractive looking
man about 50, I should Judge."
"How old Is that Mr. Forrester?" unexpectedly asked Joan,
Startled, Margaret hesitated a
moment, then: "About 45, I Judge.
He said something about Mrs. Walters being about his age a little
older. And she looked so lovely,
Joan, I wish you could have Been
her. She wore a pale blue and
silver dross and It was so becoming," Margaret went on, not giving
Joan time for more remarks con"She
cerning Craig Forrester.
looked so young, too. Really I
not
'have thought her 80.
would
I would like her secret for keeping
young.''
VYou'ra young enough!" brusquely replied Joan, "and look a
young as she does any day. I don't
see why women as old as you and
she should want to look young, and
get married, and all that sort of
thing. You've done It all once!
Why not get out of the way and
v

A.

D.

CARACUL ON BLACK
IS STUNNING IDEA
. iwrrm

V

1

?
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SUPERFLUOUS

WAR,

Abolish war! It's useless stuff,
designed by monarchs rattled; our
cars can kill us fast enough we
don't need hosts embattled. War's
such an old and outworn means of
death It makes us snicker; our
can
touring cars and limousines War
do the Job much quicker.
kills its legions while It lasts, but
when It Is suspended, with all its
smoke and deadly blasts, the
butchery is ended. The veterans
forgeti their scars, and turn to
but when we
sane endeavors;
come to motor cars, the blood
If populations
flows on forever.

are too thick, the figures growing
taller, there always is the speeding hick to make the census smaller. The roadster and the limousine are killing people dally; we
pile the 'bodies on tho green, anl
cry our "Wlllowwaly!" Tho louring car and large sedan around the
town are racing, and every hour
another man la ruined by a casing.
The smiling maid, the gaffer gray,
upon the highways hilly are run
down by the biiak coupe that
knocks the speed laws silly. Abolish Mars!
And on his brow let
all his cheap wreaths wither, for
we have deadly engines now that
knock him yon and thither.

"It came upon

a

KODAK

Lee

mid-

night clear," that first Christmas
carolers,
song, the Albuquerque
out of consideration for the invalids of the city, will begin their
singing tour early on the evening
of December 24. The pretty custom begun many years ago will ba
carried out this year through the
efforts of the Fortnightly music
club.
The plan Is for muslo at all of
the sanitaria of the city on Christmas eve and at every house whero
a lighted candle In the window signifies the wish to hear the carol-

ers. The singers will probably
confine their efforts to the Highlands where the majority of tho
healthseckers live.
The civic committee of the Fortnightly club, headed by Mrs. Ray
Bailey, Is taking charge of the
Christmas caroling. The club will
furnish at least three automobiles
Other members
full of singers.
of the civic committee are Mrs.
J. M. Raynolds, Mrs. Tom Hughes.
Mrs. Guy Rogers and Mrs, George
Wheeler.
It is probable that other musical organizations, such as 'choruses and church choirs will volunteer their services for the Christmas singing out of doors. There
will be special Christmas musi-Ily IXOISE.
Nothing could so happily hit the at all of the churches of the city
this"
high mark in stylish wraps as
and a number of choirs will prelovely velvet coat trimmed with sent cantatas and other ambitious
wide bands of caracul.
It is a programs on Christmas eve.
dressy wrap suitable for afternoon
and street wear. The graceful
bloused lines, the wide cuffs, and
MEMBERS
tho long, loose side panels with
OF
IN
BOTH
BRANCHES
as
their fur edging make for beauty
well as style. Tho contrast of the
SCARCE
ARE
CONGRESS
light fur against the dark material
makes a striking color scheme,
Prcm.)
(Pr The
It may be noted here tnat tne
Chicago- .- Dec. IS. That ths
bloused coat, the flare sleeve una
the uneven coat bottom are all fea churches are well representedevi-in
tures of the garments now being both houses of congress Js
made for spring and bo a wrap like denced by a statement Issued by
this for winter will surely be good the board of temperance, proniin
for two seasons. Note the smart tlon and public morals of tho
hat and the black brocaded bag Methodist Episcopal church which
which make the costume complete recently made a survey and Issued
to the last detail.
the following statement todiy:
Out of a total of 4S6 members
of congress 24 are
ELECT CHURCH WORKER and
church affiliation of 9S could
The followHEAD OF PIPE COMPANY not be ascertained.
ing are the church affiliations:
United Brethern, Mormon, InVrcnt.)
(By Tli6
ReAtlanta, Ga., Dec. 13. John J. dependent, Mennonlte, Dutch
have one
formed,
Evangelical
Egan, of this city, a prominent member
each. There are two
business man, philanthropist and
There are thru? memchurch worker, has been elected bers
the Quaker church and
of
president of the American Cast Iron three of the
Five
Jewish chureh.
Pipe company of Birmingham, by
10 Disciples, 10 Luththe directors on a platform pro- Unitarians,
18
11
Catholics,
Christians,
viding that "the teachings of erans,
Jesus Christ are to be the ruling 23 Congregationalists. 35 Episco66
29
Presbyterpalians,
learnBaptists,
was
principles of business," it
ians and 99 MethodiHts.
ed yesterday.
In the senate the survey showed
'
out of a total of 98 senators
that
CHARGE DISSfTSSED.
the church affiliations of 23 wis
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 13.
Tho charge against Dr. M. E. Rum-we- ll unknown and only four were
There was one Protes
of performing an unofficial
autopsy on the body of Miss Vir- tant Episcopalian, one Christian.
Dutch Reformed,
ginia Rappe, whose death resulted The Lutherans, Mormons
all have
in manslaughter charge against Unitarians and
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle, was dis- two members each. There are six
six
In
Catholics
and
The
missed
Baptists, seven
police court today.
11 Presbyter- prosecution said It was convinced Congregationalists,
and 17
Dr. Rumwell did not intend to vio- lann, 12 . Episcopalians
unMetnoaists
late the city health ordinance,
he
was
which
der
charged.
The Women's Christian Temper
Topeka has five women taxi ance Union movement In Japan
drivers.
has more than 4,000 members.
NON-CHURC- H

Aocld

Aswi-Iate-

Papa

Fifrm

knife-edge-

trousers taking their

d

place. A boiled shirt has routed
the old flannel one and a PIccadily
collar rides where the red bandana
used to tie,

When Charlie Chaplin arrived In
Los Angeles the other day it wast
discovred that he brought back
fifteen misfit suits that a London
tailor Inveigled him Into ordering,
twenty pairs of English suspenders
fearfully and wonderfully dyed, his
French decoration,
nobby new
shoes, hat and cane, and trunks full
cf souvenirs and gifts Just little
things.

the movies met the
king of the Danes recently when
Ann Forrest, charming Paramount
actress, was presented at court In
Copenhagen to King Christian of
A queen of

Miss Forrest, who reDenmark.
cently completed her work In John
B. Robertson's Paramount picture,
which Mr.
xjove s Boomerang,
Robertson produced In Europe, Is a
and
of
had gone
native
Denmark,
home, on a visit fo her home.

A.

The reason is well known. Coffee
and tea contain drags which stimulate
and often
the nerves, and
so upset health.
The harm is by no means confined
to children, as any doctor can tell you.

It

health Is valuable to childhood,
it is valuable always.
If harm to
health should be avoided until bodies

haughtilly.
My Husband! cried tho lady
staggering backwerds and forwerds
to keep from fainting. Corne on
home with mo, we'll be jest in tlmi

mT

$2.50

MILK

..--

(Special Correspondence fo Th Jonmiil
Las Vegas, N. M., Dec, 13.
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220 WEST CENTRAL

Wo have filled every department to overflow with practical
and at prices much lower than yon expected. Bring
Kifts
your rift list here and see how easily and economically yon
can flH every wnnt needed.

)

County, city and town officers believe an organized band of youn1;
burglars is operating in Greater
Las Vegas. In one night two storea
were robbed, and a box containing
moving picture films was stolen
from the Mutual theater. Two
men were discovered in the Popular Dry Goods store by niKht policemen.
They got away throug'i
the back door by which they had
entered. One of them dropped n
lady's dress and a flashlight on
which was written tho name "I.
Seven suit cases beSanchez."
longing to the store and filjed with
now silk stockings and expensive,
dresses were found, and it Is believed the robbers planned carrying them away.
Thieves entered
the store of
Georga M. Meadows) and took two
shotguns, two revolvers, a rillo.
some cigarettes and a large quan
tity or canned goods. All the
weapons except the two revolvers
were found on the bank of tho
river a short distance north of
tho city. The groceries never wero
recovered.
Thieves also entered
the Btore of the Gallegos Mercantile company by prying a glass out
of tho rear window, and stole some
money from the cash drawer.

i.iiylt
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Fashion Shop

Santa Says: "Let the Fashion Shop
Solve Your Christmas Gift Problems"
Savingly
Satisfactorily
Quickly

LAS VEGAS IS HAVING
EPIDEMIC- - OF LOOTING

Ladies' Felt Slippers, all colors
and sizes. One Pair
IS

WEDNESDAY

QOp

Doll Buggies, Santa
Special. Each

Men's Handkerchiefs, six in a
Xraas Box. One Box

93 c
IS 93o DAT

WEDNESDAT

930 DAT

QQf
UOl

Shimmy Dogs. The latest
toy. Each...
IS

WEDNESDAT
IS

WEDXESDAT

all the latest
shades, extra wide. 3 yards
Bow Ribbon, in

....

IS

WEDNESDAT

QQf
UO C

DAT

3o

Men's Neckties. Regular
$1.50 value. Each.
WEDNESDAT

93o DAT

Embroidered Huck Towels and
Turkish Towels. Each
IS

93c

93o DAT

93c

.T.

OQ

.

IS 93o DAT

Bed Sheets, 72x90 Kahn's
Leader.

tOC
Each................. QQ

WEDNESDAT

93o DAT

IS 93o DAT

Pillow Cases, 86x42, Kahn's

Christmas Stockings, 20 inches
long, filled with toys. Each

....

Men's Hose, in all colors.
Eight Pair

....-

WEDNESDAT

IS

Ladies' Hand Bags,
values up to
$3.00.

93c

-

iOC
for.... ........ QQ
IS

93o

DAT

IS

Men's Arrow Brand Collars, In
all styles. Six for. . ... ... . .

.--.

93o DAT

in

WEDNESDAT

all leather,

Muslin Petticoats,
broidery, values
to $3.50. Each.

98o DAT

trimmed with

lace and embroidery. Each.
WEDNESDAT

Four

WEDNESDAT

Each ..1,.,,.v..T....93c

Silk Camisoles,

ft

QQf
VO L

Leaders

IS 930 DAT

WEDNESDAT

Pottnta comes In two format Instsnt
Postum (in tins) mad instantly in the cup by
tha addition of boiling water. Postum Cereal
(In packages of larger balk, for those who
prefer to make th drink while the meal is
being prepared) mads by boiling for 20
minute. Sold by all grocers.

v

..

T...r.......

. .v.i..
yon bj.
To Bo Used Everr Day in Tho Tear

10 to 11 years old, $5.00 per year
Boys 12 to 15 years old, $0.00 per year
Boys 16 to 18 yenrs old, $8.00 per year
Men $12.00 per year.

TTp

WEDNESDAT

.

given

llojs

Trices

,

Tou can have that delicious and
satisfying cereal beverage, Postum,
with any meal, and be safe you, and
the children, too. There's charm without barm in Postum.

The road to health is a
good road for anybody
to follow.

Is

D le

for Euppir.
Never, sed tho begger proudly
but fermly.
Wy not? Come home and argew
aftcrwerds ,sed tho lady.
Never, respected tho begger shivering rapidly.
But think of the children, they
are starving! ixclaimed the lady.
Wy dident you say so, 111 come
rite homo and sipport them, Bed
the begger.
Wich he did, wile the bewtlfl.l
lady thawt happily as sho steered
tho automobeel for home, Wat a
blessing children are!
The End.

grown up?

i

BOYS' DIVISION

of her automobeel saying, Ah my
poor man, take this 6 doller bill,
you look foarse.
No thanlca, I never take charity
from relations, sed the begger

with health when bodies have

over-exci- te

.

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

grow up, Is it worth taking a chance

drink coffee or tea.

.'. . .a..... .....

Number

. . .

WEDNESDAT

.Shaving Sets, gold plated
Rubber Set brush. Each.

IS

03o

white

,t. n .
IS

9Se

with
--

..

93c

IS

93o

em-

OQ

tOi

DAT

Ladies' Outinir Flannel NiVhr
iOt, jGowns.
Each
WEDNESDAY

QQ C
UO

DAT

QQ

IS 93o DAT

93c
DAT

Comb and Brush Sets.

93c

Each.......

II

WEDNESDAT

IS

93o DAT

Baby Crib Blankets, in blue
and pink. Each

Albuquerque
Dairy Association
Co-Operat-

N

....

BOOK

Why

The Federal Bureau of Education
Includes in its rales to promote health
among the Nation's f xl children,
the warning that childrca should not

. .....

,A. ,A

MEMBERSHIP

in the
This Membership
YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
of Albuquerque, New Mexico

STRONG'S
STORE

THE BLESSING OP CHILDREN.
Short Story by Benny Potts.
It was a bitter cold day and the
snowflakes was falling by the hundreds as a poor begger sat on the
cold pavement hoping somebody
would drop something in his tin
cup to keep skin and bones together.
Alas, he slqhed Internally, this
Is a heck of a day to be out in
With no clothes to speck of.
Jest then a bewtifill iady full of
furs and dimonda suddinly got out

a Federal Bureau reminds you that
children should not drink coffee or tea-not think of your own health? -

two-qua- rt

JTAME. .

GIFT

3i

When

Tom Mix, gentleman.
The new Tom Mix looks like a
enderfoot, talks like a tenderfoot,,
but swears
(oh, not really, of
course) that ha "ain't no tender
foot." Here is the new Tom Mix
as ne appears loaay in pictures.
The famous old sombrero has
been replaced by a shiny, new,
hat. Gone are the chaps, the

GIFT WITH A LIFT

CHRISTMAS

Kodakery is a monthly photographic magazine published by
theEastman Kodak Company, that
regularly sells for sixty cents.
It's worth more much more.
With every purchase of a Kodak,
B rownie, Grallex or Premo camera
goes a free subscription to this
two gifts in one-K- odak
magazine
and Kodakery.
It may seem like a "gift problem" at your home but it won't
when you come down here;.

BENNY5
OTB BOOS

CHRISTMAS EVE

THE

as a Christmas gift you
know it's what tney want.

LITTLE

CAROLERS WILL
SING EARLY ON
Although

"Just what I've always
wanted." That's the
beauty about

WEDNESDAT

An honest product, scientifically handled
Milk, Butter, Buttermilk, Ice Cream

321 North Second

Wednesday.
Christmas bazaar and tea of the
St. John guild at 109 South Fourth
street, from 2 to 6 p. m.
Mrs. J. M. Raynolds and Mrs.
Louis Raynolds will entertain at
bridge at 2:30 p. m.
Hospital tea at Y. W. C, A. t
3:15 p. m.
Adelanto club supper at Y. W. C.
A. at 6 p. m.

BOYS

In Albuquerque who would like to join the "Y"
but unable to do so. Maybe you would like to
give a membership to one of these. If so sign the
coupon, and mall, or hand it to the Secretary. If
you do not know a boy to give this to, sign your
name we will send it to a boy with your compliments. It's a gift good 365 days and

By WALT MASON.

ist, after which It Is a matter of
keeping It up by touching the roots
of the hair with the coloring, using
the, point of a fine sable brush.
An extract from walnut Juice
makes a harmless stain for this
purpose.
Henna: To color the gray hairs
you should let the henna and soan
lather remain on the head about
20 minutes and proceed as you
would do with any other method
of shampooing.
If you need other
information about it send a stamped addressed envelope and I will
be glad to mall It to you.
Fatty: A girl of IB years, five
feet tall, should weigh about 110
pounds.
V. B. R.: The henna you are
using is a trade preparation which
has a dye added to it. It you do
not attain an even shade after following the directions given, writa
to the manufacturers who put it
up. They probably will be glad
to help you.
Judy J.: Wearing the hair In
curlers for 20 hours Out of the 24
is an injustice to the people who
must come In contact with you
during those hours of the day.
You owe it to them, If not to yourself, to. look neat. If this is the
only way you can have your hair
curl for the few hours that remain, it would be much better to
give a good Impression of yourself
all of your waking hours by adopting another style of dressing the
hair, not requiring this untidy
habit. Tightly curled hair Is never
as artistic as that which is Just
loosely waved, so you will probably find a more becoming way of
wearing it.

MAI1Y

ARE

THERE

RIPPLING RHYMES

By Edna Kent Forbes.
ANSWERED

Pasre Ftva
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v
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Ladies' Silk Hose, in brown and black.
.
Regular $1.50 value.
One Pair
..v. .v. .v.. VOC

fQ

WEDNESDAT

IS

93o DAT.

"DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EARLY"

ive

NO PHONE
Phone 351

EXCHANGES

--

NO CHARGES

NOC. O. D.

December. 14, 192f.
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DISTRICT NUMBER ONE
Mr. Margaret F. Barnes. . . .,B.
Chas. Hill Barber, Jr
Miss Dorothy Bowman
Miss Helen Gurule. .. .L.. .......... u m-.- .
.. . .;
Mrs. R. E.. Hathcox.
Jones
Mrs. Markett

i

III

ii

Him

m

Miss Margaret Kleinworth
G. Albert Linder.
Mrs. R. M. Marx....l(I.........
Miss Ada Philbrick.
r.i.i...Mu.u-i.i- '
Mrs. G. D. Ramsey.......
...... . .
Miss Louise Roark

..... ...mow.

econ

Vot

Mrs. Margaret Schaltegger.
Mrs. H. J. Tompkins. .'
Miss

Edna

L.

James Ross, Jr

'070

1518,500

. 1.336,100

.

Lillian Yrisarri.

..

J'JJJ'JJJ

'

1i?2Sf
:

:

...... .x. .

.

.....

. .

'52?

(

Williams........

Mrs. L. B. Sweney.

Miss

...

1,561,100

1,5I9'ln

6,800

.....

rr

'

,-- ..

....... .......

J2,100
8f30()

1,496,800
M60,O0O
161.000
277,000

m

NUMBER TWO

DISTRICT

Mrs. Lawrence Abreu, Springer, N.
Neil P. Bolt, Wagon Mound, N. M

M.....

,

1,081,300
169,100
. ..
1,296,200
Rene Divelbess, Holbrook, Ariz
1,633,300
F. C. Groman, East Las Vegas, N. M..".
1,410,900
Miss Virgie Hidalgo, Gallup, N. ML...
. .
556,200
J. F. Jamison, Raton, N. M
5,000
R. M. Kimbro, Flagstaff, Ariz
. . . 1,315,100
Mrs. C. Martinez, Gallup, N. M
906,100
Miss Sophie' Martin, Gallup, N. M
329,000
Mrs. J. F. Oglesby, Santa Fe, N. M
lu. . . .
908,000
L. J. Sandoval, Santa Fe, N. M.
1,346,600
Mrs. Florence Saul, Dawson, N. M
614,000
Mrs. Fern Swatzell, Gallup, N. M
..
5,000
Matt Radosevic, Gallup, N. M
192,500
Arthur H. Gallup, Chamita, N. M.. ...... . ....
iA.

.......

These fosir days will, prokbly conclusively, determine who will
be presented with prizes which are the equivalent
in reward for their energy and determination.
ft--

can win these mammoth prizes as close as
Each individual's success or failure

ft

of $3,209.89
Any candidate

the race now stands,

;

DISTRICT

gold and glory, congratula-

1,494,600
182,300
Baby Ellen, State Orphans Home. Portales...
182,400
Miss Fannie Frost, Snowflake, Ariz..
. 1,324,800
Miss Lupita Garcia, St. Johns, Ariz.. .
5.0QO
H. L. Hart, Carlsbad, N. M
10,000
Miss Geraldine Hodge, Vaughn, N. M......:.,
1,368,900
Gordon Herkenhoff, Socorro, N. M
195,400
Mrs. Florence Kronig, Belen, N. M
,.M. . . .
1,600,900
O. E. Lovan, Clovis, N. M
38,200
Rev. C. D. Poston, Clovis, N. M
M. ... . . .
. 1,239,600
Miss Margaret Radcliffe, Belen, N. M,.
5,000
Clarence Stoldt, Artesia, N. M
1,238,600
L. J. Stone, Clovis, N. M..
35,000
J. A. Shaw, Mountainair, N. M
1,145,000
F. C. Burgess, Socorro N. M. .....

tions and commendations of flew Mexico and Arizona, and some
of the most beautiful cars in America

everything depends upon

what each contestant is able to accomplish in these next FOUR

.....

Every day, every hour in this short fateful period should

days.

be taken advantage of by the hustlers who want to win.
"DO OR DIE" in

NUMBER vTHREE

T. H. Bowland, Belen, N. M

It is

the HEXT FQBR BAYS.
.Y

IR.(BBll$FS
Eh

1

'
Now is the time, if ever, to help your favorite in this wonderful race for the richest prizes that will ever be offered in Albuquerque.
As close as the race now stands, your subscription may be the very one that will bring a small fortune to your choice in the list. Don't wait to be asked, for, in
their frantic efforts these last few days, the candidates you want to help may not be able to reach you. Pay your subscriptions direct to the Journal office, if you wish,
and the votes will be credited to anyone whom you choose. Here is an opportunity to do a real kindness to a friend a kindness that may mean a $2,295 motor car in the
end without costing you one cent more than you would pay for the paper otherwise.
The
subscriptions help the most. In fact, a very few such subscriptions separate the ones furtherest down the list from the ones who are now among
the leaders. One or two such subscriptions may prove to be the deciding votes as to who wins the big motor cars.
six-ye-

ar

Um

111

.Jrf.AtolMtt.lU.l,-- t

111

O

FIGURE THIS OUT
FOR YOURSELF

,.

lift
BEFORE

On TWO THREE-YEARSUBSCRIPTIONS TO
THE JOURNAL 90,000 credits are allowed a four-yea- r,
subscription gives you 90,000 credits a five year subscription credits you with 180,000 votes, and a
payment counts 270,000 credits, providing you secure the
subscriptions NOW during the big credit period.
IN ADDITION TO THAT 100,000 SPECIAL EXTRA
VOTES ARE ALLOWED ON EVERY $27.00 IN
SUBSCRIPTIONS YOU TURN IN. Two six years'
'
subscriptions give you a total of 940,000 votes.
A glance at the vote totals will show that a few such'
subscriptions for any candidate .would do wonders. In
fact an ENTIRELY NEW candidate could, by a little
enthusiastic effort, climb to the top of the list and acquire leadership for one of the big cars.

w.

Now
IT'S

S'

six-ye-

Laifte

ar

THE

PRESENT VOTE SCHEDULE
IS

AGAIN

REDUCED

NEXT SATURDAY

NIGHT

A Great Opportunity
I

I

s:

11

J

i
--

"v
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DAY NURSERY IS

OPEN

BAPTISTS

ADOPTED BY

Drive for Funds to Operate
Por-tal-

es

Opens Today; Hope
to Raise $8,000.
The forces of the Baptist con
ventlon are turning their attention
to tha special Chriatmas campaign
for the orphans' home at Portales,
The state Is beins; organized and
literature and display posters are
being mniled out in abundance. Six
thousand of the bulletins are being

inmitm lociay.
Eighty applications for admit
tance to the home are on file In
Baptist headquarters. They renre
sent children bereft pf parents,
The New Mexico Baptist orphan
age was founded at Portales only
about two years ago, and Is the only
orphanage In the state under any
Protestant denomination.
It does
not ask or receive aid from state
funds but depends wholly on vol
i
unteer gifts.
A campaign was mnde In the
state last year and about $6,000
provided. Fifty-nin- e
children were
cared for during the year. No provision is offered by tha state for
helpless widows and there Is no
other Prottant Institution where
they can place their children while
they help support them or while
they regain their broken health
without relinquishing tholr custody,
The "half orphan" problem is rec
ognized as a great problem, and
this home seeks to find solution for
the problem. The home cares for
children of all denominations or of
no denomination.
Children are left
free in the matter of religion.
It Is the hope of the management
of the home to secure sufficient
funds in the Chriatmas campaign
to put up a temporary building on
the same ground with, the present
buildings in Portales. This building will be used to offer relief for
at least the most needy out of the
present applications, and the building will be moved off the ground
and fold when sufficient funds are
provided for the fire proof build
ing. Conveyance to carry children
and helpers back and forth from
the home to the public schools, and
to church snd Sunday school Is

badly needed.
If the. provision Is made for the
enlargement of the home, $10,000
will be needed for operating ex
pense the coming year; $4,000 of
this sum will be provided from collections on the 75 million campaign
.pledges and the remainder must
como from extra gifts. Those In
charge hope to make the Christmas
gifts this year total at least $8,000,
Gifts should be sent to Superin
tendent J. V. Bruner, box 485, Al
buquerque.

Is Backache Making
You Miserable?

Are you dull, tired and achybothered with a bad back? Do you
suffer headaches
lack ambition;
and dizziness feel "all worn out?
Likely your kidneys are to blame.
Lameness, sharp, stabbing
pains,
backache and annoying urinary disorders are all symptoms of weak
ened kidneys. Don't wait for more
serious trouble. Get back your
health and keep it! use Doun'a
Kidney Pills, Home folks tell of
their merit. Ask your neighbor!
Here's an Albumicraue case:
Wm. Vann, painter, says: "My
kidney trouble was caused by the
fumes from paint. I bad dull back
aches and a soreness across my
kidneys. I could hardly stoop or
bend. My kidneys acted Irregularly,
I read of Doan's Kidney Pills and
used some from the Palacs Drug
Store. The aches and pains left
and my kidneys were In good
order."--

DOAN'SW
60
al all Druff Stores

rllgCkwJuffala.NY

THE

The complete furnishing of the
upper floor of the Albuquerqire day
nursery from stoves to pincushions
has been accomplished by the .BUS'
Woman's
iness and Professional
club of the city, according to a report made at the club dinner last
night at the Dorrls tea room. The
to furnish the
club volunteered
rooms In order that the nursery
might derive the Income from them.
All articles necessary to rurnisn
two bed rooms have been donated
except beds and dresser, it was
stated by Mrs. L. H. Chamberlain,
chairman of the furnishings committee. Money contributions to the
amount of $75 huve been made by
the members of the club for furni
ture and other contributions have
been made to the mortgage luna.
A linen shower for the day nur
sery was held in connection with
the dinner meeting last night", each
member bringing some article to
complete the furnishing of the
rooms.
The talk of the evening was maae
by Rabbi Moise Bergman, who regaled the women with amusing
stories and a serious exhortation to
Music was furkeep optimistic.
nished by George Geake, tenor, who
Little Woman 01
sang "Sweet
Mine" and "Keep On Smilin'." Ho
was accompanied by , Mrs. D. W.
Faw. The attendance prize, a
phonograph record rf Mr. Geake's
voice, given by Mrs. Faw, was won
by Dr. Margaret Brewlngton. BusiThe Joint meeting of the
Woman's
ness nnd Professional
club with the Rotary club will be
held at the Country cluo on me
evenintr of December 29, it was an
Miss S. O. Schussler, a
nounced.
modiste, was voted In as a new
Club songs were sung
member.
under the leadership of Miss Winifred Schuler.

ELKS

C1ST1S

TREE HERE FROM

elant nine tree which was
brought miles from its home In
the Zunl mountains to, delight
thousands of Albuquerque children
season will
during the Christmas
be set up at the intersection of
The tree
Sixth and
will beMecorated by the Klks and
will serve as the community
Christmas tree.
The tree Btands SO feet. It was
selected by Col. G. E. Breece and
brought to the city tnrougn ms
efforts. It will occupy its posi
tion in the center of the street
by special permission of the city
authorities. During the Christmas celebration when a thousand
poor children will be mads happy
In its light, the atreet will be
roped ' pff.
On the topmost point of "the
great tree will shine an enormous
electrio star. This was put in
place yesterday, before the tree
was erected, by Arthur Prager of
the Electrio company. Other elec
tric lights will be placed on the
tree for the grand Illumination
Beveral days before Christmas. A
quantity of tinsel and balls will
be hung on the tree lor decora
tions.
The toys and clothing which am
to the Elks
being contributed
Christmas celebration are still accumulating at the Elks club building. Dolls and other toys are be
ing given by the hundreds. Candy,
nuts and fruit for the celebration
are being donated by Elks and
clothes for children are being donated by the Elks' wives who will
also fill the stockings a few days
Gold-avenu-

Christmas.

before

TRAINING CAMP NEWS
More than 400 boxing fans wit
at the Moose
nessed! tne work-out- s
hall last night when almost all of
the boys who will box at the Crystal Friday evening went through
their paces. Both Herrera and
Cordova have established training
camps at the hall and will be seen,
together with the other boys, each
evening starting at 7 o clock.
Young Jim Flynn has not showed
Jim's
up for public work-outstarted a training camp of his own
and reports have it that he Is the
busiest man In town. He will go
ten rounds at the Crystal Friday
with Bony Gallardi. the fighting

J
K

d

CONCERT
BY

Ernestine
Heink
Monday Evening,
December 26

National Guard.
Armory,
Albuquerque.
.
Tickets' on Sale At
New Mexico Phonograph Co..
403 West Central; and by mem
bers of the Apollo Club, under
whoso auspices this concert la
being given.

Admission . . . . $2.00
School Children 75c

tickling1

DRY,

WeHold-U-p

.

sensation in tlie

headache, feverish, cye3
Don't play with that
ache.
cold. , Get Dr. King's New Discovery
at once. You will like the way it
takes hold and eases the couch, loosens
the phlegm and relieves the congestion
in the eyes and head, and soon breaks
up the most obstinate attack of cold

our

aid grippe.

Children and crownups alike tree it.
No harmful drugs, but just pood
medicine for colds, coughs and grippe.
Sold by your druggist for 60c

Br. King's
New Discovery
and Couphs

For Colds

Tbred Out in Half a Day? You
wouldn't be if your bowels were acting regularly, fry Dr. King's Pills
for aluggiih bowels. You'll keep t
for work. At all druggists 25c.
I WONT GRTPE

Traveling "third class" has usual
ly been deemed a misfortune and no
crospective traveler who could mus
ter the, price of a first or second
class passage would consider going
"third." The situation is changing.
The Canadian Pacific which owns in
addition to its railway, a vast fleet
of ocean liners, is doing the pioneer
work of raising the lowly and
third. This is being accom
plished through the agencies of
cleanliness and comfort.
Since the return of peace, many
Europeans particularly people of
the British Isles are turning their
eyes toward the newer lands beyond the Atlantic as the potential
Bcene of their next "tilt with for

tune," but too many of them, alas, 'Empress of Britain' and owe many
have lean purses and the price of a thanks to the staff of the Third
Class for their services to make
passage looms as a bugbear.
every one happy and contented.
Many of these
and
educated
the
from
They have been most courteous and
people are
refined circles and in pre-wdays obliging in all respects, and, if ever
were accustomed to travel in the taking the trip again, we will try to
best style. To induce immigration book on the 'Empress of Britain.' "
Others commend the care and atof these desirable folks by providing suitable traveling accom- tention accorded to women travelmodations at prices within their ing alone or with children, the
means, was the problem attacked spaciousness of deck space and the
by the Canadian Pacific. How well general comfort.
it was solved may be gleaned by If westbound boats carrying full
perusing letters from ratisfied pas- complements of passengers can
sengers. One of these was signed
by 93 persons who were brought to
Canada in September.
It reads,
"We, the undermentioned, have had
a very pleasant voyage on the

evoke such testimonials, eastbound
travelers need feel no hesitancy in
traveling third class for they will
find themselves
very pleasantly

Love." This costume, second to
those worn by Miss Glaum herself, has attracted the encomiums
of even the most critical.
The wardrobe outlay on "Great, "B"
Theater Repeating today er Than Love," according to ex-J.
for the second time Louiso Glaum Parker Read, Jr., cost sheets
as the leading star In "Greater ceeded $22,000.
Than Love," by C. Gardner Sullivan; also repeating the reels of THK ASrKIUCAX IIF.ROKS
OF 186t AJtli Slli;jV IX
"Current Eventa" pictures.
"HEART OF JLVUVLAXD"
I.yrlo Theater "The Heart of
Maryland," played by Catherine
Two well known characters of
Calvert as the leading star, is beAbraham Lincoln and Gen
ing repeated today for the second history,
time: also repeating the Vanity Robert E. Leo, Inactually live and
"The Heart of
breathe again
comedy, "It's Your Move."
a Vitagraph special
Pastlmo Theater William Fox Maryland,"
Is
which
being repeated
the, production
presents the great Tom Mix as also
today at the Lyric theater.
leading star in "Trailin';" "Fox
have
These
characters
showing a reel or two of
been impersonated on the stage
and reels of with
News" pictures,
various degrees of success. In
"Mutt and Jeff" cartoons.
"The Heart of Maryland" they
actually come to life. The
IjOCTSE CTiWH FTAYS
are perfect and In order to
CUSTOM FJR TO HER OWX
the illusion the identity
complete
"B"
AT
HER
SEK
OAST;
of the players assuming the role
kept a secret,
The professional generosity of has been move
of these two famous
Every
Louise Glaum is a word to con- men
of
cinhistory has been studied,
jure with In the Los Angeles
searched and
records
diligently
ema colony.
until the two players in
Not only Is the J. Parker Bead, compared
"The Heart of Maryland" are able
supJr., star considerate of her
to register the personality of man
porting players, for in "Greater
nerisms
of the men exactly as they
Than Love," the Associated Pro- were in life.
.
ducers masterpiece which is now
she
"B"
theater,
showing at the
TOM" MIX APPEARS
TV
played the part of costumer to
KOLK OF "TENDERFOOT"
the entire company.
AT
PASTIME
IN
PICTURE
subordiSix young women play
nate to Miss Glaum's characteriTom Mix Is to open at the Paszation. They are superbly gowned,
time theater today in a Fox picture,
all the costumes representing
..
The story involves" a
execu-.ii"Trailin'."
by Miss Glaum and
several
affecting
h a xnrna nt skilled workers deep mystery
lives, and is based on Max Brand's
at the Thomas H. Ince studios, novel
Mix Is
name.
of the same
where J. Parker Read, Jr., profirst discovered in a drawing room
duces his photoplays.
rrTia at., la fmlri in have taken with his wealthy father, and those
who never have seen the western
particular pleasure In the creation star
in a Tuxedo will be curious to
or a wnue tune irucit j.ui ihu
see
him in this picture. Later he
the forlorn
Patricia Palmer,
"Elsie Brown" of "Greater Than goes to the west and is mistaken

for an ordinary tenderfoot, but the
folks out there soon discover their
Mix shows them a few
mistako.
things about horsemanship and
fighting.
There is plenty of
pretty horsemanship and snappy
action in "Trailin'," to say nothing
of a love romanco In which the
beautiful Eva Novak figures.
Mix 19 credited with
another
winner in this new vehicle.

I

Theaters Today

1

llke-noss-

transported.
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(jOodyear

fcBcpairin is thetest
NORMAL TIMES ARE HERE
Owing to our modern machinery and efficient workmen w
are able to do first class work at pre-wprices.
Men's Soles, sewed, and rubber heels
$1.45
ladles' Soles, sewed, and rubber heels
$t.3rt
Children's shoe work from 60o to
.$1.0P .
Shoes called for and delivered free. ,
ar

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP,

j)r. Kinffs Pills

I

A

Feeling Grippy?
Cold Coming On?

:

ZUNI MOUNTAINS

213 South Second St.

Phono

Benny Cordova Is still carrying
a little too much weight, but claims
he will be down to 138 by Friday
afternoon. Benny has developed a
lot of apeed since his last bout here.
Appplcatlons for ringside seats
are pouring into Klngling Brothers
from all parts of the state. This
indicates more statewide Interest In
the two main eventa Friday than
has been shown in any bout here
for same time. Jake Levy, of Santa
Fe, has spoken for a large number
oi seats for Santa Fe fans.
A battle royal will he one of
the features of the boxing card at
the Crystal Friday evening. Dan
Fadllla stated last night that t
least tolx boys would take part. No
one is to be kept out on account of
size and the winner will take the
purse.
X,
The city boxing commission has
passed upon the qualifications of
the four participants In the two
main events.

3 GIFTS FOR

BUY

PRICE

2!

OF

SHIRTS
75c fine Silk
$1.00 to $1.25 fine Silk
Four-in-Han-

.

.

.

45c

$1.25 Shirts

at

. tV

m .5c

$2.00 Shirts, fine Repes and

65c
$1.50 f inest Silk and Knitted
Ties
85c
$2 Silk and Knitted, wrinkle-proo- f,
the best in the new
$1.15
shapes
Four-in-Han-

Madras

.$1.35

$4.00 Silk Striped, Madras,
' Russian
finest
Cords,

materials.

$2.85

gun-pla-

MOTION TO STRIKE
LIBEL
SUITS
FROM
UNDER ADVISEMENT

HOSIERY
3

Prs.

DOMINION OFFICIAL
ADMITS EMBEZZLEMENT

GLOVES

nt
$1.00
Pure wool, $1.00 hose
65c
nt
$1.25 Fancy and
. 80c
nt.
silk
hoso
plain

Regular $3.50 plove nt
ltc'sular $t.ro glove t
Fine lined auto cloves,
Kcgnlnr $3.50 kind at
Rcciiliir $n.oo kind at

SWEATERS
$2.15
$3.45

Younfr men's and boys'
pure wool fancy sweaters
$ 7 rejrulnrly, now
$ 0 regularly now $0.75
$10 regularly now $7.45

$2.45
$4.15

SILK SHIRTS WORTH TO $10.00, at
SILK SHIRTS WORTH TO $15.00, at

After t. tnng argument by counsel on both sides, Judge M. E.
Hlrkey took under advisement the

new motions by Carl C. Magee and
the Journal Publishing company
to strike out part of the amended
complaints in the libel suits
brought by J. M. Rayholds and A.
B. McMillen.
Tho new motions seek to set
nflide portions of the complaint to
which the defendants have objection. A decision is expected within
a few days.

50o silk lisle,

. . .

.$6.85

. ..

$7.85

These Bargains Must Be Seen to Be Appreciated. See Our
Windows. Compare Our Prices. BUY THEM.

EYER Sl MEYER
114

1

West Central Ave.

Ottawa. Ontario. Dec. 13. A. J.
Artz, an employs of the dominion
financo department, who' was nr
rested last nlsht on charges of em
bezzlement after the suicide Sat
urday of J. E. Rourke, controller
of the currency, confessed today,
according to Superintendent JJun
can of the mounted police.
Artz speculations,
Duncan said he admitted, to
taled S33.000. Ills scheme. Dun
can said, was to present for recash
lng war loan coupons.
Mr. Rourke a record was entirely
clear, It was authoritatively stated,
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Furniture For Christmas
II

k&s,?

-

? JirSSPmm

Remember, it's the "early bird" who has the
choicest selection When it comes to buying
Christmas gifts. That is why we beg to call
your attention to our splendid line of Furniture
and House Furnishings which will make ac

ceptable Christmas presents.

friends than something new for the
erately priced in the best of taste, a gift at once
decorative, useful and lasting?
v
Come in and see our stock of Furnishings for
every room in the house, for every need of the
household by way of furnishings.
--

BERLIN AT END 0HTS
FINANCIAL RESOURCES

Geo. G. Sclieer Furniture Go.
" I. O. O. F. BUILDING.
314 South Second St.

g.

STORM JAZZ ORCUKR- COLLEGE INN, TONIGHT.

RATfP

TRA.

;

'

or,
modhouse,

Bony Oallardl looks like a hard
one for Jim Flynn. He has lots of
speed and seems to have a wicked
He stacks up more then
punch.
well with Herrera. Bony weighs
which
is about Flynn's weight.
147,
Benny Cordova and Herrera will
both enter the ring weighing a
fraction more or less than 138.

cal year.

r

What will be more appreciated by family

Berlin, Deo. 12 (by the Associated
Press.) Berlin is at the end of Its
financial resources,
Boesse today told leaders
of the various factions In the relch-staWith a 800,000,000 mark deficit, he declared, Berlin must be
granted a loan or be given govern
mental eld to pull through the fis5
1

587--

Before You Buy Haberdashery For Your Friends, This Spe
cial Christmas Sale Enables You To

s.

Italian.

SCHUMANN-HEIN-

HAVE REVOLUTIONIZED THIRD CLASS

BUSINESSWOMEN

FOR ORPHANAGE

S

CONDITIONS

R

OCEAN TRAVEL

CAMPAIGN

Orphans' Home at

POST-WA-

Pajre Seven

'

QUALITY-SERVICE-P- RICE

-

?v

Phone 431.

1

AMERICA'S KILLING PACE ASTOUNDS MARSHAL FOCH
Nation's Mad Rush, Commented Upon by
Famous Visitor, Subject of Grave Concern to Neurologists and Public
Health Advocates

m

m

1919

Recent Insurance Figures Show Apparent
Lengthening of Life, but Lessened Infant Mortality May Explain Optimistic Tables

19Q1

I

19QO

20
19
18
17
16

life in England and in this country has been
By WILLIS STEELL.
15
An actuary of
extended by ten years.
the solemnity which opera or some function, people rush their
was
Kansas
14
tables compiled
from
able
City
meal
of
and
out
it.
get very little good
REMEMBERING
from Paris to
in his office to predict Hvt man might ulti13
the
True
Relaxation
preparations,
Uncommon
long
London,
Is
mately come to live to l. as old as Me
the
19
thuselah.
Among the American People
prolonged farewells, the will making and
The figures showing an excision in the
11
"True relaxation also is not common with
appointment of a personal agent necessaiy
of life in England have t. e advantage
span
hand
his
life
in
his
ug AmerIcans
before a Frenchman takes
It ought ,
learn,di for lt
10
of
being
presented evory year, hile in this
anl boldly crosses the Engusn cnannei, one- ,a a part of the Bclence of ifo To clear
country they are drawn from '.he cenii3,
9
Distinreports
with a decade of time between
the mlnd of worrleS( t0 taIl easllyi aowly
may in part appreciate what the
feel3 an(J
gulshed Stranger,,guest of the nation,
pleasantly of some interesting topic, to
How the General Public Health
I
I
7
as ho is whisked from one side to the other rest the nerveg an(J body for a quarter of an
Has Improved in Three '
of
kind
a
like
is
hour tree or four Umeg a day( Ja part of &
V
of this broad continent. It
RA.TE
DEATH
SHOWS
conThe Industrial department
true health programme. It will have to be
Per THOUSAND m SIX SPECIFIC
prolonged vertigo that only a strong
5
snoWS'lhe
Life Insurance Company
learned and practised if this great American
and
MONTHS
stltutlon survives.
1919,
death rate per thousand in specific monViS
4
To take petit dejeuner in New Tork and race fulfils its highest destiny."
APRIL
(six) of 1919, 1920 and 1921 as follows:
Itficahs JANUARY
i& a forAt the Neurological Institute it was said
dejeuner in Washington appears
1920. 1921.
1919.
MAY
"
Month.
fl5RUAki
to dine that
10.1
9.2
.. 18.6
2
of the paundoubtedly fully
eigner like a marvellous feat, while
Tanuary
MARCH
JUNE
In
9.4
16.7
.16.2
tients accommodated there suffered from ills
one night in the capital and the next
February
1
new
14 6
10.1
15.5
March
Pittsburgh is to write for one's self a
brought on by a too rapid kind of living.
13.1
9.2
11.1
April
thousand and second night.
It was explained that the terra rapid was and he was New York's first Health Com that
died early because he over8.6
May
Marshal Foch is our most recent guest to not used In the sense of fast, for work car- mlssioner.
worked and overplayed. And while yielding June
S.2
his
on
His
now
demands
Dr.
has
Smith
held
incessant
America.
the
to
the
view
of
swiftness
always
supinely
ried on too strenuously and without adewonder at the
will thus be seen that health conditions
It
man,
observaso
substantiated
of
the
a
time
and
ordinary
man,
many
years
by
strength,
days and nights of travel, his brief sojourns quate rest periods between made patients for tion that it is the calm mind, the careful life will nearly always say: "This rapid kind of among the wage earning groups of the
United States and Canada were the best
in various cities for banquets, receptions the doctors to cure if possible. A few cases from which noisy abstractions are banished life will be the death of me."
season
and other events of which he has been the 0f locomotor ataxia had been perceptibly lm- - that leads to length of days. To Hvn thus li
But the figures don't say so. In f?ct, they that have ever obtained during this
the hospital by a rest cure even to modify the pace to a tempered walk. In say for the moment that is, for the year ot the year. The marked improvement seen
at
retro
In
proved
to
him
must
appear
shinlng figure,
the In the first three months of this year over
He more than by medicine, and these cases after other words, in Dr. Smith's philosophy Ufa from last January to September--th-at
spect a kind of wild phantasmagoria.
the same three months of 1920 was due to
leaving there might progress to complete Is not to be thought of as a racecourse unless death rate has decreased.
Newspapers
so
not
In
has described it as such, though
recovery if they were accommodated to a it is understood at the same time that the oulte lately printed the statements of the absence of influensa, which In 1920 was
to him simple, easy life free from rush.
'
epidemic. A high pneumonia death rate
many words. And what appears
actuaries of some of our best known life In
goal is death. '
In 1920.
Dr. Frederick Peterson was emphatic In
surance companies, which showed that also was reported
more strange is that we Americans take this
and
These
medical
other
professional"
Health conditions in the general popula
what he had to say about the way wo havo
do not die as early as they used to.
with
whnt
people
commonly
as a matter of course.
"
people
opinions
jibe
the summer
lived for a good many years and are still
average period of fion of the country throughout
Roughly speaking,
think. At least it is mdst frequently heard
living. Said he:
Mad Dash From City to City
"Everybody would live longer if they'd
Seems a Strange Occupation
Just stop the unnecessary hustle. I'm aware
most
even
the
a
in
Life
railway train,
that it requires earnest attention and strict
luxurious, offers no charms to the great following up to succeed in any business or
and I would not advocate
French strategist. To dash from city to profession
But I do say that a
By W, A. DAVENPORT.
hotels on successive a race of
c'tv to sleep In different
. ,
,10 .
nr Sood many people make their lives harder
day some individual cr some
wU...
even
au.rj,
than th(re ,g flny ne(,d
r.lgnis,
fares forth wl:h secre
without
town
pause,
a
in
to
another
"Elimination is a splendid thing. Suppose
quarter
cies and typewriters to Investigate
without relaxation, seems to him an extraor- every woman who finds herself driven by a
ot thousand petty things she calls duties would some particular phase ot us and returns to
4in9l, occuDation. especially in times
sit down calmly and cross off all those which write a solemn report. He, she or it has Lane will never see a
theatre or a circus. hundreds of places to recognize it There
peace.
have been wished on her by her position in
town As you and I see life, there is a minimum was neither unison nor direction to that
And his wonder grows when he hears that society or by any other cause. Suppose sho gone down Into the mill and factory
or out into the farming regions; or the quest of lt in Wolf Lane. But Just thlni; of that band. It merely played the French song as
there are Americans who spend their lives should say to herBelf: 'Whatever calls are
lt know how badly. The Marshal stood
for knowledge has led down, the mine shaft service tanner, those two fiddlers and the
to
on
housetime
duties
my
my
by
four
doing something like this. Evidently they made
and make allowances for rigidly at attention, his hand at salute. The
or
across
streets.
shall
husband
I
hold,
and
anthem wabbled along until near the end,
metropolitan
i
...Vo o fitrafure
them too.
" SDecies. give my two hours of my children,
unm
to
Mayors, teachers, students, workers, Idlers
every twenty-fou- r
when the band suffered complete collapse.
up
And Gallitzin, P?.!
It is the exceptional, of course, that stran- - myse
In th03fl twQ hourg j wi nQt gIeep and who not are interviewed. Impressions
And when the musicians abandoned the
(lallitzln comes as close to being no town
write
tr-which
on
see
they
and
'In
are
and
is
but
rest
statistics
shall
that
unegg
I
gathered
compile?.
my only cure,
gers always
at all as a town can. Her size is referred tJ, effort they hurled their horns to the ground
we
commiswe
or
some
some
over
end
have
book
or
a
mind
du
my
voyage,
person's
good
simply by
and cheered.
their singular impressions
of course, and not her spirit or Industrial
sitting still and thinking quietly and sanely sion's opinion. And that opinion, setting
What's the matter with Gallitzin If any
Americans are not always on the go, al- of
importance. Much coal is mined there, and
to
be
of
consensus
an
honest
thought,
up
pleasant things.'
units in ht-- indus- thing?
coke ovens are
though all of our passenger coaches going
"That woman, I submit, would never have is supposed to guide us in correcting this or trial existence. important
It would be idle repetition to set forth here
Certainly, if all th.? report
filled. There occasion to consult a
that evil or enlarging this or that viriue.
anywhere seem always to be
neurologist.
and surveys are to be swallowed w'icle, you the stories of other towns and villages
is
to
sucii
main
The
this
that
back
and
form
prelude
point
who
he
hurry
are individuals
mail through which the train sped without a
couldn't expect a great militarist-tRest and Cultivated Placidity
investigation is the result of a mor or le
who uses armies like chessmen to stir coal moment's slackening of pace. They turned
from coast to coast with no Impelling
Its
conscientious
and
intelligent
digging.
Work
Wonders
With
Nerves
out waving flags and singing. You couldn't
miners.
reason of business or even inclination, but
value is in direct proportion to the materia!
secret service men were on g'Jard, i hear the song and they couldn't see the Mar"Rest and a habit of cultivating placidity the investigator has
A good many of
been able to extract. a The
they are not representative.
coa!
Idle
some
mintr shal. Mere curiosity? Why did they sing,
lest
matter of
disAnd In nine cases out of ten the digen hu heave a chunkfact,
us a majority "stay put" in either place if work wonders. Better than a restless,
of anthracite' through a winthen? And why wave flags?
inAlmost
rebellious.
found
the
turbed
lt
the
knits
ground
Bleep,
skein,
up
tangled
home.
to of these tiny places had no American Legion
to
car.
our
add
And
Marshal's
dow
in the
it happens to be
come
back
with nothing that
will always be found time for it variably he has
you couldn't expect Oallltzln 1o grow posts to organize such affairs. And if lt was
Yet in the exaggerated idea of American and there
more than a regional diagnosis or tt "repreenthusiastic about anything the American merely curiosity, why the furore? Why not
by the seeker who recognizes its imporswiftness
and
bustle
American
sentative"
analysis.
restlessness,
has Inspired, because the demagogues . Just stand on the station platform with both
Therefore, lt made one yearn to have one Legion
carried away by foreigners who do not, as tance.
have been walking the country calling thj eyes open?
or
such
of
a
dozen
renearchea
whole
this
"The
is
from
world
professional
suffering
At Independence, Mo., the train stopped
legion the tool of the great capiU"ets and
is Marshal Foch's case, Bpeak our language
rest-leslack of elimination. It is absurd to confine on board the special train that carr.d Marfor a minute. Away from the crowd that
agency.
there Is considerable truth. We are a
shal Foch from New York to Kansas City a strikebreaking
But behold Gallitzin, gloomy in her own surged against Marshal Foch's car stood an
these bad habits to our country. In Eng- and back
unquiet, hurrying people.
again. It gave one to thir.k what
her own coal mines. ancient negro.
where the people have always prided sort of a report a sociologist, for Instance, soot and grimy fromwest
We run the pace that kills.
land,
end of the Horse
"This must be a new train," he commented
She lies up at the
'
nave
Is this true?
or
lumblod
he
would
made
she
had
life
on
the
themselves
pace
easily,
taking
hoe Curve and looks Just like what you'd to a reporter who had alighted.
Is the American pace too swift and are we which prevails here has
1,400 miles of railroad track
that
along
been
"Sure lt is. It's Marshal Foch's special,"
latterly
expect a coal mining town to look like. Yet
damaging health by keeping it up? should
watching us Americans who stood at railadopted. France Itself isn't free from theso way stations and at crossroads between sho was out with her service flags and the replied the reporter.
Let us ask some authorities who
The
bell
church
"Who?"
Stars and Stripes.
The worldly set
be in a position to know. Let us ask first disastrous encroachments.
the elaborate train of Pullman.i
"Marshal Foch."
making wild gyrations and five hundred
there live as rapidly as the worldly set watching
'
of all some famous neurologists.
by.
going
children, stiff and uncomfortable in their
"Dawgone," shouted the old boy running
Dr. Bernard Sachs Is a neurologist re- v anywhere.
Sunday clothes, were singing "La Marseil- toward the car, "I got to git me a look at him
"Perhaps among the bourgeoisie .he habit Nation as a Whole Emotional,
markable among other things for the con-iand tell de boys."
,
cast of his mind. He is not an still prevails of taking a true rest in the
So Discount Must Be Made laise."
He paused before running toward the MarThe miners were out with their dinner
alarmist in his wide practice, and he studies- middle of the day, when merchants go homo
must deduct something for pails on their arms and their lamps In their shal's car.
Of course
new symptoms, new theories, new conai- to a meal wnicn we woum pan a oiiiier, it is the famous you
"Who'all is dls Mister Foch, sun?" he
To caps. A dozen of them wore their old serAmerican
Hons very carefully before uttering an so abundant, but this is being dropped by boot, we're an emotionalsentimentality.
We love vice breeches, no longer olive drab but asked.
people.
had thought the class above them, and it is likrly to ba
he
them.
Evidently
on
beopinion
on rusty brown from the coal. And, Just
The reporter tried to be brief.
ob- dropped by all classes of society. There Is sentimental songs about the lads dying
of the question which Marshal Foch's
" 'Pears I read somethin' about that man.
more excuse for the French thar for m, the battlefield chanting the namei of their yond, the band!
eervation brought up, for he said promptly:
The Gallitzin band is composed of ten Anyways I git me a look so's the boys can't
despite the fact we know no one
"I agree with any one who says that we because every man of that countr for the sweethearts,
horns and a couple of drums. If its members git uppy wl' me."
who has ever witnessed or heard such
live too hard and too fast. Our rapid ways next generation will have to exert himself
The train passed through farm land where
We must deduct soma:hlng ftr have uniforms they neglected bringing them
are not beneficial to the individual and the oumy in oraer 10 aia in oringing ms country that. In brief, we must make allowances for along the day Foch passed through Gallitzin. houses were scattered In villages of three to
to
back
normal
conditions.
race. We ought to slow up."
Some
In.
ten
work
wore
clothes
the
buildings every mile or so. And time
they
his for a They
"That is a provision for a crisis, and if lt the undeniable love the American
We are a nation of wore derby hats. Others had the peaked after time the porches of these houses
does not become a universal habit, crowding parade or its equivalent.
Opinion Based on Own Practice
cap of the miner cocked over one eye. They would be occupied by collarless and even
Where Consequences Are Apparent out others centuries old, it will rot work band followers. , We applaud a play thai
nrver
should have been written, much less played "La Marseillaise," but it took who has shirtless men 'who stood at attention as the
or
harm.
For
a
strange
"Are these deductions made from your any great of lasting
tho actors heard that call to arms hundreds of times In cars flashed past. And often, behind these
nature makes It po'tlble for staged, merely because one of
provision
waves the Stars and Stripes or denounces
own practice?"
to
go a tremendous pace fo- - a time
people
"Largely and naturally so, but not wholly without harm. The mind realizes that it is the country's Imaginary enemies.
Make what allowances you will for all that
so. I think from my common observation of only for a time and that things will go back
and come along with Marshal Foch across
io
Is
And
when
to
crisis
the
normal
hold
them.
would
It
past.
street
I
the
man
in
tbe
N an address delivered before the An powerful races generally feared them as forItself te redoubled effort Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, MIssjI rl an.i
the mind
back up through Illinois and Michigan. And
is certainly brought home to me by my. with the inspires of rest ahead.
knowledge
thropological Section of the British As- midable magicians, who knew the future and
to write a report upon the state of
to minds dis
minister
then
to
aim
try
I
patients;
Here, xinfortunately, however the thing the people how much affected they have
sociation an attempt was made to recon could cause or cure disease as they pleased.
most
find
I
these
eased, and in diagnosing
begani hurry and a crowding together of been by radical political' propaganda and how struct the
anatomy of fairies and to show
to
dissimilar things have become a national
generally that harm has been wrought
they have departed from the old fashthese lively, delightful and beautiful
that
characteristic. I deplore it as an evil thing." far
false
DeliiP-brain,
humaa
by
the
ioned band wagon stuff that we pall
that mystery,
7
are not the creations of the imagl
O
patriotism for the want of a more accurate beings
living. This is true In so many Instances Tends to Shorten Life Surely,
A JAPANESE 'rainstorm la something
name. Consider first the village uf Wolf nation of centuries of story tellers but were
lt
to
generally.
apply
am
tempted
I
that
Asserts Neurologist Flatly Lane.
A tremendous, and during the early
'
once a real race of people. The true key of
The great majority of mental patients have
what Dr. Peterson said as having
The special train didn't even hesitate as the idea is found In the fact that although
Granting
part of September lt usually rains
them- - a root
in facts, the worst conseauences mlKht lt passed through Wolf Lane. The gazetteer fairy women are generally represented as from one to five hours a day sometimes
brought disastrous consequences on
are
of
345.
men
fairies
burntribes
of
us
the
of
informs
has
a
that
lt
population
lovely, pome
selves by a thoughtless use of life, by
unavol(iabie. He was questioned There were
Mt
at least 200 citizens huddled described as ugly, and fairy children when it just drizzles and at other times lt deIng the candle at both ends, to use a familiar about thlg polnt m thlgvway: "noes the beneath the wooden awning over the narrow left as changelings are invariably pictured
scends in a torrential downpour by the
swiftness of our people to do thln4 and to station platform, for lt was raining. They as repulsive urchins of a sallow complexion
expression.
bucket, floods the thin board, nnpainted
all had flags. A woman was holding a ser- and most deformed about the feet and legs.
"Sometimes they were unable to live dlf- - do many things at once shorten life?"
houses In which the poorer classes are
and
one
with
banner
six
decorated
vice
such
the
?o'd
were
that
When,
they
approaches
question
conditions
fairy
ferently;
"indubitably," was his reply. "H;w can lt silver
in thi way, the Professor pointed oyt, one housed fend transforms the streets, even
stars, emblematic of Wolf Lane's con' were
plunged In spite of themselves into a be otnerwise? Nature is our creditor, Just tribution to ffie undoing of the Hohenzol-lerns- . is forced, it strikes him, to conclude that lti the
big cities, Into veritable quagmires
vortex combining business and pleasure, or but BeVre, jo rush our lives and to crowd
Two fat men probably ihe town fairies as a real people consisted of a short, 0f mud. The pavements and
roadways ot
There
calls
they
pleasure.
two lives into one Is to borrow of ber, and butcher collaborating
with the rhief of stumpy, swarthy race, which made Its habl- even towng uke Toklo Yokohama and
what the world
balwere whirled round and round until the
she will demand payment, as she alwayj police were sawing away on fiddles. You tatlons underground or otherwise cunningly Kobe are Bketcny afla,rg ftnd ,B
gom9 Qf
can only Imagine what they were playing.
ance was destroyed, equilibrium of brain does."
the business sections there are patches of
a
In olive drab uniforms (or what
kw
Four
boys
die.
or
to
had
stop
and body gone and they
This subject figured among those dis- was left of them) stood stiffly at
In men; at any rate they were not tillers of asphalt; Belgian blocks and cobblestones,
"This sort of thing is not to be excused or cussed during the recently held "Health front of the crowd. On both flanks of this the groimd or eaters of bread. Most likely hut most of the streets away from the busi- palliated; lt is a reckless dealing' with a Fortnight," and held a prominent place In valiant rank the children huddled togetho-- , they had some of the domestic animals and ness section are just plain dirt that
man's body and soul. A society that de- the "health message" to the public given screaming in sheer excitement. Tr.e Stars
mainly on milk and the produce of the comes dust during the dry spells and seas
mands such recklessness is In need of out by the conferees. In brief, lt was by and Stripes floated from a pole behind tho chase, together with what they got by steal- of mud when lt rains.
"
g
elimination of useless
reformation.
things, depot, and beneath the Stars and Stripes tie ing.
The Japanese do not appear to mind
seem
to
have
the art of either. They clatter through
"Yes, the pace Is too rapid; we try to do working earnestly when he worked and restTricolor, obviously made for the occasion,
practised
They
the mud In
too many things at the same time. Men try ing and playing as earnestly when he did because the colors were sewed together in spinning, although they do not appear to
their clogs and shuffle along In the dust
to succeed in business and to rule or lead In these things, man could prolong his days.
reverse order.
have thought much of clothing. They apThe coolies who pilot
The great special train roared through pear to have had a language of their own, in their sandals.
In a member of the committee in chargt
politics; some aspire while working hard la
an office all day to be at night social leaders. of the Health Exposition there was found a without even a Mast from its locomotive's which would imply a time when they knew rawboned horses through the street or
Women are even worse, and brir.g the living illustration of this dictum in the whistle. The , Marshal was sitting inside no other, and explain why when they came haul or push heavily laden drays them- weaker in bodily structure their failure to person of Dr. Stephen Smith. Although in reading a book. He doesn't know yet that to town to do their marketing they laid down selves wear raincoats made ot straw.
survive the tremendous strain is to be ex- his ninety-nint- h
year, Dr. Smith took an he passed through Wolf Lane and tnat Wolf the exact money without uttering a syllable which seem to serve the purpose. The up
active part In the proceedings. The history Lane will be talking about the day he passed to' anybody by way of bargaining for their to date Japanese wears a London raincoat,,
pected.
"We ought to slow up, take more time to of this centenarian Is interesting beyond the through for half a year. Those 200 didn't purchases. They counted by fives and dealt
gum shoes and top boots. It is not unlive. In the ordinary matters of eating and plain fact of his having lived so long. He get so much as a glimpse of the greit man.
only in the simplest of numbers.
usual to see a Japanese gentleman wearing
relaxation we go too fast. In tho season, too,; founded the American Public Health Asso- were
of
fond
Now, Just what is wrong with Wolf Lane
music and
inordinately
They
dress clothes or the statesman's frock coat
many persons make a kind of quick lunch 'elation and conducted Investigations intgf If anything?
dancing. They had a marvellously quick and
Wber boots at the same time. Ot
out of their dinner, which should be eaten sanitary conditions in New York city more
were
thore
and
consummate
rents
Increased
of
have
sense
and
Probably
hearing
slowly In pleasant surroundings and accom- - than half a century ago. His influence was food costs 100 per cent, more than t did !a thieves; but their thievery was not sys- - course he only wears these in the streets,
Instead, important in procuring the legislation which 1917. Probably half the town is i'fferliiK tematlcally resented, as their visits were because no Japanese wears shoes indoors,
panied by cheerful conversation.
because they do not wish to be late at the created the Health Department of the city from the unemployment curse. Maybe Wolf held to bring luck and prosperity.
More merely sandals.
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and early fall are reported as being unusually good.
It is worth remembering that the insurance companies keep no account of the
nervous diseases which shorten and end
life according to the neurologists and to
our own good sense. Epidemics, spread of
tuberculosis and automobile accidents figure
largely as causes in their death reports, but
lt would be strange to see diagrammed the
numbers of the men and women who wore
themselvp-Into an early grave or a lingering age ' '. sickness by running the pace that
kills. ?.e diagrams will have to be made
liv i.jch person for himself, and he won't
nave much trouble in getting up some that
will be conclusive. He has merely to
the necrology of his own acquaintance.
"So John Smith is gone. Poor devil
I've
been expecting it; .he never took a moment's
rest."
"Mrs. Jones was hurled yesterday. What
took her off so early? But I know. She
ran her house, headed a dozen committees,
She couldn't
got up charity shows, &c.
stand the pace."
common
in
are
Paris and
These things
New Tork; common everywhere presumably.
Marshal Foch must surely know hostesses
whose hours are aa crowded as any New
York hostess's, and if he doesn't D.udet did,
French novels are full of the type.
So what does he mean by what- - he denominates American swiftness, and how does
he measure it?
Well, a typical Marshal Foch day Is In
the accompanying box. It is only one out of
all the crowded hours by which the stranger
is bound to Judge us.
t

I

How Foch's Trip Revealed Pure Americanism
No Sociological SurveyNeeded to SKow Intense
Loyalty of Folk in Village and Hamlet
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American men stood their women folks car- rylpg children and the children waving
flags. They didn't have to pay any attention.
They had no chance of seeing Foch. They
had waited for an hour or more for the train
to pass. Those men didn't have to stand in
the rigid position of the soldier. They Just
did It.
And that's going to require a lot of explaining from tbe folks who go out among us
with typewriters and adding machines to discover for us that the country is bound for
Bolshevism and that men and women y
are sneering at old fashioned
or
patriotism
Americanism or whatever you call it.
Woman Gave a Geranium

For Son's Grave in Franca
there was the woman at the station
platform in a little town la Indiana. She
had managed to get away up front near the
observation end of Foch's special train. The
train paused less than a minute. But she
rushed past the policemen and the secret
service men to thrust Into the French solAnd

--

dier's hands a potted geranium.
"My boy died near Solssons," she told the
Marshal. "Will you plant this flower when
you get back home? He was a gardener and
raised beautiful geraniums."
That night some one moved the geranium
into tho baggage car. Foch missed it in the
morning and made inquiries.
"Fetch it back," he ordered, when Informed that it had been taken out of his way.
"I shall attend to it myself because I intend
keeping it alive and planting it in my own.
garden for that woman's boy."
He didn't say this to reporters. None of
his staff came running back to the correspondent's car to tell them how thoughtful
this Marshal was. The incident was overheard inadvertently. The professional press
agent would have sown the story in" every
State in the Union.
Of course lt is more difficult to assay the
worth of the demonstrations in the cities.
These demonstrations were organized. They
had been worked up for days. The Governors of States and the Mayors of cities
took part. There were great parades and
Policemen herded the
fiery speeches.
crowds back and forth. To repeat, lt was
difficult to weigh the sincerity of such

.

But the crowds In Cleveland didn't have
to stand for hours In the rain to get a
glimpse of Foch. And the shivering crowds
who couldn't even get near the curbs weren't
led in their cheering away back there where
they couldn't see his automobile. And the
men and boys who belong to no military organization now, and who had not been asked
to march In the parade did not have to
resurrect the old army breeches or the battered overseas cap and wear them Just for
the day.

Supposed Home of Communism
As Joyful as Any Place
,
Later
Homestead steel mills near Pittsburgh. How
mftny times have we been told that these
Btcel workers were disciples of Communism
and what not? Think of the stories to the
effect that these huskies were
yearning to
see the Red flag take the place of
the Stars
and Stripes and longed for the
of sneering at representatives opportunity
of the old
order of things.
Well, you should have seen the
big boy
who had been feeding a furnace back
away
from his fiery door and salute the Marshal
as
he went by, and you should hav
puddlers swinging their long iron rods In
time with their cheers. They dlA't hsv tn
you know. And there was no cheer leader
to lnuugaie a aemonstration. It wo.
wholiy spontaneous,
1 "
Said the Mb roll ol ,
"You have 'youth on vonr m
peatedly. ,?m
Americans
and youth will
you
prevail. It has iio enemy strongalways
enough to
cope with it. Your country Is young; your
old people are young; your ideals are those
of the clean minded youth. You have boundless energy. Whatever you do you do with
all the vigor of the youth: It was that
youth and freshness and vigor and the
courage of the young man who has never
been afraid that carried your soldiers
through to victory."
This argument that America Is still
x
America may suffer lapses from logic,
may not run true to the rules of sociology it
if there be arbitrary rules. And It
cause the singers of the "Internationale" may
to
snicker a bit.
But after all it's not aa argument It i
merely a recital of commonplace facts- -,
things that happened while Marshal Foch
was going to Kansas City and coming
back,

1
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management of Sidney Weil who more people," Dr. A. O. Short!
will have all preliminary work prophesied.
"I believe every person In Alcompleted so that the workers can
start Immediately.
The city will buquerque would rejoice to see
be divided Into blocks and every the hotel started and in operaperson living here wtil be seen by tion," is the opinion of A. C. Culthe workers and given an oppor- ver.
"If the hotel project' Is given
tunity to assist in raising the additional $150,000 needed for the new up, Albuquerque
property will
hotel.
drop at least 10 per cent in value
There are now 624 subscriber thnt moment," Frank A. Hubbell
to Albuquerque Hotel stock and stated. "There is no man in Althese persons have already sub- buquerque who does not realize
needs such a
scribed 1198,000 toward the new that Albuquerque
hotel."
lnstitutron.
Col. O. IJ. Breece stated that
Spirit of Mcctlnjr,
come
"Forget that you have sub- he believed the time had Albunot only the average
when
scribed a five cent piece for the
hotel and that already enough five querquean, but the moneyed men
cent pieces have been' subscribed of Albuquerque must step in and
to totaV $198,000, and start in to- put the hotel project over.
morrow morning to Just raise
Speaking along the same line,
$150,000 for a hotel. This can bo Louis Ilfeld declared that the bigraised and then It will be nice ger business men must come In
to add the $198,000 to it," is the with subscriptions in order to comadvice offered by Col. D. K. B. plete the project and to show their
Sellers at the meeting last night. confidence in the city.
"I would prefer to lose my enFollowing a discussion regardtire subscription rather than tD ing the formation of a $5,000 club,
which
it was suggested be formed,
have Albuquerque lose the hotel,"
A. R. Hebenstrolt stated. "It has William A. Keleher put tho motion
reached the point where the build- to start the drive at once and to
ing of the hotel has become the give every Albuquerquean a chance
measure of Albuquerqueans' confi- to invest something in this AlbuThe motion
dence In Albuquerque."
querque enterprise.
carried. The
can not face was unanimously
"Albuquerqueans
the rest of the state If it does not committee of workers) were imbuild the hotel," Edward Nunlist mediately given their Instructions
for starting the drive) this morndeclnred.
"If Albuquerque makes accom- ing.

DRIVETO

FINANCE HOTEL

STARTSAT ONCE
Every Albuquerquean to Be
Given Chance to Partici-pat- e
in Community
Mass Meeting Held
Hos-tler-

y;

Every man and woman in Albuquerque will be given an opportunity to Invest In the Albuquerque Hotel starting from 10 o'clock
this morning:.
This was the conclusion reached
last nlsht at the stockholders and
citizens' meeting at the T. M. C. A.
gymnasium. Albuquerqua boosters
filled the large room and after a
general discussion of the question,
demanded that a drive be started
at once to completely finance the
hotel. More than half of those
as
present offered themselves
workers and promised to present
themselves at the chamber of
commerce this morning at 10
modations for 6,000 more people,
o'clock, ready for work.
The drive will be under the Albuquerque will have the 6,000

"TOREADOR"' BATTLES
AN ENRAGED BULL TO
SAVE A WOMAN'S LIFE

Take Yeast' Vitamon
Tablets to Supply

Nauvoo.

111.,

Deo. 13.

A bull

T
acknowledged

Lindsay,

the foremost poet of America, 'has
been engaged to give a recital of
his own poema here next Saturday
evening at the Woman's club, it
was announced at the dinner of tho
Business and Professional Women's
club last night. Mr. Lindsay is appearing both here and In Santa Fe
where he has many frlonds.
The Saturday recital will bo an
Intimate one. Mr. Lindsay, who
appeared in Albuquerque about two
years ago, will be greeted by the
friends he made here on that occasion. He will give his theories on
American poetry, will read from his
own published
writing and will
probably tell of his experiences in
Europe where he was hailed as
America's greatest living poet.
Mr. Lindsay will probably meet
Informally with a number of promising writers of the city. He cherishes a theory that the next great

cycle of American poetry will come
from the Rocky mountain regions
and he means to encourage all aspiring verse makers of this country.
from
Mr. Lindsay is coming
Hastings, Neb., where he gave a
last night.
reading of his poems
After spending several days here
a visit.
Fe
for
to
will
Santa
he
go
Tickets for the lecture may bo ob- -i
talncd from Miss Ethel HlcKey or
Miss Erna Fergusson, or at the
Woman's club on the evening of
'
the program.

Energy Food Lacks

lip ill)f
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KILLED DURING
THE
OVER
DISPUTE
HIRE OF AUTOMOBILE

MAN

Walluku, Island of Maul, T. H.,
Dec. 13. H. T. While of Kansas
City, member of the crew of eaglo
boat No, 68, who was found unconscious Sunday and later died in a
IS
hospital, was killed during a controversy over the hire of an automobile, according to the police.
said Louis Lake, who is under
Police Get Results Within They
arrest charged with murder, confessed
that he struck White
Few Hours of Theft Re- but didtoday
not Intend to Injure him
When White was found
port; Car and Driver seriously.
$65 which he was known to havo
at
Hot
in
his
Stopped
Springs. had
pocket was missing.
Lake denied tho robbery.
White leaves a widow and two
Jack Redding, who Is alleged to
have stolen a Ford car from the children In Kansas City. He was
Priverless Fonl company yester- 40 years old.
day, -- was arrested with the car at
Hot Springs last night, according
rilOPOSO ADJOURNMENT
to Information reaching the police.
Washington, Dec. 13. AdjournIt is claimed that Redding also ment of congress from December
forged a check on a local garage 22 to January B is proposed In n
company.
resolution introduced in the senate
Quick notion on the part of the today by Senator Curtis of Kanpolice advised almost every town sas, the republican whip
and city In the state of the theft
within a few minutes of Its being
An officer will be sent
reported.
to take
to Hot Springs todoy
charge of the prisoner and the car.

CD

RECOVERED

.

TRUSTY WHO ESCAPED
FROM JAIL IS CAUGHT

OF

ACCUSED

Albert Shnw, who escaped from
the county Jail yesterday while he
was assisting in' installing the new
heating plant in the Jail, was
caught by the county motorcycle
officer yesterday afternoon about
six miles south of the city.
Several of the trusties were assisting in putting in the new plant
and tho first indication that one of
tliem had escaped was received
when a neighbor telephoned the
Jailor that a man had Just climbed
over the fence and run out into the
country.
Shaw had served forty-thre- e
days
sentence on a petit
of a
larceny charge.

ATTACK' ON GIRL

CITY YESTERDAY

TO RECITE HERE

Vachel

STOLEN

GAR

VAGHEL LINDSAY

fight worthy of the best Spanish
tradition took place, on a, farm
near here recently.
Carl Marzolf, the toreador in
the case, fought, not for the cheers
,
of a crowd, but for a woman's
life. A lonely, pasture hillside
was the arena, a pitchfork instead EXECUTIVE
BOARD
of a sword was the weapon and InOF WOOL GROWERS
stead of a, holiday throng two or
three scared women watched the
WILL MEET TODAY
Put On "Stay-Ther- e"
Flesh, Strengthen" The Nerves, fight. Mareolf won.
Miss Agatha Wellnerf a musln '
Clear The Skin and. Invigorate Your Body.
Members of the executive board
teacher, had often ventured Into
n
the pasture on her father's farm, of the New Mexico Wool Growers'
folks who have been
Tttnl
he
was
bull
but
association will meet this morning
where the
kept
why tbey remain so skinny
j Wondering
and lacking in energy even though they
had never made any unfriendly at the secretary's office in tho
seem to eat a lot, should try taking two
overtures.
This day he charged chamber of commerce building.
'of Mastin's tiny yeast VITAMON
her. For some time she dodged Aside from other routine business
&
Tablets with their meals and watch
him among the trees of an old they will fix the date for the 1922
results. Mastin's VITAMON Tablets
orchard, then ran for the fence annual convention of the associasupply In highly concentrated form s
where she fell between a stretch tion at Hoswell.
dose
of
the
proper
bodyof wire netting and a thorny hedpe.
It is expected that the stata
building vitamines. You surely need to
Tho bull could Just reach her by land questions will be discussed by
get some of these precious vitamines
stretching the netting. Each time the board and that they will also
into your system at onee. Mastin's
she tried to rise he knocked her consider the bill before congress
VITAMON Tablets mix with your
back among the thorns.
which seeks to regulate the grazfood, help it to digest and supply just
A woman neighbor came with ing of livestock on tho public dowhat your body Deeds to feed and
was
to
a
but
unable
main. A committee will probablv
pitchfork
nourish the shrunken tissues, the worn-omake effective use of it against be named to attend the sessions
nerves, the thin blood and the
the bull who was now genuinely of the state tax commission at
starved brain. Pimples, boils and skin
angry. Marzolf arrived and, fork Santa Fe on December 19.
eruptions seem to vanish like magio
in hand, climbed the fence. Each
under this healthful invigorating influtime the bull charged, he sida
ence. Mastin's VITAMON will not
In one of DR. WEST EXPECTED
stepped and Jabbed.
cause gas or upset the stomach, but
these bouts he drove the fork so
strengthens the digestive and intestinal
TO ARRIVE TODAY
deep into the animal that it was
WELL-FEcarhis
from
hands
and
Jerked
VET
STARVlNGr
chronio constipation.
Be sure to ro.
' Dr. O. C. West of El Paso, who
before
ried some distance
it
Add vltamln to ih food. Th. .r
member the name Mastin's
worked loose and fell out. Ha will be temporary health officer
MON. Avoid substitutes and imita- ""M"' mf be,
recovered it in time. Finally the of Bernalillo county, filling the
vacancy caused by the transfer of
UableU at ail good druggists.
of M..tin'. VITAMON T.bl.u with bull had enough of It.
Dr. J. F. Docherty to South AmerwrysiMal.
TO STOP COtwriNG AT NIGHT. ica, ia expected to arrive in the
When anyone is suffering from a city and assume his duties today
Are Positively Guaranteed bronchial
The temporary apaffliction or has a cough or tomorrow.
on and grows worse at pointment of Dr. West as head of
to Put On Firm Flesh, that lingers loss
local
the
health
department has
of sleep tends to
the
Clear the Skin and Increase night,
weaken the sufferer and grows been approved by Dr. C. E. Waller
serious the longer it is neg- of Santa Fe, state director of pubYEAST
Energy When Taken With more
lic health.
k
lected. Mrs, M. Ruter, 64?
vitamin! Meal
Dr. West spent Friday in the
TABLET
Back
or
Every
Money
Ave., Stratford, Conn,, writes:
has
Tar
and
given city with Dr. Docherty and fa"Foley's Honey
m great relief from a severe at- miliarized himself with the details
of the woric now being done by
tack of bronchitis."
stands higher throughout the na- the department. Ha will continue
tion as n family remedy for colds, the work of Dr. Docherty Immed'
coughs and croup. Sold everywhere. iately upon arriving here.
hcnlth-givin-
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13. "Curly"
Waco, Tex., Dec.
Hackney, white, about 30 years old,
In
connection with an atarrested
tack on an
girl, was
taken from the city Jail tonight and
hanged three miles south of town.
to- - the
He confessed, according
police.

,

90-d-

MTRDEtt TRIAL BEGINS.
Montress, Dec. 13. The tial of
D.
Ka.At.lake, chief petty officer,
R.
U, S. N charged Jointly with Misn
Sarah H. Knox, Eaitimora nurse,
with killing his wife, Margaret,
November 30, at their home nt Co- lonlal Bench. Va., began here toJournal Want Ads bring results. day. Miss Knox will be tried later.
riUNCR IV INDIA.

India, Dec. 13. The
Prince of Wales arrived here toA
"hartal" had been proday.
claimed, but it was practically
ignored by the natives, who thronged the streets.
Renares,

,

LOUIS NARVAEZ HELD
ON $1,000 BOND FOR
VIOLATING MANN ACT
:
Facing a charge of violation of
the Man act, Louis Narvaez, of California, was bound over on a $1,000
bond for preliminary hearing when
broughtbefore United States Commissioner D. F. McDonald yesterday. The preliminary hearing was
set for December 20.
Narvaez was arrested here by the
police several days ago, and fined
$60 by Judge McClellan. The woman, whose name is kept secret,
was joined $40. Immediately after
their trial in police court Narvaez
was arrested by L, C. bates, an
of Justice,
agent of tho department more
seriand held to answer the
ous charge.
Narvaez is said to have been traveling with an orchestra, for which
the woman was the advance agent.
He Is said to have met her at Flagstaff, Ariz., and to have registered
with her at a hotel there as "Mr.
Later
and Mrs. Louis Narvaez."
they are said to have registered in
the same style at a Belen hotel.
IS STILL

DIPTHERIA
IN

ut

LEAD0F DISEASES

.

"ln

VI-T-

Long-broo-

Diphtheria still leads in the state
according to the health department's recent report:
Chlckenpox Bernalillo, 4: Col-fn1; Dona Ana, 4; San Miguel,
1; Union, 1.
Diphtheria Bernalillo, t; Colfax, 4; Dona Ana, 5; Eddy, 2:
4; Otero, 2; Roosevelt, 1;
Santa Fe, 4; 'Socorro, 1; Torrance,
1; Union, 1.
Hookworm Chaves, 1.
Measles Chaves, lj San Miguel,

(few,

1.

Pneumonia
Chaves, 1.
Bernalillo.
Scarlet
Fever
Chaves, 2: Colfax, 1; DeBaca,
Orant, 1; Hidalgo, 8; McKlnley,
Santa Fe, 2; Union, 1.
Smallpox San Miguel, 2.
Trachoma Lincoln, 2; Luna,
;
Quay,
Typhoid Colfax,
San Miguel, 1; Santa Fe, 1.
Whooping Cough Otero, 1,

1 ;

1;
1;
1.
8;
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a mistake in buying too many goods, and they have not sold as we expected
them to, and now we find that we, as many other merchants, are overloaded with goods,
and our bills are coming due. These bills must be met and to do so we have to reduce our
stock turn it into money and do it now. To do this we have cut the price on every
item in our $50,000.00 stock, and we are doing it now in the early part of the season at
a time when you most need the goods. Come, let nothing keep you from this bargain feast.

OPEN

We made

in.

Closes Saturday Night,

24

Dec- -

READ THESE PRICES! We quote only a few of the many real bargains.
skeptical that this is a bargain event of the greatest magnitude. t

9 A. M.

TOMORROW
I

'.

i

Five minutes in our store will convince the most

FIFTY CENTS WILL DO THE WORK OF A DOLLAR

'd,!!
rumps

Lames

ana

w

L3nn
ri,;HrM'c
umiaren s ana pusses
Union SUltS

OxfOrdS
Latest styles, but broken sizes.
Regularly sold for $5.25 to $8.50.

$1.95
1

'

Ladim' Silk How
Ita

,

all edon.

gy
69c

Regular $145
Special for

.

z:
Do

Your Christmas

t:::V$
Banke!s
a, W a

t

woi

Special....

Lot

260x76

AT EXTREMELY LOW PRICES

Street

....$2.95

Fine Cotton Blanket;

.........$2.29
; Social........
Wool, 60x76; Special.. $3.95

Lot 3

T7

;

;
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Lot 2. WY.Y.'i'.'.Y.
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values.

Coats,- - Suits

SA

so

Reulr
-

we

ttf

d

lf

for .
SB? 8
JSKM
ment consists of about
Hats.
hovse

100

ct

100

p"ce

69C

OF

3.95
STuSfiL IS?
. . .

First come, first served at this price.

eizea

apd'

wwsor
colors,

n
sold

formerly

&p&,

$1.95 to $4.95
,

RlbW

8

n
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Fleeced Union Suits

.Mm's. Macklsam
Regular prices $5.50 to $15.75
Specially Priced at
CO ftC
C7 AC

10

yna

,

p.i0

Shirts

iffit"toS3.75

Buy "him" a shirt for Christmas
MsdrM
S

SI 25

& COMPANY

LOOK FOR THE NAME IN WINDOW
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Price The greatest values
and Dresses at One-Haever offered a big assortment to select from. Though you had
better come early.
'

YOUR CHOICE
ANY LADIES HAT IN

You'wili Save

r.,

spi.i

'

DRESSES

.iStT
these

.

Men's Blue Work Shirts

-

Wcottoe, Vetour,, Etc.

NeVSuiV

tees'

Sweaters

!!!!!!!!$14!85
$19.85

'

Armor Plate and
(
Buster Drown Hosiery

Shopping Here
113 florth First

SUITS

Comforts

--

95c
'

vomions
VM

7

COATS
In Velour, Bolivia and Normandy.

'

fVtmfAvfA

Eeeular ?600 to

Ladies' Bleached ,
Dikhflll
UniOn Cmle
IllDDea IlltlrXn
'

59c

Lot of

pie

Cadies' and

teen's Suits
m the latest styles
g gs

fabrics, every garment a late style. No matter what your Lots
wishes are we believe We can please you.
Buy - a

Reginar ?1.25
Special for

.

MATS, SOUS and DRESSES at HALF PBICE
It u
lo tell you aJ1 about lhig department. We
are lowing Coats, Suits and Dresses, all new styles and

9
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rl3!H16I CHlTtS

Regular prices $1.50 to $6.75
Special

98c to $4.95
DO YOUR CHRISTMAS

SHOPPING

HERE

Opposite
Y.
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DURHAM DUPLEX RAZOR COMPANY
'
City, New Jersey
'

The PLAIN FACTS ARE

Sale Opens Tomorrow, Dec. 15
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was a fatal step. Her leaders had deluded themselves with the Idea that safety lay In armament
It was where her peril lay. "In time of peace prepare for war" Is an old proverb. If preparation Is
made the war will come. It Is a recipe that Is not
likely to fall.
If the nations of the earth do not want war they
will agree not to prepare for it. We are a peace
able nation, but we have Increased almost annually
for the last score of years our naval appropriations.
Others have done likewise. If the course Is con
tinued somebody will want to show what fine ships
they have and how far the guns will shoot.
We know more about war now than the world
has known heretofore. We know It Is bad. It ends
not with the fighting, but Its effect lasts for years
afterward. Any who seek to thwart the efforts now
being made to diminish the chances of war, who
will Join heartily In the proposition presented, will
shoulder a fearful responsibility.
Disarmament must come by agreement; It can
not be brought about safely by example.

JUST A

;

KOOM

roil

MINUTE

BROTHER,
.

HAVN'T

YOU OVERLOOKED

that Mexico had decided not to en
force the higher export tax on
those products.
Rails followed their lethargic
course, becoming heavy in the final
hour, when a series of drives
against some of the cheaper issues,
especially New Haven and St. Paul
common and preferred. Impaired
Mexican Petro
gains elsewhere.
leum was the one noteworthy exception, closing at its maximum
price. Sales. 88B.000 shares.
All of the day's call loans were
made at the fixed rate of S per
cent, large sums being available at
that figure. Time money held at
the same Quotation but some 90- day offerings were taken at 5 Per
cent.
treaty
Signing of the
created a demand for foreign
bonds. Chinese government 5s and
Italian 6 Mm were among the strong
est of that group.
Liberty bonds
were steady,
but rails showed
mixed gains and losses. Total sales,
par value, $17,260,000.
Closing prices:
2$
American Beet Sugar
33
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 54 H
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 29
116
American Tel. & Tel
13
American Zlno
4 9
Anaconda Copper
80
Atchison .
35
&
Ohio
Baltimore
58
Bethlehem Steel "B"
18
Butte & Sunerlor
44
California Petroleum
Canadian Paclfio
izi
31
Central Leather
55
Chesapeake & Ohio
19
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul
28
Chlrto Copper
25
Colorado Fuel & Iron
66 94
Crucible Steel
7
Cuba Cane Sugar

SOMETHING?
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REFORM.

A movement has been started In France to elim
inate the cough In the theater. This suggests another Improvement that theater audiences might
not to say
Tragedy and comedy' often are not far apart. bring about with a little
The
Tears and smiles are often commingled.
In a musical show directly behind
tragedy of the bank failure at Santa Fe has its you there is always someone who Insists on runhumorous side.
ning over the tune which the artist on the stage is
The law borblds deposits of state money in any singing or playing. No statistics as yet have been
bank In excess of 75 per cent of its capital stocK compiled, yet it would not surprise the hapless vicTherefore the state treasurer had a tims of these embryonic artists In the audiences to
and surplus.
"stationary" account of $43,000, an amount well find that 99 out of every hundred never before have
within the law. The balance was in a "checking" heard the tune they are trying to hum or whistle,
account, under which guise the excess was carried, and that 90 out of every hundred, even If they do
the excuse being that a compliance with the law know the strain, have not been especially endowed
Is impossible with reference to "checking" accounts In a musical sense. Means of suppression have yet
In Santa Fe without Interfering with the transaction to be discovered, since caustic remarks, baneful
of the business of the state.
looks, stony stares, and a violent twisting around
Yet this "checking" account has been more sta- in one's seat so far have all proven Ineffectual.
If the dry, breezy cough and the noisy gargle
tionary than any "stationary" account of the state
in other banks. This bank has been so Insolvent can be eliminated from the French theater, why can
for a year that this money could not be withdrawn we not In this country do away with the hummer
at all. An attempt to do so would have resulted and the whistler and the candy eaters who Indulge
in closing the doors of the institution. So with the In the furtive rustling of a piece of tissue paper covtweedle-de- e
of "checking" accounts and the twcedle-duering the Innocent piece of candy?
of "stationary" accounts a distinction has been
maintained to enB the conscience of state officials.
There Is a lot of Individual budget making go
But the people will fail to see the distinction.
ing on, too, says the Average Man.
Another of the humors of the situation is th
manner In which the secretary of state and the InVERSE GF TODAY
surance department "unloaded" on State Treasurer
Strong. Both had large accounts which they could
not withdraw without "breaking" the bank. So they
FOREST WASTE.
gave checks on their accounts to Mr. Strong, which
he was silly enough to accept and allow the book Who can behold with studied unconcern
The diminution of that ancient line
keeper to show that the money was transferred from
Beloved from eldi--r day, the oak and pine.
the accounts of these officials to his. So, on a And
all their forest brethren that the ferns
check which was worthless in fact, they shifted the Love for their shielding presence?
Must we learn
Too late the great Creator's wise design
burden from their shoulders to Mr. Strong's. That
That set these woodland monarchs, line on line,
Is what we call "getting out from under." Ones
crests at every turn?
admiration for the agility and astuteness of these Along the upland
gentlemen does not extend to Mr. Strong. He ap The careless woodman who lays ax at root,
Unwitting the full meaning of the deed,
pears "easy."
Not he should bear the burden of the blame;
The question seems to have been, not how to
he who prompts the act for selfish greed
But
into
bo
could
who
but
Its
save the state
money,
put
(Bitter the taste of such wanton fruit!) of'blame!
the position of "goat."
Upon his head should fall the shadow
TRAGEDY AND COMEDY.

A PROGRAM.
objective Is essential to the men
tal and moral virility of any man, woman, organ!
Without a worthy purpose to
station or nation.
direct conduct the life of man, association or Btato
withers.
At first blush It may not occur to the reader
who may not have thought upon this subject, that
this is true. But only a little observation will be
convincing.
A young man begins life with ability, health and
energy. But he develops no purpose in life worth
his effort.
Society calls; frivolous or enervating
He Is
dissipations call. The young man drifts.
worthless to himself or anyone else. Besides which,
he is dissatisfied and unhappy.
Many young men start on this course but are
suddenly seized with an ambition to succeed In some
line. The effort absorbs the attention and Intrigues
ths Interest. Unless the purpose which has developed Is a lofty one there will be little satisfaction in
It
accomplishment, but the effort Is absorbing.
steadies the life; It demands
Is always a species of dissipation. If It takes the form of a gratification of the
senses, a man becomes gluttonous or licentious. If
St is the
presumed to come with
mere possession of wealth, a man becomes hard,
and mean. Something outpenurious,
side ourselves must call if character Is to be developed. No life la normal which Is not devoted
to a worthy service. The man with the social instinct Is not necessary an idealist; he merely may
be sane.
An organization for the selfish pleasure or adMutual helpvantage of its members Is short-livefulness may be a purpose, and a laudable one, but
it la not enough. An organization must try to help
others and help its community or it will die. The
virility of the Rotary and the Klwanis movements
lies in their devotion to the Ideal of service. Tho
prosperity of the Elks in Albuquerque is due to a
spirit of community helpfulness.
A political party will not live long beyond tho
day of its usefulness to the state or nation. The
selfishness of the leaders and their skill In organization may perpetuate It for a time after It ceases
to serve the people, but its death is certain after
it has outlived Its usefulness. We invite party leaders in New Mexico to pray over that thought.'
Governments, for a time, may repress or oppress
the people, but they can survive only in case they
learn that the law of life is the law of service.
Mere willingness to be useful will not suffice.
Without a
A program of service must be made.
program and an effort to carry it out life is not
worth while. When life ceases to be worth while
and its zest is gone the undertaker Is just around
the corner.
,
All of which is said mainly for the benefit ot
the politicians of New Mexico.
A
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For Little Ones

BREEDS WAIL.

"The war is ended" was the expression almost
universal on Armistice day more than three years
ago. Because the fighting was over the world assumed that its troubles had been brought to a close.
What a misconception of fact that assumption was!
The killing and maiming of armies ceased, but we
have been struggling ever since with the Indirect
ot war.
effects and the
The war will not end In its effect until the disorganization it precipitated is again reduced to
millions are starving, other
order. As a
millions ars out of employment; parents are sorrowing for their sons who perished; Industry has been
thrown out of gear, and a world awaits the restoration of order. There is a vaBt amount of work
needed, but the means of putting men to work are
beyond ths vision of the times. Really, Instead of
four years of war we have had more than seven,
and ths end is not yet.
Certainly the experience should carry its lesson.
Had Germany not had a monster army equipped
to the minute, had she hot been led by men who
glorified war and who delighted in the clank of thu
saber and the roar of guns, she would never have
loosed ths calamity for which she is responsible.
Having the guns and the soldiers she reached the
point where she was determined to use them. It

What we want is to pay no more taxes than ws
look like we are able to. Dallas News.

"You ought to Bee!" squeaked
"Come and
Floppy, laughing.
see!"
Uncle Wiggily looked.
It was
worse than he had feared. BroUen
dishes, sugar, egg shells, molasses
and chocolate were all over the
floor, and on tables and chairs,
"You see, I never made candy
before," explained Curly.
"I could easily tell you hadn't,"
spoke 7ncle Wiggily, surreptitious
like.
"Oh, boys, you shouldn't
have tried to male randy when
your mother was out!"
"Well, she wouldn t let us make
It when she's home, bo what could
we do?" asked Curly. "Anyhow,
tho candy Is 'most done, Uncle
It's boiling on the stove.
WigKlly.
Smell it!"
Truly there was a most delicious
smell in the plggle kitchen and on
the stove boiled a kettle of sweet
stuff.
"All I have to do is to color it
red," said Curly, "and when it's

Howard B. Gari

By

In England dishwashing is a prolific cause of
insanity. Stack 'em up, dear, and go to the movies.
Birmingham News.

then the chocolate dropped and I my mouth! Oh, my tonguel Wabroke an egg, and the milk bottle ter! Water! Quick!"
But before the plggle boys could
tipped over and "
"Say!" Interrupted Uncle Wig- give Uncle Wiggily a drink the
gily, "the kitchen must be a sight!" door opened and in popped the

Bedtime Stories

A LOVELY DREAM.

CURE-AL-

Copyright. 1921, by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.

UNCLE WIGGILLY AND

CCRLY'S CANDY.

Once upon a time, when Uncle
was out hopping through
A KIND WORD FOR FATHER.
woods, wondering what he
the
on
In choosing father's present, make it as light
would get for Christmas, and if
him as possible. Fltchburg Sentinel.
he would have an adventure that
day, he chanced to reach the house
MEANWHILE TAXES KEEP UP.
The ordinary taxpayer finds no great personal where lived Curly and Floppy
Twistytall, the plggle boys.
encouragement in the suggestions for the cancella"I think I'll stop and see them,"
tion of European obligations on a large scale.
said the rabbit gentleman to himWashington Star.
self. "It's after school, for the
mouse teacher let the children
ladyhome
CHRISTMAS.
PAY
TO
FOR
early today on account
Christmas will come on Sunday this year and of fro
So Curly and
examinations.
course that's too bad. But a lot of people are going of
will be home, all right."
to be compensated by the fact that there are five Floppy
knocked
at the
uncle
The bunny
Saturdays in the month. Cleveland Tlain Dealer.
door of the plggle house. Just before he tapped with his red, white

Wiggily

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
OIL SUPPLIES

and

crutch,
in the

blue
striped rheumatism
Uncle Wiggily heard noises
plggle house, but no sooner

he knocked than the noises
and all was as quiet as n
stopped
hard-boile- d
egg.
"Hum!" said Uncle Wiggily to '
himself, as he listened to the quiet
ness. "Some one was In there, but
walking around and
they stopped
I knocked. I hope
talking when Fox
hasn't gotten in.
the burglar
I'll knock again."
Uncle Wiggily tapped once more
and then he heard some whlsper-lns- r
voices say:

had

AND PRICES.

.

(From the Daily Financial America.)

Gasoline exports have been rising from the low
point reached in September when they fell below
37 million gallons.
That is reriectea in part in an
advance In the retail price here to 27 cents. For
October these shipments reached 47 million gallons.
This is three millions above the average of the previous months, but about five millions behind the
average in the same period last year. Domestic
consumption also has been heavy, reaching a new
high record in August.
Mexico s declining production also is tending to
lift orlces of all oil products. Gasoline Is less con
cerned in Mexican product, however, than fuel oil
and asphalt. The heavy Mexican oil has a low gasoline content. Crude at $3.50 a barrel recently, instead of $2.60 In October, reflects the decreased output of Mexico during recent months and anticipation of continued lesser production in the big Tam-plc- o
field owing to the rise of salt water. In addition, the Mexican oil companies have been saddled
after long resistance with heavy .taxes exceeding 100
per cent of the value of oil at the well.
Should this situation persist it may cause some
program in
change in America's big
progress during the last year, while state and municipal loans have been easy. Asphalt Is in competition with cement for this work. The latter affords material for lasting roads, but asphalt surfacing Is preferred by most automobllists because of
resiliency and less wear on tires and machines.
Should the higher prices of crude be maintained
we must expect advances In all of Its products. Asphalt production at our refineries has been declining
this year despite a large demand. August production was 112,000 tons, or 21 per cent below that of
the same month last year. Gasoline ran 12 million
gallons or about 8 per cent less despite the large
domestic sales. Fuel oil production was about 6 per
cent and lubricating 24 per cent below that of 1920.
' The chief hope of the consumer
must be found
In further development of some of the newer Mexican fields yet untouched by salt water.
road-buildi-

"It's

it's

all

rrm

VtoRTrt

of

"Walt

I'll

a minute, Uncle Wiggily.
open the door!" squaked Flop"We thought you were our

cool it will be ready to eat."
"Are you going to color the
coming home."
don't mean to tell me you candy red?" asked the bunny.
door locked so your moth"Yeppie," answered the plggle
er couldn't get in, do you?" asked boy, and Uncle Wiggily saw him
Mr. Longears,
sprinkle aomethlng red into the
"Yes'm I mean, yes sir, we boiling kettle of sugar and molasses.
as
answered
he
and
Curly,
did,"
his brother let Uncle Wiggily in.
suddenly sneezed
"You see we didn't want her to Curly.
"What's the matter?" asked Uncome In before we knew it, and
she could If We hadn't locked the cle Wiggily.
"This red stuff that I put In to
door. We didn't want her to surcolor the candy made me sneeze,"
prise us.".not?"
answered
the plggle boy. "But I
asked Uncle Wig"Why
don't mind."
gily.
Soon the candy was poured out
"Well er you see 'cause I'm
pan to cool. And
making some candy," answered. Into a greased
when
it was cool and hard Uncle
Curly, "and maybe she wouldn't
like It. I spilled some sugar on the Wiggily was given the first taste.
"Oh, Curly! Whatever did you
floor, and so did Floppy, and we
upset a little molasses, too, and put in this candy?" he cried. "Oh,

py.

mother
"You
had the

"Ker-choo-

!"

.
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'BlesA my jwHUkeis 5'howlsd
tKe 'Jbai chap
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NEW YORK METALS.
New

.

York. Dec. IS. Copper-Ste- ady.
spot and
Electrolytic,

nearby, 13fi14c; later, 14c.
Tin Easier.
Spot and nearby,
$32.87;

futures.

$32.75.

'

Iron Steady, unchanged.
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.704.8.
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis delivery, spot $4.904.95.
Antimony Spot $4.50 4. 55,
Foreign bar silver, 65 c.
Mexican dollars, 49 c.
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
Chicago. Dec. 13. Potatoes
Steady. Receipts 35 cars. Total U.
S. shipments. 139. Wisconsin sacked round white $1.65 01.75 cwt.:
Wisconsin
and
bulk,
Michigan
round white, $1.70 fill. 8ft cwt.; Minnesota sacked round white, $1.65
1.70 cwt.; Minnesota sacked Red
rivers, $1.65 fft) 1.75 cwt.; Idaho
sacked
Rurals, $1.751.85 cwt.;
Nebraska Bliss Triumphs, sacked,
poorly graded, $1.40 cwt.; Nebraska
sacked Rurals, $1.80 cwt.
Poultry Alive, unsettled. Fowls,
springs, 21c; turkeys,
'
37c; roosters, 15c.

1422c;

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
Kansas City. Dec. 13. Butter
Market unchanged.
Eggs Market 8c to 4e lower.
Firsts, 4546c; seconds. 81082c.
Poultry Market unchanged.
.

a

....

l&'ft with yesterday's average; snippers)
buying liberally, several of big
packers also buying. Top, $7.40 ea,
23
average ur,
light lights;
to $7.25; bulk hogs averaging
79
19
and up, $6.7507.10;
pigs mostr'
10c lower, bulk desirable $7.10 Of
80
71
5S

180-pou-

lit;

47
69
12
84
64

7.40.

14,000.
Fai
Sheep Receipts
lambs and yearlings strong to 25o)
Union Pacific
United States Steel
higher; sheep and feeders) steady.
Fat lambs early to packers and
Utah Copper
shippers, $11.25; some held hfghr;
shorn lambs, $10.00; chelce 96
fed
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
pound yearlings, $9.60: light fat
Chicago. Dec. 13. Prices weak- ewes early, $5.60.
N
ened in wheat todav owing to lack
Kansas City Livestock,
of support except from shorts. The
1
Kansas
XttTe
Dec.
J.
City,
e to
net
close was unsettled,
Receipts is.uuo. uanners and cut'
to $1.11
lower with Mav $1.11
cahners)
to $1.01. Corn ters weak to 25c lower;
and July $1.01
all other
c generally $ 1.50 2.00;
c to
lout
c, oats a shade to
classes
beet
active;
comparatively
and provisions 5c to 17c.
strong. Small lots,
Rather general selling with steers steady to
which wheat began showed a 8.oo89.25; best load sola early.
others $5.75T.O0r
dearth of buying orders and tended $7.75; bulk
classes generally steady:
to emphasize uncertainty prevail- other
common
cows. $3.40 4. BOr,
t
good
financial
ing as to the European
situation.
Downturns In foreign odd bunches, $5.00; better grades
eany sales
counted
further as a veajers, $7.oowg.oo;
exchange
S. 25; feeders, $5.25,;
$5.00
handicap to bulls, whereas talk cur- stockers,
fc
6.00.
been
rent about Germany having
Hogs Receipts 13,600. Market!
given a loan was without much ef- active,
20o
to
15e
lower.!
mostly
fect. Renorts of unfavorable harhogs to ship- - f.
vest weather in Argentina failed Best 170 to
and
$6.70;
pers
packers.
shipper!
to stimulate Interests, being
few lots?
offset by advices giving renewed ton on light lights, $6.75;
averages, $6.85 6.99; s
estimates of a large exportable sur- bulk
of
sales.
good'
plus. On the other hand, some- packing sows. $6.4006.65;
6.65;
$5.50
pigs
thing of a rally occurred near the!
4
beet $7.00.
to intimations inai j,- - weak,
t
Sheep-Receipt.
flheet
IS.000
bought'
800,000 bushels,
for iEurope. Only
others
amm niiv and
i iwtavgi
weak to 25o lower; Colorado pea ;
confirmed.
Besides, confidence fed
and fed westerns, $10.25.
was disturbed by gossip that final
ovprnment crop figures In the
Denver Livestock.
United States would show an in
Denver, Dec. 13. Cattle Recrene as proved to be the case re- ceipts
1,800. Markjet steady. Beef
Under such cir
garding cotton.
heifcumstances the late upturns were steers $5.007.00; cows and
ers. $3.605.40; calves. $6.50 to
largely transient.
stockers
Liberal arrivals of corn had a 9.50: bulls, $2.00J3.00;
and feeders, $4.60 6.00.
resslng influence on corn and
Market
1,200.
Hogs Receipts
oats.
lower. Top. $6.55; bulk, $5.75
Provisions were lower as a re 25c6.50.
sult of weakness in the value of
700.
Market
Sheep Receipts
grain and hogs.
stronger. Lambs, $8.75 9.75; ewes,
Closing prices:
3.504.40; feeder lambs, $7.75 Oi
Wheat
May, $1.11; July 8.50.
.
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bad old Wolf.
"Ha! What's this I smell? Canupon my word! Bless. my
whiskers!" howled the bad chap.
"I'll eat the candy first and then
nibble everybody!"
Into his mouth the greedy Wolf
crammed a lot ot Curly s candy
Then, all at once, the bad chap
gave a howl, turned a somersault
and out of the house he went, flying and crying:
"Water! Water! Oh, my tongue!
Ice water!"
"Say, what's the matter with my
candy, I wonder?" grunted Curly,
as he started to take a taste.
"Don't touch It! Let It alone!"
cried Uncle Wiggily. "You mado
a mistake and put red pepper in
to color it, Curly. It's as hot as
The little I took nearly
fire.
burned my topgue off, and what
must it have done to the Wolf?"
"Well, it served him right!"
laughed Floppy. "I guess he won't
nibble any of us now."
Then Uncle Wiggily helped the
plggle boys clean the kitchen, and
he helped Curly make some more
candy without any red pepper In,
and when Mrs. Twistytall came
home everything was all ri?ht.
Isn't it lucky the way some things
dy,

200-pou-

I

ao

130-pou-

.

I

"

,h7"'

;

$1.01.
-

Corn
Oats

May, 52
May, 37

e; July, R4cu
c; July, 38 c.

t

Le Roy. of
the first woman to be)
appointed recorder of the general
$9 05.
land office In wasmngton, Mrs.
turn out?
$7.80.
I Rov has been employed !n the
And if the ball of cord doesn't
department for gome years andex-is
tie the sawdust doll up In the paNEW YORK COTTON.
considered well qualified by
per of pins and tickle her so she
perience for the responsibilities of
her
shoes
laughs
off, I'll tell you
New York, Deo. 13. Cotton fu her new position.
next about Uncle Wiggily and tures closed
tirm. . Dec, 17.35;
Floppy's balloon.
Jan., 17.20; March, 17.21; May, CHILD ALMOST STRANGLED.
17.05; July. 16.75.
Mrs. G. Grab, 3116 Washing
'
Ave., New' Orleans,
La., writesf
LIBERTY BONDS.
"My child had a cough so bad she
would almost
strangle coughing.
New York, Dec. 13. Liberty Fcley's Honey and Tar relieved her
4s.
closed:
bonds
first
$95.40;
reoommend
it to any
and
I
J $97.10 bid; second
v
$s, 4s, $96.90; first cough,
mother."
Foley's Honey and Tar
second 4s, $96.90; gets right at the seat of trouble,
(By Thr Amnriatml Prea.)
4s. $97.20;$97.92;
fourth 4s, clears nose and throat of mucus,
New York, Dec, 13. Financial third
markets today experienced a radi- $97.26:4s,
$100; Victory heals raw end Inflamed surfaces,
Victory
cal change from recent anomalous 4s, $100.02.
loosens tightness of the chest and
Mrs. Mabel Pound
la

Mfr-hlra-

Pork Jan., $14.90.
Lard Jan., $8.60; May,
Ribs Jan., $7.80; May,

THE MARKETS

right! It isn't mother;

Uncle Wiggily!"
Looking up at a window the
saw Curly and
bunny gentlemandown
at him. The
Floppy glancing
of
the
faces
plggle boys were rather smeary and sticky and Curly
had a
spoon in his

"REG'LAR FELLERS"
.

92.

lc

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

THE

Switzerland demand, 19.40. Spain
demand, 14.88. Greece demand,
4.15.
demand, 83.80.
Argentina
Brazil demand, 13,25.
Montreal,

10
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
7T 1
75
89
Chicago Livestock.
66
Chicago, Dee. 13. Cattle Re
27
ceipts 11,000. Market generally
108
steady, quality very plain; cannersv
121
and cutters dull; veal calves 250
27 94 blirher.
Good to choice yearllntrs.
17
$10.00: bulk beef steers. $6.10'
8.00.
73
79
Hogs Receipts 63,000. Market
. 33
steady to 10c lower; mostly steady

Int. Mer. Marine pfd.,
Kennecott Copper
Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
New York Central

e

IIERE'S

er

,
Erie
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper

New York Herald.

by George Matthew Adams

$s,

conditions.
Foreign
exchanges
were dull and decidedly lower, but
stocks of a speculative character
were active and strong.
Reaction in foreign currencies,
which ranged from almost 7 cents
In sterling and 10 to 25 points in
allied or continental remittances,
were regarded as a natural sequence of the recent phenomenal
advance.
Resumption of bullish operations
In the share list focused around the
oils and metals, with a liberal
sprinkling of steels, equipments,
chemicals and related issues. Out-

standing features embraced

Mexi-

can and
petroleums,
Minlnr and
Houston, Federal
Smelting common and preferred
and the cheaper coppers at extreme
gains Of one to six points.
Shorts were severely punished by
the movement In oils, which gain
ed additional Impetus from reportB

NEW YORK MONEY.
New York, Dec. 13. Call money
Firm. High, low, ruling rate and
last loan, 6 per cent; closing bid,

to

4

6

checks croup, whooping cough,
bronchial and "flu" coughs. Sold,
everywhere.

per cent.

fAIJLXTATEMCNTA

CCOUNTIISIC

Time loans Firm. Sixty and 90
days and six months, 5 to 5
per
cent; prime mercantile paper, 5 to
5
cent.
per

A.UDIIINC,

Wkiiamj Zans)

FOREIGN EXCHANGE.

New York, Dec. 13. Foreign exchange irregular. Great Britain demand,
$4.18;
cables,
$4.18.
France demand, 8.06; cables,
8.07.
Italy demand, 4.65; cables,
4.65. Belgium demand, 7.74; ca- aiK1
bles, $7.75.
demand,
Germany
Knunilrra Msrblnhits
ICngtnrera
cables ,55. Holland demand,
PaitlriKB in Iran Hri Brogin, Alum86.46:
36.40; cables,
Norway de- inum. Rlectrla M"tra.
Olt
Knflnta,
Sweden demand, I'umrt 4n1 Irrlantinn
mand, 16.05,
24.40.
Denmark demand, 19.05.
Works and Otflre Alhuqorrqo.

Albuquerque Foundry
Macfvne Work

.64;

Trade Mark Registered U. 8. Patent Office)
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
fcY COLLY THI
I
A FINE
HOPHXl. THE. NET rriME,
MA4IE
ME. VflTH

hrn -

ROU.IN PIN
SOnna, come

IIOTEIi
We have listed for a few dayS
a
hotel, nlcaly fur-

nished: 22
and cold
each room;
hotel Is In
Is doing a
owner Is
will sell at
GOOD

outside) rooms;
running water

steam

heated.
good location
fine business,
leaving town
a bargain (or

FRAME

By George McManui

(Opyrtght,

n

nr

NJILL.-YO-

I

HrWE LUNCH

I

f FOR

Uv

NE-

OOOMEW

-

1KHOV-CO-

mm

T

IT'

YOU HAVE1 CORNED

Lr

VErVf
FINE
yiif.

f

SICK

throushout,

H06PITu;

HERC.J

In

JT

This

and
but
and

HOUSE

,

FOR RENT
Some very desirable furnished and unfurnished houses

REALTOR
Loans and Insurance.
1'none 807-S10 W. Gold.

W

F05S SALE

-

AN

US

A HOMEY

OFFER

-

mirilei
brink
with two baths. Five-rooand bath on each side, furnished, eeparate entrance, only
five blocke from postofflce..
OWNER VERT ANXIOUS
TO SELL, to call
ACKERSON A GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
rt-

120 S.

m

-

Phone

Fourth,

frame oottan, sleeping
furniihed, corner
porch, completely
lot; highlands one block from Central avenue; terms.
$8,000 One of the finest homes on East
Silver avenue; .even room, and bath;-'
extra fine sleeping porch: full baaement; hot water heat, laundry, fine

41.

IEBTIOK. X
The Had Arrow all over the West) readers sudden service on Kodak finishing
'
Work
to people who demand quality.
:n before 11 a. m. malted same day.
nest
aeon
Work In before I p. m. mailed
work to
electrical equipment, good garage 'Vila day. Addreea
THIS 11BD ARROW,
aervant'a quartera.
K. Las Vegsf
Albuquerque
A. IFLEISCIEE. iMUcr
(We want a representative In TO'JK
5 :. .
Insurance In all lt branches, Loam, It.rrltory.)
Surety Bonds.
i7 111
South Fourth Htiwt, Next to P. O.
SUDDEN

674.

"A BARGAIN"

New four room frame, large front
and back porch, full lot, garage.
Chicken house. Furnished complete, Including sewing machine,
vlctrola, etc. Only $2,350. Terms.

Mcdonald

&

worsham.

Real Estate, Insurance.

full-slfe-

Phone

860--

FOR RENT

108 S. Third.

Dwelling!

it E N

HOME

New pressed brick, five large
rooms, plenty of big closets, linen
closet, bath, heat,
laundry in
basement, extra roomy front and
back porches with concrete floors
great, big garage. Frontage of
71 feet on one of the best streets
In the Fourth ward.
REALTY CO.,
Realtors.
Sl W. Gold.S

6nELLEY
Phone

459--

J.

Ill

stem,

L,oe Angeiee.
Girl for housework, 10 a. m.
n m . flun.v aftnrnnnn. off:
ia
good wages; only two In family; easy

...

THINK
Why not have a home of your
own consisting of four rooms
and glassed in sleeping porch,
built-i- n
features, oak floors,
furnace heat and large basement? This place is priced to
sell quickly. Call.
A. L. MARTIN CO.,
Real
223

Realtors..
Estate, Fire and Auto
Inaurance,
Phone 156.
W. Gold Ave

Small payment down buys either of
tha following!
Two-roofrome, sleeping porch,
lot: 11,700, 250. 1 25
bath,
per month.
Five-roobrick, two "porches, bath,
garage,
lot; 14,780; 1760, 860
month.
per
Two-rooframe, sleeping porch,
lot, Fourth ward; 1,J50; 8500,
'
$25 per month. .

705

C.

Five-roo-

Four-roo-

Mountain

PAY CASH

WHY

RealtorPhone 4 id

J,

D, KELEHER,
311 West Gold.

Road

m

es,

m

FRUIT

DIE It MANN REALTY

S09 West Gold Avenue.

CO.
Phone 670.

FROM

m

FOR SALE

Furniture

SALE Furnltureofari
f OK
Call at
home; everything.

eight-roo-

FOR

Phone

Third.

SALE

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous

Navajo russ.
FOR SALE Guaranteed
208 South Arno.
and fur.
suit
FOR SALE .Ladles' coat
Phone l'JIS-WDOANE'S mlik gallon lots; no delivery.
.
1301 North First.
FOR SALE Leather davenport and two
rockers. 217 South Tenth.
pork; halves
FOR SALE Fresh coriv-fennd qunrtcra. phono 1805-'a
blocks,
SA1.I5
Cement
cheap,
FOR
South Walter, phone 2314-J- ;
your door,
DENVER POST delivered at
Phone I'JIti-M- .
65o per month.
NAVAJO RUGS
Positively ut cost. J 17
North Mulberry, phona 1730-FOR BALE A piano, upright grand, ma
hogany case. Phone 056-t
two
Foil SALE Winter dug bcliso.
10 West
pairs new feather pillows.
Lead.
FOR SALE Kdlson machine and forty-fiv- e
Plion
records; good as new.
I

2404-J-

FOR SALE Cheap, new EJison phonograph and records. Leaving town. Cull
at 1223 Kast Btreet.
FOR SALE Beautiful New Ulbauu inull-doll- n
(flat moilel). leather caal, cheap.
Call 505 North Second.
Foil SALE Uluo velvet suit nutria colai.e
lar, size 31; bolted pony skin coat,
214 Went Gold, phone 44J-88, chenn.
and
FOR SALE Ued tractors,
with gnng plows, lluraware Depart
Co.
ment J. Korhei
JUST RECEIVED a large consignmentof plnons, 160 the pouml. ttoucrt juutpherBon, 1114 west central,
CLARIFIED and pasteurized milk. Thele
Is only one place to obtain It. Albuquerque iDalryAssodaUoaj2h2eJi
and cotFOR BALE Freeh (buttermilk In
tage cbeeae; also fresh milk lalfi-M- gallon
.
phone
lots. Swayne's Dairy,
becuuig
FOR SALE Beautilul new J. P. CU.sll
OI

K""',

mnllniTlmV I'OHe:
-

.....

,

pnonn mvu.
pnyments. Partn-uinrFOR SALE Chicken sandwiches, InPls.n
the
Whistle candles, best Ice cream
free. College Inn,
city. We deliver
phone 1141.
Selected strictly Itean
FOR SALE
white egg at market price; deliveries.
Address
Wednesday and Saturday.
W. D., care journal
FOR SALE Alfalfa, nineteen dollars pur
ton; also Dearaiess parley one
Kob- five per hundred. Phone 2408-Kert E. Dletx.
pups, two
poodle
FOR SALE Toy
month old, thorougnoreus; ucnvereu
E.
L.
M, Drown,
any time, anywhere,
Barton. K, M.
SEND a genuine NAVAJO RUJ tr GKKMANTOWN
PILLOW lur noma. i".
Christmas; bargaln at 1006 Kast Cen
tral, phone 1419-CAKES made to
NICE HOME-MAD- E
order; - leave your oraer now lor mn
f,.Mrs.
Mackey. 2v8
nhrlitmn,
..I,.,
East Silver, phone 1285-R- .
BUTTER Ask your grocer for Albu- If
querque Dairy Aasectatlon butter;
your grocer can not supply you, call at
1
North Second.
the dairy,
PLAYER piano for a Xmas gift, with
recorda, for sale cheap; Liberty
forma tn ruBnonsibla party.
v..,thirty
or 1222 West Central.
Phone 1018-Heel and arch cushions
SOFT SPOTS
... f.n.n l..,nna' etirea all foot
Thos.
troubles, 31. Plantar Arch Bupports. cun
.
enr
F. Keteher Leather Co.. 4ua
FOR SALE Fine apples, by tho box;
oaHy

THEES

SHADE TREES AND ORNAALBUMENTALS
.
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Oet Your Order In Now, Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG & CO.
Albuqucrquu, N. M.

JUST OFF WEST CENTRAL
residence that would
A
cost $8,000.00 to duplicate. The lot
is worth $1,200. In tha most select
FOR RENT Rooms
residence district of the city.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Phone Modern, of course, and our price
888-Is only $5,800.00. Terms.
aeverat unfurnished ruoina.
3. L. PniLLIPS, Real Estntc.
124 South Edltb.
110 S.

INO

terms.

FOU KENT
SovcralVdandy furnished houses
and three nice unfurnished
houses.

I

FOR SALE

Uy owner,

Houses
four-roo-

houta.

West Fruit.
J)
brick huuse, wj
ui bALJii
Noith t'lilh. I'holie 24H1-Kfive-rooALi
lipuue,-garagGood
FOlt
mid small grocery,
call at 418
South Seventh.
FOR SALE Uy owner, new anodern six- room liuuue, near Rublnsori park, 8'b0
cash, $60 por mouth. Phono
Five-rooFOR SALl
frame, iTNderu,
convenient for two families; large lot;
east front; highlands. Phone 1(K-FOlt" SALE OR TRADE Modern four-roohouse, Bleeping
porch, garage,
full size lot; a bargain. 163H Kast Con- tral.
modFOR SALli l;y owner, four-rooern brick house; .two porches, garage;
furnished .or unfurnished; good t'jrma.
sou South Edith.
FOR SALE Uy owner, 718 West CoaL
frame etucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
Terina If desired, phone 1803-A four-rooFOR SALE
furnished cottage on 60 foot lot near K. K. shops.
Only 87uii jfor quick sale. J. A. Hammond, 824 East Silver. Phone 1622-FOR SALE Account leaving city, "furmodnished or unfurnished
ern houae; screened porches, nicely arWest
two
families.
Central,
ranged for
near park.
Phone owner, 2204-- J
and
FOR SALE By owner,
lorge front porch, modern bungalow,
In good residence
section; east front,
lawn and trees, in very best condition;
would sacrifice for quick tale; leaving
town. pli..ne 1480-FOR SALE By owner, in the Fourth
modern bungalow, garward,
age, has light and heat; very best residential district In city; priced right;
easy terms; not priced over phone;
Phone
shown by appointment
only.
i

Inquiro

101

-

YOU

0

J.

MAKE PRICE

13 acres, all kinds
2
house,
fruit, alfalfa,
miles from postofflce, $8,500. 0
acres all cultivated, a bargain. 2
fine lots West Fruit. $675.
house, $5,500.
W. II. McMILMON, Realtor.
200 West Gold.

WANTED

Miscellaneous
to

Cattle

feed.

Plioilt

240S-R.-

FOR cock.ng and serving dinners and
parties, phone 168&-et ap. Ervlo
S OVEH POLISHED un
Bedding Co., phono 471.
HAULING of all kinds done,
Cleaning paper and
cleaning kalsomlne; all work guaranteed.
Phone 634--

HAULAND GE.NEUAL
SCAVENGER
ING. Reasonable rates. E. A, Griffith,
722 East Iron, phone 23!D-done
UNION
LATHERS - bathing
promptly by J. E. Tlilehoif & Sons,
1104 North Eleventh, phono 875-J- .
AND CUTTING, of metals;
WELDING
also weldera' supplies and carbide for
sale. N. M. Steel Co., Inc., phone 1D47-.To buy Vlctrola; also light
WANTED
second-han- d
1010
South Elm,
car.
1400--

phona

WANTED

all kinds.
Broadway.

Phone

AND
802--

RABBITS of
302 South

FOR SALE
Entire stock pure bred S. C.
R. L Fteds, breeding pens T singles;
also a fine lot of bronzo urkrva, Mrs.
H. B. Wntklns, phone 241D-JFOR BALE American Roller cannrles.
S. O. English White
and
Leghorn cockerels. 818 North Fifteenth.
RED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
S. C. R. I. Rede. Ringlet Barred Rocks,
cockerels) pullets, hens and pens for breed413 West Atlantle. phone H83-W- .
ing.
FOR SALE All kinds of nice young
hens, reasonable; also springs, ducks,
302 South
geese, turkeys. Phono 852-Broadway.
FOR SALE Ten head of Missouri mules,
ten head of work horsca and mares
and twelve head of Holsteln and Jersey
milk cows, for ale cheap, or trade. Corner Mountain road and First street.
BABY CHICKS
HATCHING EGGS
y
White Leghorns.
FROM our
Chicks 320 per J00; eggs 313 per 100.
Chicks
R. I. Reds that are real Reds.
322 per 100; eggs, 814 per 100. Hatch off
each Monday and Thursday. Parcel post
Mrs.
prepaid. Mesilla Valley Hatchery,
H. V. Bundvl Las Oruces. N. M.

Houses

WANTED

modern houau;
unless price
right don't waste your
time; etate price, location and terms.
Address Mr. Kugol, fare Journal.
WANTED Albuquerque residence; four
to seven rooms; will exchange rooming house close In, lands, suitable for
1.000
live Mock ranch, vacant property,
R. E. note, everal other propertied. Bee
owner. 815 South Thlrd
WANTED

Four-roo-

i

Office Rooms

FOR RENT

FOR KENT Office space. 214 West
Gold, phone 448-steam
office,
FOR RENT Attractive
furnished.
water
and
heat, light
Wright building, opposite postofflce.
FOR RENT Three very desirable office
rooma, light, heat end water; will rent
separately or as a whole. A. B. Mllner,
31 3 H West Central, phone 823

Real Estate

FOR SALE

FOR SALE Fine 50 fool lot on East
Silver at reduced price. J, A. Hammond. 824 East Silver.
corLOT FOR SALE I will Mil
ner lot, only three blocks from city
hall. Price 380. O. R. E.. rare Journal.

WANTED

Agents

WANTED
LARGE SHIRT MANUFACTURER WOt.t.
Agents to sell oomplete line f shins
direct to wearer. Exclusive pattern!.
amptes. Madisnn
Big valuea. ' Free
Mills, 603 Broadway, New York.
AGENTS

PAINTING

1S22--

J

That Christmas Present

ILEVEllOT

Surprise her with a new home
we have them term
to suit.

FRANKLIN

KEALTOIIS.
Second ami Gold Avenue.
640
Thono - - - -

PAPERING

& CO,

A KKAL SNAP

Realtors
Third and Gold.

For

WEBUY POULTRY

AUTOMOBILES

3. A. HAMMOND,
824 East Sliver.
l'bone
V

Lots In the Anderson Addition.
Easy payments.

make hot
Good standard
water Incubator. Addreas Box 407. care
Journal.
and
furniture
Secondhand
WANTED
trunks. We buy everything in household goods.
Max's Bargain Store, 815
South First.
Phone 858.
MAX BARGAIN
STOKE., at 816 South
First, will pay the highest prlce for
aecond-r-and
clothing, shoes and
your
Phone 858.
furniture.
RUG CLEANERS
MATTRESSES
renovated. 33 60 and up.
'furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
Co.,
Bedding
phone 471.
BETTER DOKAK
FINISHING It Is
better. Return postage paid on mall
orders. Tho Barnum Studio, 219 1, West
Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
WILL GIVE PIANO storage and excellent care In private home; family of
Can give thornushiy
only two adults.
satisfactory local references. Address S.
J. B., rare Journal.
WANTF.D
Cureful Koduk finishing.
Twice daily service. Remember, satisSend your finishing
faction guaranteed.
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
A Hanna, Master Photographers.
RAZOR BLADES Send or bring y..rr
dull blades for reaharpenlng; dnuhte-edg85c; single edge, 25o per dozen;
have your razor honed and set iy ex.
2040-perts; work guaranteed. Kobza Bro:hers
atRuppe'a Drug Stnn.
GQOD HOME IN SANTA FE
WINDOW CLEANING
FIVE-rnoadobe house, modern, p:po-lea- a ALBUQUEKQUE
CC. Wlndowa
and floors
cleaned
furnace, electric lights, heart lt
offices and houses
stores,
scrubbed;
f
tt
takn
Santa Fe; wonderful bargain
rates and honest
reasonable
once; cash proposition; splendid value. cleaned;
Postofflce box 101. A. Gramme;
Mrs. Frank, 303 Hillside avenue, Bantu. work.
leave your calls American Grocery, phone
Fe, New Mexico.
2S2.
In
modern house
BY OWNER,
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, firethree
porches,
place, large screened
FOR SALE Laying hens and pullets.
light, airy bed rooms wLth extra large
008 West Silver, phono 2067-closets, fronts east on large lot with
In
excellent
etc.;
everything
trees,
lawn,
SALE
Fine Rhode Island r..oster.
doslred. Phone FOR
If
terms
condition;
124 Bouth Walter.
1877--

Worth of lot
silver, near
HIGHLAND PARK the past month.
A few choice
lots left
3500 and up on easy terms,

A fine ranch,

WANTED

IN CASK
Tou Never Hoard of
HEIGHTS
UNIVERSITY
We JtiHt mention in passing
that we are general agents,
and there is many a happy
home up there today.
Oct your lot now on'y ten dollars down and ten dollars per
month.
A beautiful Christmas present.
Wo Aro At Your Service.

$8,500.00
on 3nsl

-

na, phone 1820-GOOUSON ac CO.

FOR SALE Ford truck, enclosed body.
Phone 420.
FOR SALE Good Ford truck. Inquire
710 North Thirteenth.
Radiator
EXPERT
Repairing. O. K.
Sheet Metal Worka, 218 North Third
A- -l
Form-a-trucFOR SALE Smith
condition. 607 South Second. Ph. 1480-5
Bulck touring car;
FOR SALE
first-clas- s
Co..
condition, Bond-Dillo- n
city.
FOR SALESomo extra good used can;
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., 308
West Central.
FOR SALE Oldsmoblle six, In excellent condition; a bargain: cash or
terms. 1304 West Central, phone 1488-FOR SALE Will sell Chevrolet touring
car reasonable, or will trade for Ford
runabout. 802 South Broadway.
SEE McINTOBH AUTO COMPANY for
used tires, all sizes, used parts; Maxwell, Studebaker, Jteo and Chalmers cars.
608 West Central.
.
WANTED USED CARS
of
care
any
CASH
used
for
WB PAY
make, regardless of condition. Viaduct
Black7 Genoa, Ben Davis, Wine Sapps. Garage, 600' South Becond!
wm.
1628-w,can
SALE Ford light truck, 8150; one-- FOR
jjume,
Phone
ton B'ord truck, 3300, "worm drive; 6
Bouth Broadway.
"
and
llgh Bulck, 8580; Bulck 118 3850,Gold.
ROOF PAINT
ASBESTOB
West
Dodge touring car, 3400.
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, 31 Per galSouth
110
Co.,
lon.
The Maiano
FOR BALE Used rord Sedan and TourTry a built up
Wainut. phone 1834-J- .
ing; Dodge Brotlrera Roadster: Dodge
roof, will lost a long as the bulldlng.
Brothers renewed touring car; also Max
Studebaker:
well and
Ilupmoblle truck. J. Korber A Co., Auto
of
Cliy
Bhare
788.
hundred
Dept., phone
FOR SALE Five
.
E.ectrlo Railway, dciow .par.
L. Huat, N. T. Armljo building.
CARPENTERING
PETTIFORD THE ODDTlOB . MAN.
1 none ma-jAi . kind of worK.
FOR SALE F. O. B. track, cheek with
WANTED Odd Jobs oarpenterlng. paint-In- g
100 pounaa extra guou
order,
-- a.
. 1Afl
..nri .nnd mintllV drv
and roof repairing. Phnne 1468-OOUt.OS
1. 11. ni.n,1. twontV-flV- ft
IF YOU are thinking of building, phone
1 ar- 20o
J;
pound.
1029-pecans,
good quality dry
plan furnished free; all work
eel post prepaio- - i. v. ui.i.mo,
guaranteed.
Texas.
vine,
BUILDING, alterations, repairing; ia-USB EFFECTO AUTO TOP and V seat
Job or small ; work by contract or by
nls- Aiitn Tcnnmet.
.....I.. v?tn.
the day; careful mechanics and reasonpar, Valspar Enamele on automobile". able prices: work guaranteed; estimates
.,u....v
Call 1765-cottage ......rami.
Plymouth
Sat- - free.
foment.
..
r ,luur. xri mi
i... -- w" .p.ini
Isfactlon assured. Thos. F. Koloher leath
WANTED Rooms
.
...-.er Co., 408 west tentrai. nnnn
YOUNG LADY 'willing to take"an apar
ment with one or two other young
Address
,. i
ladles; references exchanged.
ATM
..wn.li ,H W1B '.'A. H . care Journal.
runniiunu
and
BEAUTIFUL mahogany furniture
man wlshea either room, or
two brass beds, ror sale at a bargain; YOUNG
,
uoa.ru aim nium, in vo.- -.
home for sale aleo; leaving city at once.
price must be reasonable; not sick.
Mrs. Margolta, 703 North Finn.
A. G., care Journal.

T

8e.vic.

SOLD

When easy payments will buy a
small cosy home, well worth
the money. Why not have a
home of your own?
Instead of saving rent receipts,
save money and before you
realizelt your home will be
paid for.

THAXTON

HOMEY HOME.
brick sleeping porchdining room
brick, sleeping porch, and modern, built-i- n
kitchen
features; garage,
except furnace,
right up
located on University
Heights. lawn, shade, a fine location.
Priced to sell, $4,200. Terms. .
Price only $3,750, good terms.
J. P. GILL, Real Estate.
R. MeCLTTGIiAN, REALTOR.
Phono 72S-lis 8. Second.
201 W. Gold. Phone 4t2-J- .
Insurance,
Real Estate, Loans,
Notary Public.

CUT OUT RENT

-

-

"W.

401 South
Apply laai I'.ast iiern..
WANTKI -- Ladiea all over Nw Mexico Broadway.
to tak, orders for my medallions: good FOR SALE Very beautiful 8x12 rug,
reasonable; an excellent Xmaa present.
pay.
Write me for particulars. Harry
See Mr. B. Townsend at J. C. Penny ce.
Albiqu-rqii- r,
Second,
Roe, 005 North.
tore.
New Mexico.
FOR SALE Heating atove, dresser, buf-fe- t,
kitchen cabinet, library table, saniFOR SALE Ranches
tary cot, two rockers, book case. 411
Forty-aoris- "
FOrT'sALE
alfalfa ranch, West
Marble,
four mllis from city. . Inquire 400 West FOR SALE
,
Large white enameled doll
old.
buggy, electrlo lamp, steam cooker,
FOR SALE Country home, stucco house, picture! and
flat irons. 80S North
even rooms, steam heated, electrlo Twelfth.
ranch; In alfalfa and FOR BALE Two
Mints; on ten-aclibrary tables, two
orchard. Addreis Postofflce box 177. or
dressing tables, two heavy leather arm
phone I4e7-Rchain, one kitchen table, and aeveral odd
house and chairs. 406 West Central.
FOR SALE My even-rooon
th
e
situated
acres
forty-threland,
SALE Oil and coal netting
the main road In Bernalillo. New Mexico. FOR
chlld'a bed, dressers, wardrobe, china
Adtlrtaa Bonataclo Montoya, Santa Fe, cabinets,
dressing case; largest toe it of
;
New Mexico.
rants.
used furniture In city. 886 South Fl.at.
ranch, two mlle
FOR 8 ALB Four-acr- e
from poatofflce, on main ditch: d"ublt FOR SALE Davenport bed and mattress,
CUT THIS OCT IT 18' WORTH house,
chicken houses, foil,
like new, 135; three library tables, t
garage,
'
MONEY.
blooded
chickens and turkeyi; ,u fur- to 113.60; eight dressers, 110 to 326;
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be niture ; terms. Phone 416-J- ..
1x13 rug, 38; 11x14 rug, 826; rooking
chairs. 1 to 84.60; Iron beds, 84 to 13.60;
and mail It to Foley & Co.. 2836
springs, 31 to 84.60; new all ootton matSheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writFOUND
AND
LOST
tress, $7.75: dining tables, $7 to 314.60;
address
ing your name nd return dearly.
chain, 31 to 33.25; oom odes, 31
TYPEWRITERS
a trial LOsi: Eyeglasses with' chain; may be dining
You will receive in
to 82.76;
to 82.(0; stand tables,
PERSONAL
name
in
tiensou.
oase
oi
Honey
Foley's
iVPli WRITERS All make overhauled
containing
bearing
package
88.60; baby bed end matswings,
porch
IS7S-Toward.
and repaired. Rlbbona for every maand Tar Compound for coujrhs.
tress, (7.60; baby gosafle, 81.50 to 7.60; TRBER Fpyp?Ivatehmies"" PhT4J.
Exchine.
810;
Typewriter
Albuquerque
colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills- IOST Lady'a brooch, made of gold Mex- -' sanitary cot, 36; Singer machine, beat-erconversational
to
learn
WANT
a,
H08-133 snuth Fourth.
mini In sirlas and back: rheU- V loan colna, "R. to B." on back; re- kitchen cabinet, like new, $30; oil 310; DOt6u
See change, phone
Instruction.
Individual
ananlah
oil
to
cook
Wad-33.60
stoves,
85;
turn to Liberty Cafe; reward
natiem, backache, kidney and
coal beaten, 37 to 314; coal range, 820; native teacher, 415 North Sixth.
MATTRESS RENOVATING
dcr allmentsj and Foley Catharticy
hard eoal burner, 815: pictures, mirrors,
PAINTING
SWEEP
CHIMNEY
ATTRliSa RENOV ATfNif, XSM and up.
wuiwmB..-laim
3'ablets, a wnoiesonie
clocks, medicine cabinet, toy wagons,
OU consider painting. Pilous
Rug elaanlng, furniture repairing,
cleansing cathartjo for constipa- WB SPECIALIZE "lii"leatilng chimneys Irish mall, kldlet kars, rocking chairs,
See-en1647-estimates furnished free: all
packing. Phone 471, Ervln Bed-din- s
tion, biliousness, ' headaches, and and furnaces. Call "Chimney Sweep," and many other articles, 323 South
eo
too
work
Company.
T.
,
C.
M.
large,
guaranteed;
A. ,
job
sluggish bowels. Sold everywhere,
j
i.
worK.

iNfu feATugs

HOW
To Stop Faying Rent.

the

WANTED

To Riisliandsi
Every Mother longs for "Home for
elf and Children." She has been a
good wife and a good Mother and
you owe It to her to satisfy this
yearning. Tou can If you will but
only make tha start. Delay la dangerous and time Is fleeting. Make
her happy this gladsome
by presenting her with a oontraot to
one of our choice
lo.s. Tou
wilt both be happier for the glvl.it.
820 cash starts you" "Homawir l."

Lc-an-

i:
i'our-roofurnished house. ITor-'keN- t'
South, Edith.
HENT Five room modern, furFOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms.
nished house. 415 South HlgtL
81S South Third.
rorition
WANTED
Famished
house, four
FOR KENT
rooms an dbath. 4 25 WetSanta Fe. FOR KENT A-- l room furnished; al.j
I '"DO general house, cleaning and' floor
garage, $2L 1007 North Second.
rour-rooFOR RENT
waxing. J. w. mwe, pimnc
"
5
Dr. Eaa- - FOR RENT Mooem rurnlshed rooms",
house, at 821 North Fourth.
WASTED Washing- and Ironing by the
steam heat. 608 'j West Central.
after 8,30 P. m. terday.
day. Call 1204-FOR RENT Rooma with or without
Ap. WANTED Wash Ins end Ironing to take FOR KENT
Cottage In highlands.
board.. 120 West Marble.
i
home. 108 Enat Coal, phnne 160S-ply room 25, A. Armtjo building, phone
wTvirifn Tn nriinn vmir fruit trees: 789-. FOR RENT Nice front room and sleeping porch; close tn. 115 South Edith.
Phone FOR BENT Five-rooir.t.clnse work
modern bungaguaranteed.
low with glassed-i- n
sleeping porch. 814 FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
.Bikes, 1'23-J- .
414 West Silver.
South Sixth.
alrlr; no children.
. practical
furnished house
nurse; chargi'a reasonable. FOR KENT Two-rooFOR RENT Two nicely furnished rooms
Edl-.h- ,
1370-18
South
Phone
with aleeplng porch. 3
for housekeeping.
815 West
phone 1451-GRADUATE nurse will do housowork an3
room -- nd FOR HENT Five-roohouse, FOR RENT Furnished room with privicare for Invalid In return fr
modern
.
lege of parlor; garage available. Phone
furnished, 804 South Walter. Inquire
sleeping porcn. rnone i.mn-w'
1714-J- .
WE AUUIT, CHEl'K. OPEN, CLOSE and 14 East Santa Fe.
A
WILLIAMS
ZANQ, FOR KENT Several cottages, furnished. FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
Jtetp books.
Phnne 701-- w
Mellnl building.
Irnnm
35, 140 and MS. on car line, inje.l,
room, close In; steam heat. 317 So'-- h
'
South Eillth.
Third.
quire 121
WANTED Work of any kind; house
carfurnished. FOR KENT Furnished rooma; also canJobs of
house,
FOR KENT Five"-rookalaomlnlng, odd
i cleaning,
.
201 Eaat
Phone
electric lights, city water, pianola, etc.;
ary birds for sale. 218 South Walter,
penter work.
phone 1807-ti) a month. 1451 North Virginia:
I
keep-four rooms, FOR RENT Nicely furnished
FOR RENT Unfurnished
wants position, nurlng and
front
room, eteam boat; no very sick. 702
bath, basement and two porches, at
ing house for Invalid Inor healthseeker;
hospital. Ad- - 1201 East Copper. Inquire at 210 North East Central.
years' experience
,i two
care Journal,
Cedar, phone 2378-dress K.
FOR RENT One nice large room for
'ameHICAM WIDOW wants laundry to FOR RENT Three-roofurnished house,
housekeeping, for lady employed. C17
one
oenta
rough dry:
and bath, at 801 South- west silver.
do at home; to
porch
sleeping
beV vacant December 13. In. dollar
per dozen finished. 1308 South Edith; willSoutV
FOR RENT Sleeping rooma for gentleEillth-- .
qulre iz4
High.
men employed, 88.00 up; no alck. 118
West Sliver.
"POSITION WANTED Office, store or FOR RENT Tnree, four and five-roo!
some furand
man, healthy, business
houses;
apartments
outside; youn
FOR RENT Large furnished front room,
refer-itencenished; eteem heat. W. H. McMllllon,
eollege graduate, office experience;
man preferred; no sick. Phona 1385-temporary or permanent. Jon weet Hold,
801 South Third St.
. aa- - accept
nnv inn rare Journal.
Three-roofurnished house, FOR RENT Two front rooms for
FOR Rent
llgnt
sleeping porch and bath, at 201 Bou.h
08 West
Ranche
housekeeping; no children.
FOR RENT
Edith: will be vacant December IS. In Silver.
acre
224
Edith
South
OH
J?OH
quire
KENT
RENT Room and glassed-i- n sleepbouse, seven miles tt r n
bivt TT.rn.nl.h. aem modern FOR
ranch, four-moing porch, gentleman
only. ZZi South
house of five rooma with large lot, a' Walter.
esst of town; fireplace, water and
Phone 8272-J- .
to
at 1105 East Central, phoae 418 West Atlantic avenue; very handy S07
phone. Call
rooms for light
FOR
Furnished
!
9ENT
76S-railroad employes.
City Realty Co.,
87.
nouseKeeping; water ana itgnts xur
West Gold, phone
nlshed. 710 Weet Lead.
FOR RENT kjousekeeplng rooma and
HELP WANTED
LEGAL NOTICE
sleeping porch, for two 'persons; no
children. 110 South Walnut. ,
Mule.
!
1
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE.
ROOMS
ApIMPERIAL
furnace.
to
fire
Man
rice, clean rooms;
WANTED
ratea by day or week. Over Paatlme
the Probate Court of Bernalillo ply Albuquerque sanatorium.
In
' County, New Mexico,
211
West
Central.
H
Theater.
OFFICE W fur l sh all
EMPLOYMENT
'in the Matter of the Estate of kinds of help. Try our aervl. 110 FOR KENT Olassed-l- n porch and two
'
David Welller. Deceased.
airy rooms; board acrosa street. 114
grulh Third, phone 384-i
Notice i hereby given that the WANTED Partner In hog business; will North Maple, phone 1888-la n t FOR RENT Large,
the
17th
man
on
1700
that
a
and
remiirei
was.
day
nicely furnished
undersigned
steam-heate- d
room, central and reasonof November, 1921, duly appointed afraid to work. Address Hogs, care Jour able.'
807
Gold.
Weet
H
nal,
Executrix of the estate of David
Ten steel workere; also one ULOIN
HultL buepina room auo
Welller, deceased, by the Probate WANTED engineer
at Gallup. New Meil- housekeeping apartments, by the day.
hoisting
Court of Bernalillo .County, and
T."
write Warden A week or month. 602 4 Weet Central.
n,nrmallnn
"having qualified ae such. Executrix, Allen company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
nice
unfurnished
KENT Two
FOR
r11 persons having claims against
For Immediate duty, office
rooms with bath and large sleeping
estate of said decedent are WANTED
collection department In- porch. 815 West Mountain Koad. Phone
for
manager
-- n
thnrnuill- 808-..nlv itnl-"hereby notified and required to
ly trained and experienced. Southwestern
"present the same to the undersignFOR RENT Well furnished Iront room,
namuei .
fcxenange,
ed in the manner and within, the Educational
team heated, hot and cold water, also
merco building, Albuquerque. N. M.
lime prescribed by law,
garage; no sick. 811 West Coal, phono
1102-.
Femnte.
WEILX.ER,
IDA
nice,
WOODWORTH
Newly furnished,
WArfTBJD
Principal Executrix,
Experienced oollar girl.
J
.
clean rooms and housekeeping apartHARRY B. WEIIXER and
Laundry,
312
or
month.
week
ments,
by
day,
WALTER A. DISQ.UE,
Girl for general work. Apply
WANTED
South Third.
409 West Lead,
for
furnished
RENT
Two
Dated November 18th, 1921.
WANTED Girl for general housework. FOR housekeeping, connectinglornia
bath, hot
light
Apply 823 North Thirteenth.
water and lights; very reasonable Call
WANTED Qlrl for general housework. afternoons. 702 North Third.
OFFICERS CONFISCATE
Apply at H North Second.
RENT Two well furnished rooms
HOOTCH INTENDED FOR WANTED Woman for general house- FOR
with
large
for
housekeeping,
must be good eook. 705 West sleepinglight
work;
porch, electrlo lights and gas;
XMAS 'CELEBRATIONS Lead.
410 East Central.
no children.
WANTED Second girl to assist In care FOR RENT Nicely furnished large, well
'
of Infant.
Mrs, S. 3. Lewlnaon, 608
(By The Askoclnted Tress.)
heated bed room; hot and cold water
El Paso, Texas, Dec, 12. Prohi- x.una pouigvuru.
In room; close In; no elclti Phone 1174.
1
bition officers, who for the last WANTED Woman to cook and do hou.e- - 808 West Iron.
work for family of three, can at i;u FOR RENT Beautifully furnlsWed front
ten 'days have been operating in
bed room, In private home, bath adthe mountain and desert country East Central.
In a family of four; joining, furnace heat; employed gentlereported WANTED A cook
porth and east of El Paso,with
to right party. Mrs. D. man; no sick.
Mt West Marquette,
congood
wages
to headquarters today
phone 15S4-fiscated liquor to the estimated Weinman, 70S west copper,
Toung ladlee to taka r.rdeis FOR RENT Well furnished room, sepaValue of $10,000, most of which It WANTED
rn
medallions: iro id nov.
rate entrance, next to bath and toilet;
is believed was destined for the Call mornings, 805'North Becnnl.
can be arranged for housekeeping; emChristmas trade In interior cities. EARN BOARD Room and 810 month ployed person
preferred, 813 and up.6
automobiles and
after
318 North Arno, phone 1766-Four, passenger
two trucks were seized by the of- Mackay Business College.. 80614 South p. m.

f'OR1
FOR

.
ficers.
Drivers and passengers In the
cars were arraigned before the
tJJnlted States commissioner today.
Rnnrls binding defendants over to
await the action of the federal
grand jury were fixed as follows:
C. James Smith. James Sharpe,
$1,000; George
Q. Merchfelde,
Estes and C. M. Litchfield, $1,600;
6. M. Taqkson, $750. Other prisoners whose names were not made
publio are to be arraigned tomorrow.
The liquor Introduced In evidence
before the commissioner, consisted
of 658 quarts and 415 pints of
whisky, 199 gallons of alcohol and
twenty-fou- r
quarts of gin.
The prohibition officers were
armed with commissions as customs
officers which permitted them to
halt and search cats without war-

AND HOOMINc
ITOISK
This Is a good one elprht
rooms
and
three sleeping;
and back
front
porches,
porches screened; lot 100x142
sidewalks,
fences,
feet; pas,
large variety of berries, fruit,
Best garden soil, ditch
(tic.
water. Now just think of all
at
this
$C,40u, and your own
BOARDING

,

.

MAKE

13,100

CENTRAL AVENUE HOME
Df iive rooms, two porches, fire
features. Complace, built-i- n
pletely furnished, even to dishes and kitchen utensils. Gard
lot. Make this
age,
.HER.
your Christmas gift to reasonPriced at $5,500, with
able terms.
BOLLIX E. GFTIiniDGE,
Phono 1023. ' 314 W. Gold.

v

1021

dwelling-

D, T. KINGSBURY,

"''N.

ffilb

cash.

and apartment in all parti of
the city.
Tell us what you want we
may have It.

'

Phone

modern brick, with glaised
porch, larffe front erned
porch, also cm e nff the kitohen.
Intent built In tea turpi, hardwood
floors ami finish throughout, large
outride
lot, Just
ctty llmttn. In
Fourth ward; IJ.450 cash will handle, halnnce of $2,000 at 8 per cent.
three
For rent, modern upartrnf-nt- ,
rooma and Uuth. close in on South
Arm auefct.
A. C. STARES,
old Avenue.
811) Kent
1'hone 16ft.
Bleeping

C5V

with Board

Kent-Roo-

BOARD

8S per week. Mrs. Knight, 200
South Broadway.
NICELY furnished loon, with board;
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
ROOM AND BOARD with sleeping porch,
16.1D
East Central.
adjoining bath.
ROOM AND BOARD, 511 South Broad- way.
CAN ACCOMMODATE
one lady convalescent. Apply Casa do Oro, 613 Weat
Gold..
ii'olt RENT itoom and board, with
board. 410
Sleeping porch; first-claEciat Central.
FOR RENT Large urnlHhed room with
table board; rates for two people. 317
South Fourth.
JAJiE.so.M S RANCH
luea location l .r
tew reservations now
healthseekera;
2238-availnble. Phone
F R RENT Room ana Bleeping porch.
Ytth board for convalescents; gentlemen only; private home. Phone 2148-HOME BOARDING HOUSE
Nice, warm
sleeping rooma; good home cooking.
004 South Third;
walk from atatlon.
short
ms
FOR RENT Nice-roowith sleeping
porches, wtth board, for convalescents.
M.a. Kted, 612 South Broadway, phone
5211,

FOR RENT Furnaced-heato- d
with private. entrance
Bleeping porch, for two.

bed

built-i- n

fire-plac- e,

china closet, kitchen cupboards; sidewalk, alfalfa all
around the house in season,
fino neighborshade trees,
hood. It's a dandy. Price only
terms.
$3,850;

hot

com-tortab-

l'bone

RKHT

me.

Located close In, In tho Highlands; has 6 rooms and glassed
sleeping porch; Is arranged so
can be used for two families.
ls
Tfcls will make a very
home, or can bt used
as a home and income property.

'

BE.

I'M

I

1

c

OH B0YI
Why riot this brand new bungalow of four rooms, glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, two screen
for that Christma
porches
home? It has hard wood floors

to bath;
1207 Kast

e

PROFESSIONAL

J

CARDS

,
JOHN W. WILSON,
v
Attorney.
Ho me 15, 17 and l'J. Cromwell Building,

1153-J- .

amone

rilHI:A

AMI

HI

KI1KONS.

Kit. S. I.. Ill HTON,
Dlsruies of tue Btomneh.
Suite, II. Barnett Building.

i;il.

.

I

C.

VIiUlv,

Kur, Nnsi, and Throat.
Fhone 131.
Building.
Office lloura
I to IS a. m., and I to I p. m.
I)it. MAItlJAltl l' I'AltTVVKlUHT,
Office Oram JJWg., Room 16. Phona 571.
Residence 1123 Bast Central
Kye,

Baruett

IMiono 571.

W. M. SHERIDAN,

M. D.
Practice Limited to

GKNITO -

(

ItlX.MtV

DISEASES

AND DISEASKJS OF THE SKIN
win tViisnermtm
i.uliurntorv In Connection.
lare

FOR RENT Furnace-heate- d
front r.om
with board; parage If desired., 1.07
'
Eist Central.
FOR HENT Nice airy front bedroom,
suitable for one or two; also glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, with excellent board.
A reel home.
Jl South Walter. Phone

Citizens

Bunk

ItiilR.

Phono

880.

CHIROPRACTORS
10

Chiropractor.
nnd in Armljo llulldlng.

FOR RENT

Apartment

n
aimnrnent,
i'hone 13T9-- MIRAMONTES-ON-THE-MESfurnlahnwaern
New
FUU
Itti.NT
small,
A SANATORIUM-HOTEfor tubercular
ed apartment, ateam heat, hot water.
convalescents; graduate nurse In at1 5
12
me
Weat
7.
r
nt
l
ti
Roma.
pa
Inquire
tendance; rates by the week or month.
three-moCall SMUO-J- l.
furainh- FOU ilENT-Mud.'- rn
fd apartment with bath, close in. Call
UKSlCKVATIUNiS may now be had at St.
John's Sanutorlum (Episcopal): rates, 50ft Nor t h S ec o n d,
Two furnished rooma, for
$17.50 to lui per week; Includes private FOU KENT
room with sleeping porch, connected to
light housekeeping:; adults; no aide
bath and toilet; .medical care, medicines, 724 South Second.
general nurHing; excellent meals, tray FOH KENT Three furnished housekeepservice; no extraa. All rooms have steam
ing rooms; also two rooms and sleeping
heat, hot and cold running water. Rev. porch.
1004 Forrester.
W. II. Zlogier,
Phone
Superintendent.
Two rooms with bath, furFOH HENT
4'Jl.
607
nished for light
housekeeping.
South First. Inquire Savoy Hotel.
BUSINESS CHANCES
Two rooms and sleeping
FOU HENT
FOR SALE
Garage, best location In
porch, unfurnished ; private entrance;
town. Phone 879.
no nmall children.
208 North Walnut.
n
FOR HALE Smull grocery and
modern apartFOR RENT Three-roo3 ft South' Seventh.
at
dwelling, poll
ment, partly furnished, 127.50, w.uor
FOR SALE A meat market; everything snd light puld. inquire luOl West Mar
complete. Call at 1105 Bast Central, ble
two-roophono 765-FOU HENT
furnished
Modern
FOR SALE One of the best business
apartment, with sleeping porch;
properties In Albuquerque. 2t5 South no sick; no children. 696 South
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotal
FOU RENT New rurnlshed ap.i..mont,
FOR SALE
half block from Central avenu3 car
confectionary
goods; good line. Call 1315 East Central, Woodlawa
shop, handling high-grad- e
care
luw
rent. Address Shop,
location;
Apartments, or phnne 157T.-Journal.
three rooms,
HENT
FOH
Furnished
ROOMINO
HOUSE Rooms all filled;
private bath and sleeping porch; heat,
central Ideation; profitable Investment. water and light furnished. Apply 100$
Inquire at Everybody's Candy Shop, 823 West Central.
South Third.
FOU RENT Apartments furnished comuae keeping. Including
WOULD LIKE TO EXCHANGE
OJl.
plete for light
. CAPITAL,
PLUS EXPERIENCE
IfKhts, heat and as. 215 North Beventa.
FOR interest in buslneBB of proven worth. Crane Apartments, ph"ne
Address "Ar.;bltlon," Postofflce Bog FOH RENT Three large rooms and
634;
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining;
FOR SALE At a bargain, five aecond-han- d completely furnished for housekeeping,
pool tables and one billiard table, gas and coal ran so 618 Weat Coa'.,
In flrst-cias- a
condition; also one twelve-fo- FOU RENT two rooms, bath, closet and
soda fountain, A- -l condition. In
pantry; three rooms, bath and closet,
condiquire at 120 West Silver.
all nicely furnished, In first-clas- s
FOR SALE Established retail buslnens tion, modern except heat; no children;
in Albuquerque; paying now, and pos- good location. Inquire 511 South Sixth.
sibilities for large profits. Price J6.000.
Owner has good reason for Belling. AdDRESSJVIING
dress A. B., Morning Journal!
by tho day, 3, Phone
tablhmed DRESSMAKING Rooms.
BUSINESS FOR SALE Old
Impertol
mercantr business, located on railroad. WANTED
children's sewi.loni.
Dressmaking;
Will sell for value of Improvj nenta
ing specialty. Mrs. Buker, phone 1130-Cood reason for selling. If Interested In
a
addr-sgood-size- d
postofflce HEMSTITCHINC,, pleating. Williams' Mil- proposition,
box 638 Albuouerous
llnery. 200 South Broadway, ph. 777-also men's shirts, neatly
DUEHSMAKINO,
FOR SALE Livestock
dona; reasonable. 30S West Iron, phona
1174.
doe.
and
FOR"SALE
frying
Bucks,
rabblta. 710 West Lead.
PLEATINll, accordion, side and bog;
mall orders. N. Crane, 215 Nortit
FOR SALE Belgian does with young.
Seventh; Crane Apartments, phone 314.
807 North Eleventh.
UllESSMAKINO Young?
FOR SALE Horse, wagon, harness, Jer
ladles' dresses a specialty; reasonable.
rum.
sey cow and calf. 130t
Miss Balchuck, 309 li Weat Central, phona
wifk
FOR SALE Very cheap, three good
694-horses. Bhufflebarger Transfer Barn,
ST lit Al'TO LINK
114 John,
Tha orange colored cart. Engle. Eleboar,
FOH SALE Fins Poland-Chin- a
seventeen month old. 1501 South Edith. phant Butte Dam and Hot Springs, N.
M,
Meet all trains at Engle, leaving
phone ;i2J-w- .
Hot Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 2:J0 p. m.
FOR SALE Half Toggenburg milk goat;
Dam drivers, best Dam cars on
Oldest
loU4
Apply
will be fresh In March.
the Dam line. We drive our own care.
North Fifth
reservations at our expense,
Write
for
FOR SALE Two horses, two colts, 100
HEFFERN'AN BROS., Props.
chickenB ana gooa come hub, vueay.
Hot Springs. N. M.
Mr. Lawrence, lao. norm CiigYpiivii
FOR SALE care load good work-- horses.
TIME CARDS
.o
some gooa maree, an jtuuoh, vimnot broke, at Grande Wagoa yard, S10
North uroaaway,
FOR SALE Dandy little family mik cow,
young ana iresn; iiret .00 mive. uw.
222 South' secona
FOR BALE Span of real work mules
u
weighing H4uo, live yeara om,
WESTBOLWi Dally. '
heavy set harnesa, at a bargain. Bells Train.
Arrive. Depart.
Livery Stable.
7:80 pm 1:80 pm
No. I The
FOR SALE Fine bred rabbits; all youuu No. I Calif. Scout....
lo:S0 am 11:00 am
Limited.
reasonsell
will
flew
hutches;
stock:
No. 7 Fargo Fast.. 10:60 am 11:80 am
able; must leave city. Call mornings, No.
The Navajo. .12:35 am 1:00 am
rear 211 Weet Marquette.
SOUTHBOUND.
10:10 pm
No. 19 El Paao Exp
MONEY TO LOAN
11:30 am
.
No. 27 El Paw Exp
TO LOAN On watches, diaHONEY
EASTBQUND.
monds, (una and everything valuaola Na i The Navajo.. 1:10 pm 1:40 pm
Mr. B. Marcus, tlS South First.
No. 4 Calif. Limited. 5.00 pm t:4fl pm
No. 8 8. F. Eight.. 7:25 pm 1:10 pm
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watones
7:20 am 7:50 an
No. 10 The Scout
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable,
FROM SOUTH.
N.
1st.
Oottlleti Jcwe.ry Co., 105
:I5
El
Paso
No.
From
H
CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry, dla. No. 10 From El Paso 7:00 pm
am
monds watches. Liberty bonds, plants.
0 connect
with No. tt
No.
Telen
at
automobiles. Lowest ratea. Rothmund
City and
state. for Clovls, Pecea Valley, itana117 South First. Bonded tn th
15SH--

b'OH KI'JM'

Thrud-rut--

vnto bath,

Z.

w

O

Coast.

w

WHEN considering painting, paperhang-In- g WANTED
No. 2 connect- - at Beljn with No. tl
Board & Room from
or kalsomlning. call 234, or call at
Clovls and polnta east and eoiith
307 East Central, for Hanson ft Powera, WANTED Protestant home ana. jnoth-er'- a
flrar-clas- a
care for useful aohool girl, neir
painters and paperhangera;
yi4 guarantee all our work; no Job too high school Address L. U., car. Journal
blf or too small,
.

j,

,..,

'

g
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s CHUMANN
Bartlett Pears, Cauliflower, Fresh Tomatoes, Lemons, Orangres,
Dried Lima Beans, Black Eyed Pas.
Now In stock, Pure Buckwheat Flour, Topcorn Poppers,
Cake Turners.

'

.

Tournado's Kitchen Bouquet, unexcelled for flavoring and
coloring gravies, stews, soups, etc.
Kellog's absolutely Pure Tasteless Castor Oil. Tasteless, yet
nothins added and nothing: taken away, but the unpleasant
taste by a special process of refining.

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

ROBERT JONES

IIS Marble Arenos

Phone

P3"f iHE
It

til

i VI

t,

111

PRICES

37-2-

J,

,

'

CUT ELECTRIC

113

667--

ever-willin-

ninth-minu-

te

117 S.

Phone 91

7--

J

Cent Taxi

Prompt Day and Night Service

Phone

17

HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Jeweler

Jewelry
Just out of the High rent district.
Opposite Postoffice.
122 S. Fourth
Phone 003-J.

"rival."

ALLEGED BACK PORCH
MILK DEALER BOUND
OiER ON $200 BOND

window decorator for the Golden Kule store has
let a contract for the immediate
five-roobuilding of a California typeavenue
bungalow on Cornell
south of Coal. The cement work
was begun Monday morning.
Emily W. Tennant purchased NAVAJO
RUGS
two choice lots on Princeton avenue last week.
The greatest advertisement the Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry, Gems, Laces.
Heights has is Its citizenship and
Tradln
Post.
atmosphere.
pure, fresh,
Bonding
What Is termed a "poor man's
Opposite Postoffice.
golf club" has been launched on
takes
but
it
regular
Long Island,
money to Join the new organization.
m

WRTfiHT'S ,,,,

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.
Phone 939.
158

Taxi & Baggage

158

(Let Us Send a Man

To replace that broken window
ne
tlasa. Alboquerqne Lorn her
42S North First
421.
Co-Pho-

FOR SALE

Two Diamond Rings at Great
Bargains if sold at once. These
stones are perfect In cut and
pure white.
Karat
One Is
and the other 'A Karat
See these. You can buy them
it loan prices. Apply

213 S.

First Street

1

AT-

LATHIMS CASH AND CARRY
109 NORTH FOURTH

'

!f

ST.

i!

STATE

NEW

COAL

ANNOUNCES

PRICE

IN

DENATURED ALCOHOL
75C PER GALLON

'

XParAtr

IfW

WANTED

CRYSTAL

UNITED

OFEilA

SALESLADIES

lc to

$1

Call "6

Store

7

HOUSE

Two Glad

8"

Dec.

Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

Albuquerque. .

Santa
Santa Fe
in

7:45 am

am
Fe... 10:45
4:00

In Albuquernue

Phone

pm

7:80 pm

600

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Cigar Store,
210

Singer
West

Central

modern.

17

North First

and

BEST

'

Gold.

modern,
from Central.

blocks

ATTENTION

High Salaried
Vaudeville Acts .,

SHAREHOLDERS

Ocean Oil Co.
Hueco Basin Development Co.
Fisher Oil Co.
Jaggers Wallace Oil Corporation.
Homer Union Oil Co.
Texas Homer Oil Co.
Texas Control.
Valmont Tularosa Basin Oil Co.
Shareholders In these companies may exchange their shares
for shares In a TWO MILLION DOLLAR company that is
ACTUALLY PAYING DIVIDENDS from their production.
This company has 23 producing oil wells, 18 wells drilling In
KldoradOw Arkansas, field, Louslana oil field, Ranger and
Breckinridge fields, also the Wonder taexla field; owns 25,000 J
acres leases; also owns $300,000 worth of drilling rigs and
Dividends are paid quarterly.
equipment.

Texas United Trust Company
1250-- J

Albuquerque, New Mexico

3

CITr

ADDED

Phone

H

ATTRACTION

'WENT

279

EVENTS"
PRICES

I

ljL.IWJJ5IIIMI,.l!lf

elMIIIUESJMII)

fi

CONTINUOUS

1

TO 11 P. M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

COAL

HALT!
a moment and
consider what a
treat is in store for
you in the way of
a motion picture

Stop

4LpHONES

5

and BUILDING

MATERIALS OP QUALITY.
Trucks Bring Comfort to Your Home.

and

MIXED
AN

FOR

CANDIES

Production

The mixed Candies that the kiddies like, and without which no Christmas is complete.
All kinds,
colors
and
sizes,
shapes.

-

eart of V

100 PER CENT' PURE
could please the kiddies more than a
Mixed
generous supply of Fee's Home-Mad- e
Christmas Candies.

'

v

aryrand'

25 CENTS PER POUND
We have only a limited supply.
For large quantities, order now. I

A screen adaptation
David
, of the famous

.

-

IF YOU WANT THE BEST, BE SURE IT'S

FEE'S

304 West Central Ave.

Phone

435-- W

CAST

ALL-STA- R

In the Tom Terris

CHRISTMAS

-

Matson's Book Store.

MOTHER-FAIT-

HEARTS MADE COURAGEOUS
BY UNSELFISH LOVE

Nothing
8--- 12

Borders States Oil Co,
Ranger Burke Oil Co.
Service Oil Corporation.

Phone

'A SCREEN POEM OF

time

Reserved Seat Sale At

Can Make Good Terms.
you are Intending to buy
investigate these first.
821 West Silver. Phone 1949--

It

Cla5

igh

IN

SERVICE

HOME-MAD- E,

Street Parade Daily and Band
Concerts In Front of Theater
Preceding Each Performance.

;

two

0

Traveling: in Their Own Two Fine
Steel Stateroom Sleeping Cars.

on North
modern
Maple, half block from Central.

tral.

Vaudeville, Girl, Min-

strel Show Combined

iSulliOan,
Wibloi

!

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

Darker Jubilee Singers
and Coon Shouters

12-H-

v

....$11.90

GALLUP

18.

Kings--5-

C

THE VERY BEST FOR KTrCHEjf'HANGE
ORDER GUARANTEED
SUPERIOR SERVICE-i-EVERUnloading from Cars All Week.

Genuine

strel

C.

NOTICE

And Octoroon Beauty
Chorus
A Musical,

COAL

DR. FREDERICK A. IIATCH will deliver the following Lectures at Albuquerque in Shrine Room at Masonic Templet
Wednesday, Deo, 14th, 8:00 p. m. For Men and Boys over
the ages of 19 years. Subject, "AMERICANIZATION."
Thursday, Doc. lotli, 2:30 p, in. For Mothers and Married
Women. Subject, "AMERICANIZATION AND SEX EDUCATION IN THE HOME."
Thursday, Dor. 15th, 8:00 p. m. For Master Masons Only.
Subject, ''WHENCE CAME YOU?"
Friday, Dee. 16th, 8:00 p.m. For School Boys. Subject,
"MEANING OP BEX AND THE RESPONSIBILITY
OF
BOYS TO QIRLS IN LANGUAGE, SOCIAL RELATIONS
AND AS PROTECTORS."
No I'co for Admission. Come and Hear Tills Noted Lecturer.

Days-Satu- rday

and Queens

and

Ninth

GREATER,
thanLOVE
""

REGULAR

Curtain Promptly at 8:15.
R. M. HARVEY, PRESENTS

50-Min-

FOR SALE BT OWNER
These homes are all Las Vegas
Press Brick and built by owner.

GL4UM

LIBERTY COAL YARD

LUMBER
Let Our

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

fOUISE

$12.25
$11.50
$12.40

Gallup Lump
Gallup Egg
Sugar ite Lump.
Sugarite Nut

'r

PRODUCTION

by

BLOCK

'

"Grtdttr thin Ifit"

prtstnts

directed

and Sunday

AND WATCH IS MOVE
(Moving is our business). Expert piano movers. We satisfy
particular people.
AND
BROWN'S TRANSFER
STORAGE

Ifad Jn '

V

J.EARKERREADJIL

,

"Quicker'n Lightning"
216 West Central

AMERICAN

M A ;i;

-

m'r Aftr ;V

Til

Ob

PALACE DRUG CO.
Free Delivery
Phone 54

J

-

1

jjf

j4

COMPANY

Your Radiator From Freezing by Using

Keep

"WiWj

o

On all grades of their HIGII QUALITY GUARANTEED COAfi.
Order now You may win the Christmas coal.
PHONE
83

700

I.

A SUBSTANTIAL

REDUCTION

I

Padilla. whom police claim Established 1883
has been operating a retail milk
business and has been seenrlnjr his
back
supply from neighboring
porches early In the mornine;, was
bound over to the grand Jury yesW. Mcterday by Police Judge W.
tho milk
Aside from
RELIABLE
Clellan.
Padilla
that
claimed
It
is
WATCHMAKERS & JEWELER!
charge,
stole a bicycle a trunk and a num205 W. CENT!
The
ber of articles of clothing.
bievcle had just been repainted,
and although Padilla had some
fresh paint of the prime color on his
overalls, he claimed that he had
never painted a bicycle in his lKe.
His bond was fixed at $200.

IP

,'4

?

can get the Very Best Quality of Fresh
Meats at most Reasonable Prices

You

Finest rooms In tho state
steam
heat, hot and! cold
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 ween
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.

CURIOS

life-givi-

1114 West Central

HOTEL
ELMS
North First.
300

AT.

one block from CenSix brand

A. D. Klnnison,

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

i

Of Dancing
61 8
West Central
DeWill Reopen Wednesday,
cember 14. Private Lessons by
appointment.
FRED HERMAN. Instructor.

Open and Closed Cars.

FOGG, The

ATME

ST

Ml

TODAY AND TOMORROW

EtabtJJ&cpherson

--

STAGE

and Jewelry repaired.
Swiss
and English

First

25

Get
Tuesday and Saturday
" your order In early.
ALBUQUERQUE CRISP
POTATO CHIP COMPANY.
1530-- J
Phono

as one might believe, to disdain-

fully listen to a "mere contralto"
sing and note tne disappointment
exnressed by the audience at theBut only momentarsubstitution.
first
Ily. After pchnmann-Helnk'- s
glorious number, the soprano whoantinatural
had disappointed, her
pathv forgotten,boxwas leaning for-- 1
enthusiastically
ward in her
for her
leadlncr the applause

BRASFIELD

W.

Watch, clock
makes.

Tamales

Denzerea School

Seventy-firs- t

Regiment armory in ftcw i or,
the famous soprano of colcrature
fame who had been engaged as soloist, disappointed at the last mln
g
and genial
ute, and the
at a
Schumann-IIeln- k
appeared
notice. In one of the
boxes sat the famous coloratura
who had become Indisposed, come,

BHOIS SHOP
South Second.

FOR SALE OR RENT.
new
houses,
corner Ninth and 'Coal. Will
sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See F. H. Strong" or L.
C. Bennett.
PHONES 75 or 145.

UNIVERSITY

hi.i nt the

H,.oi

Free Call and Uellierj.

American,

Most Meet the Rigid Requirement
of tho Santa l'e Time Service

.
Rcuman
Department.
celebrated contralto, who is to sing
VANN
in concert nl me armory
ber 26, has been singing for tavty Watch Inspector, Santa Fe R'y
her
as
splendid
two years, and
yet,
by the
voice seems, untouched
passage of time.
sent to
was
t At the ago of ten, she
$75,000
Urseline nuns in
convent of the
the
s
AlbuVlA
To loan on
tVlA
Tl
Btinff In
phoil".
sr
I ague, vi .Unva
Business
querque
Improved
her family
entirely by ear. Later,
No loan less than
Property.
moved to Graz, where a teacher
(5,000.
named Marietta von Le Clair disImA. MONTOYA,
covered the singer's voice, and
115 South Second St.
her. At
began to train
mediately Schumaun-Heink's
voice
the time,
was a pure contralto, with no high
notes. Her teacher wisely kept her
..,.!
tnr twn veara. before
allowing her to sing songs by Men
Get Our Prices Before You Buy
delssohn, ticnuuerv aim ui""
Your Christmas
des
Schumann-Heink'operatio
but was made as Azucena in II
Trovatore, at the Dresden opera
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP.
house in itna. in me euny
215 South Second Street.
she achieved considerable fume In
Berlin in the German and Italian
in
appeared
operas. In 1896 she success,
and
Bavreuth with great
in London in 1898 she carried all
For sale a
before her. Her rirsi xvew mm.;
of delicious
at the Met- - comb honey,quantity
sweet clover flaappearance was in 1898, direction
of
the
under
vor. Order from your dealer
ropolitan,
Conreld. One of her most famous or direct. J. & SMITH, 2200
ey
roles Is that of iiaes in
Indian
School Road.
beer's "Le Prophete." In which
.
riione 1915-Metrothe
at
she
appeared
part
and
with
1903
Alvarez,
in
politan
later in another Inof her famous roles,
"Lohengrin." She
that of Ortrud
was also successful as Mary In "Der
Fliegende Hollander."
greets Ernestine
Everybody
Call
with lavish ap-n- r.
Sehumann-Hetn- k
ulirnfi nf affection, but
col1
when one of the World's famous
oratura sopranos bows low in homthe
that
to
show
it
goes
only
age,
public is not
ordinary music-goin- g
biased in Its hearty discrimination.
me musiu
concert
oi
At the last

;

Claiming that he had conversed
with Napoleon Bonnparte, Satan
and a number of other famous
personages, and that the Santa Fe
station was a church, H. C. Brown
was taken into custody by Santa Fe
Station Master Ed Sinclair and
brought before the police court.
Brown stated that he was greatly surprised to find himself under
arrest, although he kncw.that evil
forces had been working toward
his destruction for some time. He
also claimed that he had been
freed from most of his sins while
spending a ehort visit at the jail at
Crawford, Neb.
If given nn opportunity, ne
claimed he would soon be a healer
of all kinds of diseases, even to
grouchy dispositions. The police
Judge held him to the district court,
which will investigate his sanity.
When arrested he waa delivering a
flowery sermon at the station.

Chicken

l

Nice Roasted Pinon Nut3
for Christmas Gifts

3 7

ROT II MAN'S

'

Hot

GUYS TRANSFER

INDIAN

J.

Fourth

i

Coal Supply Co-- Vbono 4 and 6.
P. M. Leakou, who was in mo
restaurant business here for years,
BEADED BAGS
recently in business in Juarez,
MOCCASINS, CURIOS,
Mexico, is in the city.
G. K. Warren post of the WomPILLOW TOPS,
today
en's Belief corps will meet
RUGS,
BASKETS,
at 2:30 o'clock in the Odd FelNAVAJO JEWELRY
lows' hall. There will bo election
i
of officers.
Mis. E. L. Coriell, her mother.
Mrs.
At Reduced Prices
Mrs. F. Vota and her sister,
Harris Miller of SurlnBPrville,
Mexico
for
left
yesterday
Ariz.,
where they will spend the remainder of the winter.
There will be a meeting of the
vestry of the St. John Cathedral
church at 8 o'clock tonight at tho
Music and Jewelry Store
home of W. C. McClellan at 723
117 8. First St.
North Fourth street.
Phone 017-- J
Ada Philbrick Phone 241S-JThe Elks will meet at 8 o'clock
tonight In regular session.
Oak Grove, Woodman Circle No.
tonight at the HIGH SCHOOL BASKET
46, will meet
Knights of Pythias hall. There
BALL TEAM TO MEET
will be Initiation and election ot
officers.
"BANKERS" TONIGHT
Hugh Cassldy of the forest service left last night for a vacation
The Albuquerque high school net
points east. He
trip to Denver and the
basketNew Year. squad meets the Bankeri
will return after
team at the Y. M. C. A. gymFirst Ward school defeated Sec- ball
time
Becond
for
the
tonight
ond Ward 0 to 0 In a football game nasium
Last Saturday night
this season.
plaved yesterday afternoon.644-"the hih school took a very close
Dr. Murray, Osteopath. P.
game from the Bankers by a score
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Ira of
Since that time the
North
314
Twelfth
Bprecher,
bankers have defeated the Indian
street, Sunday, a girl.
school,
Royal Neighbors of America
A preliminary
game will be
will hold regular meeting Wednesbetween the high school
played
Eleco'clock.
7:30
at
day night
.second string men and the Y. M. C.
tion of officers.
This game will start
truck load, A. 7Pickups.
Factory wood, fun
at o'clock and the main event at
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company. 8 o'clock.
Phone 91.
Th lineuns are as follows: Al- Albuquerque Camp No. 13303. b iqu'erque high school Hogrefc, f.;
Modern Woodmen of America, will Rodgers,, f.; Benjamin, e.; Jong,
meet tonight.
Pegue, f.;
g. Wilson, g. Bankers
There is an undelivered tele- Gilbert, g.; Harris, c; Bryan, g.;
gram at the Postal Telegraph of- Stowcll, g.
fice for Guy S. Exon.
Louis H. Wilton, who will refit. John's auxiliary will meet in feree the game, is the only official
Guild hall at 2:30 this afternoon. in New Mexico who is a member of
Rex Dupree was arrested yester- the national beard of approved of
day charged with stealing a saddle ficials. Mr. Wilton is the Soys' sec
from Tote's wagon yard and a pair retary of the Y. M. C. A. ana lasi
of chapps from the Bell livery vear officiated
at the national
stable.
basketball tournachampionship
J. W. Allison was arrested last ment of Mexico.
night charged with fighting and
disorderly conduct.
c. n. coxxra, m. . d. o.
Specialist.
The Installation banquet of the Stern Osteopathia
2033-Bldg. Tel. 701-Eastern Star will be held at tho
Masonic Temple at 6:30 o'clock
CHRISTMAS TREES
Friday evening, for members only.
The price is changed to 60c. Thoss
GUY'S TRANSFER
who wish to attend are urged to Phone 371
2nd and Lead
call Mrs. Sam Livingston.
Phone

North

OUR

8 7 8 WATCH REPAIRING

nvrmcHiia

Mm

124

,

Also "FOX NEWS" Pictures
"MUTT and JEFF" Cartoons

ONLY MAN ALIVE WHO
HAS CONVERSED WITH
SATAN IS ARRESTED

388--

j

(Ry Max Brand)
find a murderer and
How a boy went to the west to lovo
Instead
found happiness nml

LOCAL ITEMS

FIRST

Phono

v

HONEY

"

ADMISSION

III

SALE

FOR

FOR YOUR MEALS

JEWELRY.

In his Ilvest picture

REGULAR

OPERA

SINGS

Manhattan Cafe

MONEY TALKS

T0DflY

IVI

"TRAILEff

ConI and Wood.
Gnlltin Lump $11.50 a Ton
(100 NORTH FIRST STREET

THE

TRY

COAL CO.

first-clas-

FOX Presents

WILLIAM

JOHNSON

HEINK

December 14, 1921.

4

.

and South Walter
676
-

Coal

Phones

LET'S GO

Mm

Belasco

(

:.

'C'liiiiJili.,

stage - play
which is regarded as
a photoplay classis
a film that will live
for years.
i

""

Also

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

A" Vanity

Price, $11.25 Per Ton

'It' Your

Least Expensive
Burns. Longer ' '
.'',
r More
Produces
Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and FirejoJace Wood,
Real- Gallup Lump Coal

Comedy

Move

,

-

REGULAR

PRICES

.

IIAIIfl

COAL

PHONE

91.

'

SI

CO.
FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A

WANT-A-

